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This is the time of year when many square dance clubs plan and sponsor Benefit 
Dances. These are greatly appreciated by 
the various charitable groups in our ares, as 
well as throughout the nation. Some clubs 
have what is referred to as "Basket 
Dances" where everyone brings food dona-
tions for the selected charity organization. 
These dances also encourage the benevo-
lence of dancers with the giving of mone-
tary gifts. 
Many of us don't know what it is to go 
with out a celebration dinner for Thanks-
giving. Many of us haven't the faintest idea 
of how it feels to wonder where the next 
meal is coming from. Our precious gifts of 
food as well as money can be an up-lifting 
of the spirit for these destitute people. 
many children go with out gifts at Christ-
mas time when there is no money coming 
into the house. 
If you feel the need to give a little time 
and food or money, you can fmd families 
through these various charities that need 
our help. It could be on a personal basis or 
with the efforts of the whole club. I know, 
and you know, Square Dancers are won-
derful people. Now is the time to prove that 
to the world. Let even YOUR light shine 
for someone else this Holiday season. 
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A whole new group of writers is showcased 
tiin this issue. Two insidious evils engulf the 
world and are slowly strangling the youth of our 
nation, A.I.D.S and Drugs. In an article by Betty 
Younger & Denney Brooks comes some fresh 
new ideas how we, as dancers, might help com-
bat this dilemma. Georgia Tuxbury describes 
what it is like to retire and how important it is to have meaningful goals when one does start 
to lead that golden life. The continuing saga of Mainstream vs Plus is highlighted in two 
articles. One by Ken Ritucci Why Johnny Can't Dance and the other entitled Whither 
Mainstream. How about sharing your thoughts, stories, and ideas with us? 
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Mail Order Service 
Call or Write 
For Free Catalog 
YAK STACK 
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Ever Designed and Built! 
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For Over 30 Years. 
Portable, Dependable— 
You Can Hear the Difference.  
INVEST IN A YAK STACK— 
Never worry about sound problems again. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, 
CALL GARY & CINDY JOHNSTON 
(203) 647-7530 
OR WRITE: cm iiiptam, 
YAK STACK 	mum 
P.O. Box 361, Tolland CT 06084-0361 
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SANDS INTERNATIONAL DANCE FESTIVAL 
-4 	America's Hottest Dance Celebration! 
JOIN US IN LAS VEGAS FOR THE 3RD ANNUAL 
CALLERS  
NOVEMBER 29 - DECEMBER 3,1992 
SANDS WO AND CONVENTION CENTER • LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
Nationally Known Instructors 
STAN BURDICK & WALT COLE 
   
   
15NY WU PP 
61.0410ne. Liar 
ACT rumioni: 
   
IVO 	CONVINTON CEMIN 
VOICE • MUSIC • TIMING • HASH SYSTEM 	PROGRAMING .MIKE SHOWMANSHIP 
SOUND • CRITIQUE • TEACHING ;somas • FillUCJIT .AND MOM 
STARTS SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11 at 2:00 p.m. 
Five Days of Instruction - only $1251 
NOSITIOUNJOICED MIAS - AVINFASY4LCOMU 
Morning classes allow full participation at all other events! 
For more information 	 call (818) 907-7788. 
Fa Tann...kcal Sim illf) OMNI st Wall al ons /16.143Dridert Rnl SLIrl Dome). 
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THERE'S GOOD NEWS 
AND FOOD NEWS! 
In these times when numbers of square dancers in many areas seem to be dimin-
ishing, isn't it nice to know that in certain 
programs the picture couldn't be brighter? 
Here and there we've seen a bushel of mini-
booms afoot! (My, that's a triple meta-
phor!—Co-ED.) 
But, we're getting ahead of the story. 
Let's begin with the travel tales, which we'll 
preface with a little verse: 
A little ZOOM can lead to a boom, 
And a phase can lead to a craze, 
So if you choose, you can light the fuse 
That can propel our dance to the moon! 
(Heaven's sakes, Stan, now you're put- 
ting the doggerel before the tale!—00- 
Ed.) 
Kent, Ohio—It happened at the annual 
Akron Area Square and Round Dance 
Federation Fall Festival at storied Kent 
State University Student Center Ballroom 
one Sunday in mid-September. About 30 
squares came to the track-tootenanny all-
day event, engineered by George and Kathy 
Oravez (Federation vice-prez), assisted by 
Dick and Janice Freese (Fed prez), caller 
Tom Rudebock (emcee), the Duffs and 
others. 
Staff callers were the "Good 01' Boys" 
(Sam Dunn, Keith Zimmerman and Mike 
King) and me. At one time during the pro-
gram they made me an honorary Good 01' 
Boy. (You may be more "Or" than 
"Good"—Co-Ed.) Staff cuers were Frank 
and Phyl Lehnert, John and Claire Miller, 
Don and Ethel Schaal. 
A nice recognition was given to old 
friends Paul and Esther Fox, who were 
made Honor Couple. Paul calls for hand-
icapable groups throughout the Akron-
Kent area. The railroad theme was carried 
out in decorations; separate halls catered 
to rounds, Plus dancing and Advanced pro- 
American Squaredance, November 1992 
gramming; dinner was part of the package. 
Singles held a pre-festival dance and 
Friendly Squares S/D Show was there. 
Getting back to my earlier premise that 
good things are happening in both remote 
and not-so-remote corners of the square 
dance world, I'd like to pay tribute to those 
who plan the festivals, conventions and 
thousands of special events like this one. 
They tally more hours of frenetic paddling 
than beavers at a dam-break. Their dili-
gence pays off: events of this kind are still 
running up to full quota and better. Look at 
that fantastic National convention in Cin-
cinnati last June. Look at the annual Myrtle 
Beach Ball. Look at the Mid-America 
Jamboree, growing every year, as well as 
the Sands International Dance Festival. 
Just a side note; publicity pays off—when 
people know about a major event, and 
when it's well-planned year after year, 
they'll come—just like at the Field of 
Dreams. 
Look at the Country-Western dance 













plus $3.00 Shipping 
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arm to Old Man Square Dance, where pro-
grams are being combined. Bravo! 
Now, another story—a true one con-
cerning the Good 01' Boys and their mete-
oric success. (Look out, Red Boot 
Boys—here come Ohio's Good 01' Boys!) 
Believe it or not, that trio of callers has 
developed such a sensational 90-set, sold-
out annual shindig in Cincinnatti's King's 
Island theme park that scalpers are actually 
peddling tickets far ahead of the event for 
two or three times the cost basis. One par-
ticular court case is noteworthy. A divorc-
ing couple had a major legal battle recently 
over custody of the King's Island dance 
tickets, since whoever won that choice set 
of ducats could preserve forever the space 
at the outstanding event. Who said square 
dancing is on the way downhill? 
Everson (Connellsville), Pennsylvania-
- On the same weekend as the Kent Special, 
I was booked for a much smaller Special in 
tiny Everson, at the Laurel Swingers May-
flower Hall way down a long boulder roll 
from Pittsburgh. I always enjoy this grass-
roots encounter. Maybe it's because co- 
president Edith Painter fixes me a giant 
CARE package (sack of refreshments of all 
kinds) to help me make it through the night, 
and the next day, too. Carl Huffman (co-
prez) kept things moving along. Cliff Lacey 
did CW dances, including the Texas two-
step, line dances and all. I prompted a con-
tra at his request. Home was the Melody 
Motel. (That's appropriate.—Co-ED.) 
OUR GOLDEN VISIT: 
JOURNEY INTO NOSTALGIA 
Hot Springs, Arkansas—One of the 
most colorful and popular personalities on 
the square dance scene for most of the 20th 
century has been CAl (L'il Ole Country 
Boy) Golden. Retired and completely out 
of the calling/dance game now due to ill-
ness, he has nevertheless remained an in-
spiration to countless thousands over the 
past 50 years as a caller's caller, a "must-
dance-to-him" for dancers, and a tireless 
globe-trotter. 
So, with September days on the wane, a 
good deal of wind left in our sails, and more 
free time to travel, Cathie and I set out to 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
by Stan & Cathie Burdick 
MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE 
FOR CALLERS 
COMMENTARY CHOREO AND SKILL TIPS 
WRITE: S 8 C BURDICK 216 WILLIAMS ST. 
HURON, OH 44839 
revive old memories with two dear friends, 
Cal and Sharon Golden, at their long-time 
home in Hot Springs, Arkansas. We flew 
indirectly to the Golden home via Shreve-
port, Louisiana, where we drove a LaBaron 
northward through Texarkana and 
eastward to Hot Springs, stopping only for 
necessities such as browsing through a cou-
ple of flea markets. 
We found Cal in high spirits as always, 
despite his hardly-noticeable illness, dis-
playing more on-the-go energy for retire-
ment pursuits than any two guys together 
half his age. Sharon likewise devotes untold 
hours to her first grade students (We visited 
her well-organized classroom.) and keeps 
her home in immaculate style. Cal is thor-
oughly involved with heading a church 
stewardship campaign, visiting hundreds of 
hospital patients twice weekly as a "cheer-
up" volunteer, and walking the mall for 
health. (We both joined him one morning 
in that entertaining (huff-puff) enterprise. 
The historic and famous city of Hot 
Springs was richly appreciated when Cal 
gave us a grand tour, par excellence. Those 
dozens of hot springs which gush forth 
850,000 gallons of pure water every day at 
temperatures around 143 degrees F. attract 
thousands of visitors with bottles and buck-
ets in hand to capture the health-related 
waters. Bathing in the thermal waters made 
Hot Springs a mecca for the rich and fa-
mous with its elegant bath-houses from the 
1800's to early 1900's, and it all started with 
Indians 10,000 years ago. And still the spas 
in the hotels are popular with the not-so-
rich health-seekers from Anytown, USA, 
along with museums, theme parks, race 
track, galleries, shows and night clubs. 
"After your 100-degree sitz bath and nee- 
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die shower plus your six-towel rubdown, 
m'sieur or m'amselle, voules-vous la mag-
nifique massage by tres-talented mas-
seuses and masseurs pour votre bon heure 
complet, n'est-ce pas? 
Cal's personal gallery of hundreds of 
signed photos fill his rec room walls—stars 
of TV and screen fame he knew so well. 
Both Cal and I belong to the unofficial and 
select Brotherhood of Callers who have 
called in all 50 states. Shared memories of 
the important names and places of square 
dance lore filled our non-stop conversa-
tions of two days. Cal introduced us to Bill 
Clinton's mother, a resident of Hot Springs. 
We also shook hands with state congress-
man Ted Mullenex at the Music Mountain 
Jamboree show, where he is the (honest-
to-gawsh) slapstick comedy star. Then 
there were steaks a la Golden (No, Cal, not 
road-kill venison!), succulent seafood at 
the Fish Net restaurant, and tales from Cal 
of the Shaw-Gotcher-Gilmore era. 
For all his flamboyant facade in the 
Golden years on the road, Cal (once known 
as the "Kid from Arkansas") possesses an 
unselfish and humble nature. ("You mean 
you two came all the way from Huron, 
Ohio, to Hot Springs with no dance date 
just to see Sharon and me?") He loves the 
activity to which he gave so much, even 
though he can't take an active part in it 
today. 
As we prepared to bid adieu to two long-
time friends, Cal mused: "If I were ever to 
get back into square dance calling, I'd do it 
strictly on a social-recreational level—for 
folks who come once or twice a month just 
to have a good time, mix with their neigh-
bors, and not climb a 'level' ladder." Hmm. 









by H. Orlo Hoadley 
8 Chapters 
Square—Dance Music 
Timing the Call Actions 
Microtiming 
Timing for the Calls 
Alphabetical Timing Table 
Dancing With the Music 
Timing the Call Delivery 
The 0—Chart 
Rhythm is the essence of all true danicng. 
Without rhythm, you are not dancing! 
Order from 




Millions more are waiting for their chance. 
lumE1 MAKE A DIFFERENCE 1-800-521-CARE 
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SS 430 
by Mary Fabik 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
(For some reason we got behind one 
month - so it's catch up time with this issue) 
10 Years Ago Oct. 1982 
An illustrious square dance calling ca-
reer is coming to an end with the retirement 
of Cal Golden from the calling field. For 
health reasons, Cal has put an end to his 35 
years of square dance calling, selling his 
P.A. system and his interests in Gold Star 
and G&W Records. 
One of Cal's favorite comments is, "I'm 
just a country boy". His friends know that 
behind the "country boy" is a sage coun-
selor, a super salesman of square dancing, 
a ready wit and an enormous capacity for 
friendship. 
Callerlab at the Reno Convention went 
on record with the following recommenda-
tions: That dancers dance one full year or 
one year of dancing after class prior to 
attending a Plus Program workshop; and 
that six full months or thirty full sessions (be 
acquired) to complete the calls in a Plus 
Level workshop. 
We need an archives in square dancing 
says Bill Litchman. Many folks know noth-
ing about square dancing, or if they do, it is 
information biased by having had a bad 
experience in school or by seeing some-
thing on TV or by hearing something from 
a friend which isn't true. So we need a place 
where the facts of square dancing exist. In 
fact, many folks who know much about 
square dancing want to know much more. 
The archives is the place for them to find 
this kind of detailed information. Articles 
on the history of square dancing and all 
other kinds of dancing help us begin to  
make sense out of the bodge podge of 
dance history. 
In Challenge Chatter Russ and Nancy 
Nichols report the 1st American Advanced 
and Challenge Convention was held at the 
University of Toledo with 305 couples at-
tending. 
New Idea: Shift Left - by Don Beck, 
Stow, MA. 
"Hold up your head, but don't turn up 
your nose", from Callerlab Guidelines. 
25 Years Ago Oct. 1967 
Beginners are the life-blood of the 
square dance movement. Every year thou-
sands of new faces, eagerly anticipating 
many evenings of fun and fellowship, enroll 
in square dance classes. 
Square dancing appeals to all ages. It is 
fun and it is an ideal activity. Teen-agers to 
middle-aged to senior citizens find square 
dancing is an enjoyable way to spend their 
leisure time. Like any other hobby, a 
dancer can spend as much or as little time 
and money on his hobby as he desires. 
Arvid Olson, Editor. 
OHIO-The August Buckeye R/D poll 
showed the following in the top ten: 1. Too 
Much Love. 2. Mexicali Rose. 3.Strawberry 
Jam. 4. Tango Mannita. 5. Call Her Your 
Sweetheart. 6. Arms Of Love. 7. Allegheny 
Waltz. 8. Hold Me. 9. Chanson D'Amour. 
10. Yellow Bird. 
From the Workshop Editor: The aver-
age square dancer today is a sharper 
dancer than he was 10/20 years ago due to 
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the more and better training plus the influ-
ence of round dancing. 
A few words on class to club or new 
dancers acceptance into a well established 
club: The answer lies in the attitude of the 
club members as to their acceptance of the 
class members. The callers and leaders can 
guide this attitude among the dancers they 
work with over the years by word and deed. 
Last fall in Tuscon, Arizona three inter-
esting groups were formed, with one thing 
in common — the up—grading of the dancing 
level. The B—N—I's (brush up and improve-
ment) is an open group but only to experi-
enced square dancers and class graduates. 
Shooting Stars and Tip Toppers are in-
vitational groups. 
New Idea : Spin Thru..by Ed Fraiden-
burg, Flint, MI. 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 1-1 1-1 1-1 
Jr 	1-11_ Jr 10 
1-1 u 1-1 1—J 
OF GAY SQUARE DANCE CLUBS 
584 Castro St • Suite 483 
San Francisco, CA 94114-2588 
(800) 835-6462 
KALOX-Feeca-Longhorn 
CHRIS WANTS TO RETIRE 
FOR SALE 
KALOX - BELCO-LONGHORN AND JEWEL 
ONE OR ALL 
CONTACT CHRIS GUEST AFTER 6 PM 
TELEPHONE 214-270-0616 
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Ten Years ago November 1982 
The sixth annual Roundalab, the Inter-
national Association of Round Dance 
Teachers, Inc. Convention was held Octo-
ber 24-26 at the Ramada Inn, Salt Lake 
City, Utah. 
Roundalab's primary purpose is to make 
round dancing more enjoyable for the 
dancers worldwide and at all levels. This is 
accomplished through standardization and 
improved teaching techniques in coopera-
tion with the square dance calling profes-
sion and all other groups with the same 
purpose... 
From Dancing Tips: 
"We Americans are so impressed with 
the largest home, the fastest car, the largest 
crowd. We forget square dancing started 
out with a square here and a square there. 
A dance with five or six squares was a big 
affair. We need bigger crowds today to pay 
the hall rent and the caller. But we can still 
enjoy smaller crowds, if we become in-
volved with one another. Enjoy one an-
other, share the fun". 
More advice about controlling drop-
outs: Long business meeting; overworked, 
under-recognized; cliques; caller calls to 
hotshots; no visitation; lack of "Hello"; too 
much hash and drill; 50 new basics each 
year; inner-club rifts; and this clincher, "A 
gentle touch means much. I found none 
such"— 
Bob & Coleen Boswell have some sug-
gestions for new class members. 1. Be 
punctual. 2. Leave your personal problems 
and worries outside the hall. 3. Be alert and 
listen. 4. Do not take offence when an angel 
maneuvers you into proper position. 5. Do 
not allow yourself to become very frus-
trated. 6. Do not be afraid to ask for indi-
vidual help. 7. If one half of your couple 
cannot attend class but the other can, by all 
means do so. 8. Smile, have fun and enjoy 
dancing. That's what it's all about! 
NEW IDEAS: Make a Change by Norm 
Madison 
November 1967 
Twenty Five Years Ago. 
Square Dance Kaleidscope 
Certain themes seem to be popular in 
one region and surely these might spark 
new interest in other localities. So here are 
some ideas and gimmicks from around the 
country. 
Special dances seem to be the most pop-
ular on the west coast, with Luaus and 
barbecues, auctions and house warmings, 
dress-up dances, such as the Buccaneer 
Ball and Storybook Ball, School Daze 
dances, hootenannies and anniversaries 
being celebrated regularly. 
The easterners seem to favor mystery 
rides, hay rides, hobo parties and hard 
times dances, with an intriguing "Peanuts" 
party slated to introduce Charlie Brown 
this fall. Two clever gimmicks are the Mum 
Jamboree, the Chrysanthemums for door 
prizes and favors, and the custom of the 
Rosetown Squares, which awards roses to 
any full sets visiting from other clubs. 
One exhibition really worthy of note 
took place in Omaha where Harold Bausch 
called with a symphony orchestra for an 18 
set demonstration. Reception of this was so 
tremendous that when he called for non-
dancers to come to the dance area, 15 
squares formed. To top it all, 170 squares 
danced after the concert. 
Let's turn our attention to refreshments. 
All around the USA, the most popular 
dance treat was an ice cream festival. 
Among others are Polynesian or Hawaiian 
foods, Mexican fiesta foods, beef and 
chicken barbecues, a country menu of 
black-eyed peas, cornbread and coleslaw, 
Hobo stew...On the sweet side, how about 
a dessert smorgasbord? 
The luckiest spot in the US, publicity 
wise, is Sacramento where there is a dancer 
announcer who airs new dates, dance 
schedules and other square dance news. 
How about announcing in your town? 
With all this fun and festivity in our ac-
tivity, who can doubt the growing popular-
ity in square dancing? 
NEW IDEA: Peek In by Manny Amor 




By Ellen Edwards, Boise, ID. 
One of the most important items of your square and round dance wardrobe is 
the petticoat. It is important. It is one of 
your best friends. It tells everyone you are 
feminine and like to dance. It is also expen-
sive! So Tender Loving Care (TLC) is the 
watchword. 
Since the petticoat is apparel and worn 
next to the body, it picks up perspiration, 
and it also accumulates dust from the floor. 
So, an occasional bath is in order. Petti-
coats can be washed in the washer in warm 
(not hot) or cold water, mild soap, gentle 
cycle, easy spin — TLC. 
Now, for drying. Again, TLC. Never, 
never, I repeat NEVER, put your petticoat 
in the dryer with heat (not even WARM). 
A little air fluff is OK, but never heat or you 
will pull out a Barbie—sized rag the consis-
tency of a bristle brush. Instead, stand your 
organdy or crystalline garment on a clean 
sheet or bath towel or drape over an open 
umbrella to air dry. Do not hang it from the 
waist on the clothesline or coat hanger. A 
stretched elastic waistband sags and bags 
and uneven hemlines will result. Chiffon, or 
"softies", can air dry over an umbrella, or 
you can flatten them on a towel or sheet on 
the floor. Again, avoid hanging them from 
the waist (sags and bags, you know). 
"Where do you store them (petticoats)? 
They are so big!" Amazingly, even the full-
est petticoat will scrunch down into a 
rather small package. A pillow case with a 
draw string in the top makes a good storage 
bag. It will keep the slip clean and allow it 
to "breathe". Fabric remnants or scraps 
make good "pillow case" type bags. Cord-
ing or long shoe laces make good draw-
strings. Do not store slips in plastic bags; 
they cannot "breathe". And, again, do not 
hang in the closet on coat hangers. (Uneven 
hems, you know.) From IDA Fed. Tattler 
Feb. 1992 • 
BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER—Second Printing 
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling 
ever written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of Resolu-
tion, Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs, Programming, 
2-Couple calling & lots more. By Bill Davis. 
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $5 for overseas. 
THE ALL NEW 1992 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY 
and Square Dance MANUAL 
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive defini-
tions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the 5 CAL-
LERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent 1990 up-
dates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and examples plus 
in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow, formation names, learning 
hints, and common misunderstandings. By Bill Davis & John Sybalsky -
$9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can. 
DANCERS'/CALLERS' NOTE SERVICE 
Covers all new calls, ideas, and definitions. Commentary on square 
dancing. Bi monthly Per Cal. Yr.- Dancers: $6.95/Callers: $13.95 
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale. CA 94087. 
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Thank you for the March issue of the 
American Square Dance Magazine, how-
ever, we have not received the magazine 
for January and February, and since we 
have been collecting the mag, since 1968, 
would like to fill the gap! 
We have been in England for several 
weeks where Johnny was calling dances, 
hence the delay in writing. 
We have a flourishing square dance 
club here in Spain, where we have lived for 
the past 6 1/2 years! We have quite an 
international clientele, with not only En-
glish, but many Germans, Dutch, one Nor-
wegian and a couple of Swedes, and not to 
forget one American lady whose sister is a 
square dancer in California. 
During July and August when it is pretty 
hot here we have party dances in various 
locations with pot luck food and drinks 
and generally have a good time. Ideally, we 
would like an air-conditioned hall in which 
to dance, but since this is not a possibility 
in our little corner of Spain, we make do 
with patios, roofs and any cool place we 
can dance outside. 
We always enjoy receiving the maga-
zine, keeping us in touch with events in 
other parts of the world, and our various 
friends among the callers in America, who 
either stayed with us in England, or we met 
when we visited America. Keep up the 
good work -we enjoy the new layout! 
With all good wishes for your continued 
success. 
Johnny and Rene Hayes 
Almeria, Spain 
Your July 1992 Editorial prompted me 
to write. As you well know there are many 
people who resist change. 
The changes you have made have all 
been good. You have not deleted from the 
purpose of the magazine in providing a 
broad base of information to be useful to 
many people with varying degrees of in-
volvement. 
Amencan Squaredancir, Noy•mbor 1992 
Have this date received my copy of 
American Square Dance , June '92 issue. 
What a wonderful surprise to see myself 
and Blanche as Caller Outline. Thank you 
very much. 
We still enjoy the whole activity, 
Squares, Rounds, Contras, fun dancing 
and the wonderful travel to exotic places 
round the world. Come visit with us. 
Sincerely 
Art & Blanche Shepherd 
Thank you so much for publishing my 
letter in your May issue where I made an 
appeal to your readers for information on 
how to obtain records or tapes of "Daddy's 
Little Girl" for my daughters. 
The results were incredible! I received 
letters, tapes, records, sheet music, square 
dance versions from Blue Springs, Miss.; 
Staten Island, NY; Ocean View, NJ; San 
Francisco, CA.; Elizabethtown, Tenn.; 
Grayling, Mich.; Pleasantville, PA.; 
Glastonbury, Conn.; Bath, Ohio; Pine 
Bluff, AK. and numerous telephone calls. 
As a result, I am now compiling a tape 
of each version (ending with the lively 
square dance version) and will present it 
to my daughters on the approaching one-
year anniversary of Les's passing away, and 
informing them of this tribute from all of 
his square dance friends. 
Still am missing one ! Does anyone out 
there have the choreographed Round 
Dance version of "Daddy's Little Girl"? 
Pleasecallcollect(805)-484-9928. 
Also want to thank the Ulysses and 
Coral Coaster Square Dance Clubs of 
Cairns, Australia for their hospitality and 
picking me up at my hotel, and giving me 





Please renew my subscription for one 
more year. You are doing a great job with 
the magazine. You had 2 big pair of shoes 
to fill and you are succeeding. I enjoy Stan 
& Cathie's contributions. My late husband 
Bob Brennen was a caller in the Michigan 
Area for 18 years before his death in 1986, 
and we were involved with LEGACY as 
well as Michigan Square Dance Leaders, 
(working on Promotion of the activity) for 
many years. There are still many familiar 
names that appear in the book, and I enjoy 
reading it cover to cover. 
Squarely 
Mary Brennan 
We congratulate you for publishing 
what we believe to be the leading square 
dance publication in this country. We are 
avid readers each month and endeavor to 
promote this magazine among our danc-
ers. If you would enjoy sharing with your 
readers an account of a very special occa-
sion in the state of Maine, we would be 
honored to have the account of our Fourth 
of July Celebration printed in a future edi-
tion. Thank you for a fine magazine which 
keeps us in tune with square dancing all 
over the world! 
Congratulations on continuing the fine 
job with the ASD. I look forward to the 
magazine each month. Keep up the good 
work. 
I had been a Rooster Booster for many 
years and would like to do what ever I can 
to promote square dancing and ASD. 
We will be having our 29th Star Span-
gled Banner Fest the last week end in July 
with 1300 registered. 
If you have any sample copies or promo-
tional literature that I could pass out I will 
gladly do so. 
I will also be going to the Myrtle Beach 
Ball in September. 
Thanks for a great magazine! 
Kermit Sanders 
Baltimore, MD. 
In your May 1992 issue you reprinted an 
article which appeared in the Greensburg 
TRIBUNE. I was a little puzzled in regard  
to whom I should address comments 
and/or criticisms. 
In reading the article as it was reprinted 
in American Squaredance Magazine I 
could not follow who was writing or com-
menting on what items of the dance the 
person did not understand. 
Maybe you can clarify this for me. I had 
also heard and read some articles regard-
ing the Pennsylvania State Dance. Your 
comments left me puzzled as to which was 
being proposed as the State Dance...the 
Polka or the Square Dance. 
I have also written to the US Postal 
Service with my support of a commemora-
tive stamp depicting the Square Dance in-
signia. 
Katherine Astleford 
Thank you for all the good work you are 
doing for the Square Dance community. 
I am in receipt of your May issue and am 
horrified that Square Dancing should be 
described as in the statement by State Rep-
resentative John Wozniak. I can only as-
sume that he is terrified of the unknown 
and would feel that he was unfit to be a 
State Representative. 
I have written to him to suggest that he 
should plan a holiday in Africa and in par-
ticularly Zimbabwe and we will show him 
a comparison between Square Dancing 
our style (where every body has a really 
good time and knows what they are doing 
`sometimes') and the African tribal danc-
ing where every body does their own thing 
and nobody knows what they are doing. 
We have not yet tackled the matter of 
dress and so everybody does their own 
thing. I have read several references to 
Prairie Skirts and wondered if you could 
print a basic pattern or at least a picture to 
guide the uninitiated. 
Once again thanks for all you are doing. 
Sincerely 
Mike Marsden 
Avondale Harare, Zimbabwe 
I don't know if you can help me with this 
little request or not. If not, possibly you 
could point me in the right direction. 
We get together monthly with a group 
of dancers and do something besides 
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Information supplied by Hanhurst's Record Service 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 
1-800-455-7398 
Square Dance Road, Mac McCune, 	 BM 128 
A Little Love, Bob Newman 	  ESP 529 
Christman Medley, Ken Bower  C 528 
Sunshine II (Patter), Elmer Sheffield 	 ESP 410 
Let's Do It Right, Scott Smith 	  C 815 
Send A Message To My Heart, 
Stan & Peggy Cole 	 RWH 177 
King Of Western Swing, (music was BO 1330) John 
Aden D 720 
High On A Mountain Of Love, Otto Degner Buc 1245 
More Than I Can Say, (music was BS 2140) 
Johnnie Wykoff 	  0 719 
Boot Scootin' Boogie, Jim Cholmondeley . OE 0018 
Before The Next Teardrop Fails. Jerry Thole . . OR 35 
Caroline In The Morning, Ernie Kinney . . . . HH 5148 
Tonke/M-I-Der Coopie-s, 	  DR 9005 
Ain't She Sweet, Craig Rowe 	  ESP 717 
I Wenna Find That Perfect Mountain, 
Renny Mann 	  PR 1125 
Day-0, Hans Pettersson  SSR 153 
Mama Don't Allow, Jerry Routh 	 CARD 14 
Daddy Dumplin (Mama Dumplin), 
Jeanne Briscoe  	. . BM 134 
Endless Highway. Guy Adams . . . . . O 890 
DISC-COUNT 
dance (2 couples are callers and the other 
couples dance at least 3 times a week). This 
October 10, 11, and 12 is the Canadian 
Thanksgiving weekend and our troupe is 
going to tour to Niagara Falls, NY for the 
weekend. 
Would you know or could you find out 
if there is a dance in that area that we could 
attend, or could you advise me who to 
contact. 
Thank you for your assistance. 
Happy dancing 
Neva McVittie 
R.R. #1, Southampton 
Ontario., Canada. NOH 2L0 
Quite a few years ago we started collect-
ing issues of SETS IN ORDER magazines. 
After several mentions of this in their mag-
azine, dancers and callers from several 
areas of the U.S. contacted us and gra-
ciously donated many back issues. There 
are just seven issues needed now to make 
our set complete since the beginning. They 
arc: Vol. I (1950) numbers 2, 8, & 11; Vol. 
II (1951) number 9; Vol. VII (1955) num-
bers 11 & 12; Vol. VIII (1956) number 10. 
We would love to hear from anyone who 
could furnish any of these issues. Let us 
know what you want for them. Our ad-
dress is: NORM & BARBARA OS-
BORNE, 411 Plantation Drive. Pharr, TX. 
7 
Recently our square dance group had a 
street dance as part of the entertainment 
program for our community "Ethnicday 
Festival". The next day, Debbie, a young 
mother of 6 year old Heather saw me in 
church and told me her daughter had said, 
"Mom, I can't wait until you are old enough 
to learn to square dance". 
Janet O'Dell 
Republic, MI. 
I have called and taught square dancing 
for about 40 years. I now teach at a retire-
ment area trailer park in Southern AZ. 
This past season I had the most rewarding 
experience that I have ever had. A young 
lady who had severe brain damage from a 
tragic car accident came to spend the win-
ter with her parents. Iler father asked me 
if I thought I could teach her to square 
American Squaredance, November 1992 
dance. I said "We can try". The girl couldn't 
even talk. I'm proud to say she learned to 
square dance and she was talking up a 
storm when she left to go home to the 
State of WA. She still can not read. I'm 
hoping she will return this next season to 
dance with us again. She really enjoyed 
herself and needless to say we enjoyed her. 
She was such a joy to have with us. Our 
people are mostly senior citizens so to 
have a young 37 year old was a real joy to 
our older people. 
If you have the opportunity to teach 
someone like her don't turn her away. 
Give it a chance. Her father was her part-
ner and she was helping him before the 





LEARN BY VIDEO 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
The 
Original 
SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49) 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - From Basic to Plus 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
6. A-1 PART A 
7. A-1 PART B 
S. A-1 DANCE TIPS 
9. A-2 PART 1 
10. A-2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
11. WALTZ BASICS - R/D 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 1 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - RID No. 2 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 6 Waltz Routines) 
15. PHASE III Waltz/Fox-trot 
16. PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumba 
17. PHASE III Tango/Jive/2 Step 
18. PHASE IV Waltz 
19. Phase IV Foxtrot 
20. Phase IV Cha Cha/Rhumba 
21. Phase IV Jive/West Coast Swing 
22. Phase IV Paso Doble/Quickstep 
GUITAR 
23. BASIC GUITAR 
24. INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED GUITAR 
ROUNDS CUED WITH HARMONY 
25. CUEING WITH HARMONY (ii Two-Step, a Waltz Routines) 
HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order 
	GOLD STAR VIDEO 
(no cash please) payable to PRODUCTIONS 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUC- 	 P.O. BOX 417802 
TIONS, $3.50 for shipping, SACRAMENTO, CA 95841 





Shipping and Handling S10 each tape out- 	 IN CA CALL 916/331-2550 
side l .S.A — $5 each tape for Canada) 	 IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 






63 9.95 EA. 
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
tb 	 American Squafedance, November 1992 
--AQUA- 
ANY COLORS LACE 
Your BouSant Skirts 
Matching Pantalettes 
ANY COLOR SHIMMER NEW 
AMERICA'S FINEST SQUARE DANCE PETTICOATE MFG. 
P.O. BOX 8214, CRANSTON, RHODE ISLAND 02920 
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Mainstream and Plus are unrelated dance forms that might easily have 
evolved as separate activities with separate 
memberships. 
Square dancers fifteen years ago were 
young people who revelled in the rhythmic 
movement and speed of Mainstream. The 
later introduction of choreographed forms 
("Quarterly Selections" and "Plus") ap-
pealed more to older people who preferred 
the security of constructed sequences and 
the pride of achievement in learning them. 
That the two forms do not mix is illustrated 
by Mainstream's sole choreographed se-
quence, Grand Square, where the sudden 
cessation of mental activity generates an 
instinctive physical speeding up with many 
dancers rushing the beat, finishing early, 
and filling in with perhaps a swing. 
ORIGINS 
Mainstream, a unique form, is the third 
major dance innovation of the last two hun-
dred years. 
Waltz (1812) introduced closed posi-
tion, then regarded as undignified or even 
obscene. Fox—trot (1914) added the mental 
stimulation of step freedom, shifting the 
emphasis from formal technique (visual 
appeal to an onlooker) to a felt sensation 
(physical expression of a rhythmic or musi-
cal emotion). "Hash Calling" and the be-
ginnings of a common basic language 
(1950's) applied this new freedom to lines 
and squares then (1970's) ripened into the 
standardized calls of todays Mainstream, 
each less than nine steps. (One alien se-
quence, Grand Square, intrudes). 
GRADES 
Square dance class tuition formerly 
lasted only a few weeks ("Basic") but 
lengthened into a second year when the 
Amencan Squarsdance, November 1992 
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No. 950 Blouse 	$5.00 + .50c P. & H. 
No. 960 Circle Skirt $4.00 + .50c P. & H. 
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Hamlin, Texas 79520 
number of listed calls increased ("Main-
stream"). 
A new dance form followed ("Plus"), at 
first regarded as the specialized interest of 
an older age group. Its calls were rooted in 
the choreographed dancing of the early 
1900's, closely related in principle to 
Round Dancing, New Vogue, Modern Se-
quence, Scottish Dancing and Old—Time. 
Each was a lengthy sequence suited to 
older people, forfeiting the excitement of 
Mainstreams fast calling and unanticipated 
movements. 
Since repetition of a limited number of 
lengthy movements would become stereo-
typed and ultimately boring, Plus interest 
was maintained by the frequent addition of 
higher levels and new sequences. 
DOES PLUS NEED 
MAINSTREAM? 
Most club committees and callers are 
long—established Plus enthusiasts with little 
enthusiasm for lower levels or desire to 
promote them for others since (a) their 
major aim is speedy reinforcement of their 
own Plus social group, (b) Plus is easier to 
both call and dance, and (c) tuition, though 
not danced Mainstream, is within the com-
petence of almost every caller. Few think of 
Mainstream as a major dance in its own 
right and, indeed, many display an air of 
disbelief when it is suggested some dancers 
actively prefer it. 
We now have a generation of Plus danc-
ers who break down when confronted by 
fast—moving Mainstream, and a generation 
of callers who find difficulty in program-
ming whole evenings of it. 
Tips at that level may be called occasion-
ally but rarely announced by name. The 
titles "Basic", and "Mainstream" are ig-
nored and replaced by "Beginners", "First—
year", "Intermediate" or "Plus". The 
former separate grades are amalgamated 
into a concentrated Plus tuition course. 
Verbal explanation of a new Plus call is 
simplified if the learner knows Mainstream 
vocabulary. Nevertheless, since any one 
Plus movement can be taught in the first 
tuition hour and only a score or so of Main-
stream calls are relevant, it is questionable 
whether a new recruit to a Plus club must 
necessarily encounter the Mainstream syl-
labus and equally questionable whether a 
newcomer learning Mainstream should be 
dragged willy—nilly into Plus. They are sep-
arate dance forms. 
In Plus clubs today, newcomers in older 
age groups tend to start enthusiastically but 
drop out as they become aware of the inten-
sity of tuition and dearth of dancing. Young 
people do not start at all since (a) the pres-
ent dance form has little appeal (reminis-
cent of old—time), (b) there is too much 
tuition (two years), (c) there is too much 
commitment (unbroken weekly atten-
dance), and (d) the "cowboy" uniform is 
acceptable to young men but a young 
women wouldn't be seen dead in that old—
fashioned ballet—type gear. 
Plus committees are forfeiting possible 
future additions to their own ranks by de-
nying Basic and Mainstream to the teens 
and twenties who delight in them. 
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—to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Call or w; ite for brochure 
BADGE HOLDERS, IAC. 
(209) 742-7464 
5420 CLOUDS REST 
MARIPOSA, CA 95338 
BASIC 
Today's rare mixed-club Mainstream 
evenings commonly suffer because many 
sets include a dancer, often a male begin-
ner, who cannot cope. It's not his fault 
though. His weekly class has been calling 
what he has already learned and work-
shopping what he hasn't. He expected 
something similar. 
Twelve years ago he would have learned, 
danced, graduated and been fully compe-
tent in Basic. He would then have started 
Mainstream, aware that he would not be 
ready for a mixed-club Mainstream func-
tion until he had graduated at the new level. 
His Handbook describes Basic as a major 
destination point and time for consolida-
tion, and advised that being able to react 
automatically to all Basic calls suggested 
readiness to venture into Mainstream. 
Basic tips in Mainstream class nights 
were enjoyable to beginners and angels 
alike simply because everybody had gradu-
ated and reacted to the calls without 
thought. Dancing flowed with swinging 
steps and happy faces. 
MAINSTREAM 
Early Mainstream was a young person's 
interest with an emphasis on dancing 
rather than on social mixing. Most viewed 
class attendance as a short-term tuition 
course, not a club commitment. They pre-
sumed that square dancing would thereaf-
ter become a periodic activity as with their 
other dance interests - one to which they 
could return after absences of anything 
from a few weeks on holiday to several 
years with a young family. 
Mainstream's variety (a theoretical sev-
eral million tips before one must be re-
peated) and animation (an unforeseen 
movement every few seconds) ensured ex-
citement and enthusiasm but demanded 
that callers have considerable experience, 
a facile tongue, speedy reactions and an 
alert brain. 
Mainstream is still alive in some areas as 
a separate dance or even as a separate club 
but those of us who delight in its speed and 
challenge are well aware of its world-wide 
decline in recent years. It can be revived by 
(a) taking new generations unhurriedly 
through intermediate way stations (say two 
American Squaredance, November 1992 
"grades" to Basic, four to Mainstream), (b) 
consolidating by dancing each level until 
response to calls becomes automatic, (c) 
rigidly immobilizing the Mainstream sylla-
bus (and outlawing new calls such as Quar-
terly Selections) so that competent dancers 
can return after absence, (d) programming 
class evenings for dancing enjoyment 
rather than tuition, (e) re-establishing for-
mal graduation in both Basic and Main-
stream so that dancers attend only those 
functions in which they are competent, and 
(f) recognizing Mainstream as a fast-mov-
ing and exciting dance form in its own right, 
entirely disassociated from the very differ-
ent Plus. From Dowling, New Zealand • 
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TEXAS TWO STEP 





PLUS $ 3.50 SHIPPING & HANDLING 
The most asked questions about our video are: 
My dancers are wanting to learn the Texas Two Step, 
can I learn enough off your video to teach it ?. 
The answer: Yes, hundreds of Callers and Cuers are 
already using our video as the foundation of their 
Texas Two Step teaching. But remember, the video 
was designed for the student too!!! 
Is your video compatible with the Country/Western 
dancing we see on television ? 
Yes, the dancers on our video are well know regulars 
on a popular cable T.V. dance program. 
Learning has never been made easier or more fun. 
You get step-by step insrtuctions, practice drills 
and a manual. Study privately or invite the whole 
gang over for a 'LEARN THE TWO STEP PARTY'. 
1-800-423-1417 
 
MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO 
COFFEY VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
3300 GILBERT LANE 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37920 
NAME : 
   
     
ADDRESS : 
CITY : 
   





    
$ 29.95 PLUS $ 3.50 SHIPPING PER VIDEO = 	  
( PRICE INCLUDES ONE MANUAL ) 
nreaVoCUCMIMNIXITILIALWANIXILIAIMILINA3 	 -raNN.NINVOLNILIOWOXCL 
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SEND $1.00 FOR NEW CATALOG TO 
SUE'S ORIGINALS 
3913 FORT AVE. 






C & C ORIGINALS 
FRAN BURRUS 
MECHANICS produced by Wayne 
Morvent, has a refreshing comment in his 
introductory column. I quote, "I would like 
for you all to know that none of the material 
in MECHANICS is computer generated. I 
personally write all of the material and I use 
all the material at my home clubs —" 
Judging from his format as he says, he 
has acquired a new computer program for 
the note service. The material is much eas-
ier to read and lets a caller find what he is 
looking for almost instantly. 
Wayne's material covers Basic, Main-
stream, Plus and Advanced, as well as 
Quarterly Selections. His figures are easily 
followed by the practiced eye of an experi-
enced caller. Surely makes his note service 
genuinely usable. 
Dick Han, in DANCETIME NOTES 
FOR CALLERS, presents some interesting 
Module Material. His mix and match fig-
ures can be used in the Mainstream as well 
as Plus Programs. "CROSS THE 
TRACK" has not only good material but 
diagrams to help any caller see what is 
involved in the Quarterly Selection. 
An observation by Dick about dancers 
first experience with diamond formations 
is helpful to all callers in realizing how  
different diamonds can seem to the danc-
ers who has not danced them before. He 
says it is important for the dancers to be 
comfortable with the formation, and of 
course that is up to the teaching by the 
caller. 
An interesting new Advanced experi-
mental "SHADOWLUMN" is given good 
coverage and diagrams to follow for your 
convenience. Good material throughout 
"Dancetime"! 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT, by Stan 
& Cathie Burdick, talks to the new comers 
in the calling field. If you are puzzled by the 
lack of new people coming into the activity, 
read his article, "A FEW WORDS TO 
NEW CALLERS" in this months note ser-
vice. Good sound advice and a truly great 
philosophy. 
Stan gives us a new look at an old favorite 
"TANDEMS". If you haven't tried them be 
sure and do so. The dancers will be in their 
own glory and success at this kind of un-
usual dancing. 
Included in his Note Service is a couple 
of traditional Easy Sing—alongs for any 
party dancing or Community Dance Pro-
gram. Give them a try. It's a nice change of 
SUE'S ORIGINAL PATTERNS 
YOUR PATTERN HEADQUARTERS 
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pace for the average Basic and Mainstream 
dancer. 
In the September and October issues of 
NOTES FOR EUROPEAN CALLERS ed-
ited by Al Stevens and Rudi Pohl, is a View-
point article covering the Evolution of the 
Square Dance Caller. It's interesting to 
note that some of the influence comes from 
as far back as 15th century England as well 
as the 18th century elegantly costumed, 
powder—puffed hair prompters of qua-
drilles and "contredances". Did you think 
it all was strictly American? That which is 
unmistakably American are the early fid-
dler—prompters of New England. This is a 
very enlightening article and interesting to 
the caller who wants to gain some knowl-
edge about our activity. 
From the November issue the emphasis 
on CROSS—FOLD gives you some good 
material to present to your dancers. Also, 
routines using ODD 8 Chain Thru will keep 
your dancers on their toes. Not many cal-
lers use this Mainstream call much, so it's 
worth looking at even if only for a refresher. 
Lots of good material, as usual, from 
THE NEW VIEW, by Bill Davis along with 
suggestions to choreographers of singing 
calls and timing. Bill covers several new  
calls with choreography for some. An abun-
dance of material offering everything from 
Mainstream through Advanced as well as 
Quarterly selections will keep any caller 
happy. 
Did you know you can get out of a Box 
4c with a simple "Explode & Pass the 
Ocean, Right & Left Grand"? This is just 
one of the many "Get Out"'s that are pub-
lished in the October issue of THE NEW 
VIEW. 
Joe Uebelacker in THE CANADIAN 
CONNECTION has an excellent discus-
sion on marketing our activity. It is defi-
nitely worth reading and digesting. His 
bottom line is, "if you don't give (that's 
GIVE), as in FREE) of your time and en-
ergy to promote the activity, it won't grow. 
If you make money at it, you can deduct the 
cost of your donated time. It's an invest-
ment after all. More importantly is the fact 
that the more poeple who know about it, the 
more will participate. That's money in your 
pocket folks. If you aren't into it for money, 
it's more adulation for you from many more 
fans. If your main interest is to keep the 
activity alive for future generations in a 
purely altruistic gester, this is one of those 
things you have to do." 
BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS 
BASIC, MAINSTREAM and PLUS 
PROGRAM VIDEOS approved,  Callerlab 
Broadcast quality 	 BASIC 
	
Featuring BETSY GOTTA 
video tapes Folmea SECOND HALF 
	
Caller. 27 years Member 
in television sh.dto 	(movements 26-50, Board of Governors. 
leatunng overhead $A095 Callerlab 
MAINSTREAM 	 PLUS 
iCalleriab sequence 51-671 	 (27 movements) 
$3995 $4995 
lser 1990 To Bon en 	 Add S3 50 postage and handltng N.J res add 7% sales tar 
IN 	III IN NI =MI MIN NI MEM 	=NI MM MIN IN NI NI IN 
Please specify BASIC 	MAINSTREAM 	PLUS 	VHS 	BETA 
Mail check or money order to- 
I 
111 	
Name (Please Print y_ 
I Address 	  
I City 	  
State  	 —1_' 
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SQUARE DANCE VIDEOS 
A Division of Tra Bien. Inc 







Callers & Cuers 
Personal Data Program 
O IBM/PC/XT/Color/BW 
Bud Whitten 
2996 Bobolink Dr. 





Dance Parties for Begetters  _ 	by Ed Butenhof 
A book containing over 100 squares, contras, and 
solo dances, all suitable fa beginners. It's also full 
of advice on organizing and programming successful 
one-night-slands 136 pages. 
141 Ed Butenhot 201 Red Oak Drive, $15 post paid from: 
Hendersonville, NC 28739 
DANCING TIPS 
by Harold Bausch 
"It's a big wide, wonderful world we live 
in", or so go the words of a song. It is too, 
you know — also it is a world of change and 
a lot of dissatisfied people, a lot of disillu-
sioned and disappointed people. Yet there 
are those who are oblivious of it all, and 
maybe they are doing something to help —
only time will tell. 
In nearly 40 years of being involved in 
square dancing I have seen so many 
changes. Sometimes I am discouraged too, 
but sometimes I am encouraged. 
Today the "IN THING" seems to be 
Country Western — dancing and music. To 
me, it seems they are going back to the days 
of early square dancing. They have picked 
up the simple two steps and waltzes that 
used to be a part of square dancing — they 
have picked up our line dances — they dress 
like we did in 1940's & early 50's. They 
learn to dance in about eight lessons, like 
we did in early 50's. Actually, we didn't 
even have lessons in 1953 — we just got into 
#4 spot and we watched the others and 
learned... Just like many Country Western 
dancers do today. Most every caller wore a 
big western hat and a kerchief around his 
neck. So — C.W. has stolen our thunder! 
Actually, they didn't steal it — we threw 
it away! Today we are so "Smart"— we have 
programs from Basic to C3! People are not 
standing in line to join us — because it looks 
like a life commitment to get to be a square 
dancer. Besides, who wants to be less than 
the best? Who wants to be just a "Basic or 
Mainstream" dancer? 
We outsmarted ourselves when we 
started adding more and more calls, and 
recognizing more than one level of square 
dancing. 
Is it too late? I just don't know, but, the 
boom days of the 50's and 60's are gone. 
The only light I see at the end of the tunnel 
Am•nean Squandance, Novornbor 1992 
is the "Community Dance Program" — and 
it is not going to be easy to get that rolling 
in areas that have established clubs. 
Strangely enough, the Community Dance 
Program is not a simple thing. Any caller 
who takes it on is going to have to learn a 
lot! There are so many facets of the CDP 
that most callers are not familiar with. I 
doubt there are two Challenge callers in the 
country that could do the real CDP without 
a lot of research. I know that I would have 
to do quite a bit of relearning— and we used 
to do most all of what is in it. 
Am I saying I am going to convert? No. 
But the philosophy of the old time dancing 
and the CDP is what we have left behind —






Records • Records • Records 
(current and oldies available) 
Square, Round, Clogging, Pop, Country 
and Texas Two Step Records 
(ALL LABELS) 
ALL DEALER INQUIRIES 
WELCOME 
Call or Write 
1-800-328-3800 
1050 Toulon Dr., Marion, OH 43302 
CALLERS AND CUERS 
CLOGGING, LINE DANCE, C/W 
INSTRUCTORS 
THE RECORD YOU WANT IS 
NOT AVAILABLE? 
NOT !!! 
UNTIL YOU'VE CALLED Palomino 
1-800-328-3800  
*Special SD Christmas Review Tape: (2) Tapes 
with over 50 Singing Calls — $5.00 ppd. 
Refund w/purchase of 5 or more Christmas records 
	d 
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42ND 
NATIONAL CONVENTION 
BOB AND KAREN 
Our General Chairman 
Leadership lays the groundwork for a National Square Dance Convention 
and Bob and Karen Fleher qualified for 
this tremendous job. As a result of their 
selection as General Chairmen, they asked 
for the cooperation of square dancers and 
received an overwhelming response. 
Bob and Karen took square dance les-
sons in 1977 and eventually joined the 
Spanish Lake Quadrilles. As the years 
rolled by they became more interested in 
other facets of square dancing as a result of 
their love for the activity. In 1983, they 
organized the Zig Zags, an advanced 
square dance club, and served as President 
through 1987. Involvement caused them to 
accept offices in organizations, Karen was 
Vice-President of the Greater St. Louis 
Folk and Square Dance Federation in 1983 
and then served as President in 1984 and 
1985 when the first intent to bring the Na-
tional Square Dance Convention to St. 
Louis came about. Karen was also a mem-
ber of the Board of Directors from 1986 
through 1989. 
Bob is the vice President and co-owner 
of "Vending With a Flair, Inc." - a business 
that Bob started in 1970. Bob's personality 
has played a big part in the operation and 
success of the business. 
Karen and Bob have been married for 23 
years and have two daughters, Laurie and 
Jodi, and two grandchildren, Josh and 
Danielle. 
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The photo below is the costume they 
wore at the St. Louis Pre-convention 1904 
dinner. 
1904 WORLD'S FAIR FACTS 
In 1904 St. Louis' major claim to fame was caskets, shoes and beer, and was the 
fourth largest city in the U.S. 
15 million dollars was needed to get the 
Fair started. One-third came from individ-
ual citizens, one-third from the city and 
one-third from the national government. 
Liquor cost was five cents for "a paralyz-
ing glassful". 
The publicity committee put out over 
three and one-half million pieces of pub-
licity, in the first six months, printed in 
German, French, Spanish, Portuguese and 
Italian. St. Louis had nine newspapers at 
the time, six were in German. 
On weekends a train would leave Union 
Station every minute for the Fairgrounds. 
The Fair was closed on Sunday. 
25 
TOURS FOR THE 42ND. 
#1.  
Begin your introduction to St. Louis on 
the historic levee driving past 
sternwheelers, the renovated warehouses 
of Laclede's Landing, the oldest cathedral 
west of the Mississippi and the Old Court-
house, scene of the Dred Scott trial. Visit 
the famous Gateway Arch where special 
reservations will be made for you to ride to 
the top for a breathtaking 30 mile view, then 
visit the Museum of Westward Expansion 
below. Continue past the Busch Memorial 
Stadium, fine civic buildings, the architec-
turally fascinating Union Station and turn—
of—the—century mansions. Stop at the 
breathtakingly beautiful New Cathedral 
where the largest collection of mosaics in 
the western world covers nearly the entire 
interior. Drive through forest Park, site of 
the 1904 World's Fair and present home of 
the Zoo, History Museum, Art Museum 
and Science Center. 
#2.  
Visit Anheuser—Busch, the world's larg-
est brewery. Tour through the hundred 
year—old buildings to see the bottling and 
brewing processes and the Budweiser 
Clydesdale Stables prior to refreshments in 
the hospitality room. Stop at Union Station 
to see the nation's most exciting renovation 
project and this will whet your appetite to 
return at your leisure to explore the shops, 
restaurants, kiosks etc. Board a 19th cen-
tury sternwheeler where you will be served 
a delicious box lunch as you cruise down the 
Mississippi. 
#3 Grant's Farm Tour 
Visit Grant's Farm, August Busch's es-
tate where a trackless train will take you 
through the beautiful grounds and game 
preserve. Stop at the Bauernhof to see the 
trophy room, the riding horse stables and 
the fine carriage and sleigh collections. See 
the miniature zoo, the incredible bird show, 
Ulysses S. Grant's cabin and the Clydesdale 
stallions. You may purchase lunch in the 
Bauernhof area where free beer is served. 
Following your visit, ride the convenient 
shuttle back to the Convention Center. 
Buses depart Convention Center every 
30 minutes beginning at 8:30 AM except no 
26 
departure at 11:30 AM and 12:00 noon. 
Last departure is at 2:00 PM. 
(T,W,TH,F,SAT) Cost $9.00 per person 
#4. Mark Twain country — Hannibal, 
Missouri 
8:30 AM— 6:30 PM (M. T.) 
Spend the day in Hannibal, home of 
Mark Twain. Visit Mark Twain's boyhood 
home and museum. Tour past Becky 
Thatcher's home, Lover's Leap, Molly 
Brown's house and other points of interest. 
Enjoy a delicious lunch at Mark Twain's 
Dinette. Tour through the Mark Twain 
Cave, referred to on many of his stories, and 
now designated as a U.S. National Land-
mark. Visit Rockcliffe Mansion where 
Mark Twain spoke from its magnificent 
stairway. A light refreshment will be served 
on the return trip. 
GATEWAY GERTIE SAYS: 
There are still approximately 400 Gate-
way Passes that have not been converted to 
a Registration Form. Please do this as soon 
as possible. You are not officially regis-
tered until a Registration Form has been 
completed. When completing the registra-
tion form, please be sure to read every line. 
Many dancers have been overlooking some 
very important boxes that need to be 
checked. All hotels booked in the future 
require busing as the downtown hotels are 
now filled. Please check and pay for busing 
at the time the registration form is sent in. 
There is a savings of $4.00 per couple if 
bought before May 1, 1993. The number of 
shuttle buses are based on the sale of passes 
prior to the convention. PLEASE DO NOT 
WAIT UNTIL YOU GET TO THE CON-
VENTION TO BUY A BUS PASS. On 
Wednesday June 23, you may ride to the 
convention center free in order to pick up 
your paid bus pass, but you must have it in 
order to ride back. 
PLEASE REGISTER NOW 
Conventions are planned on advanced 
registrations. More and better services can 
be arranged if we know you are coming. 
There are no "one day" fees for a national 
convention. The total registration fee of 
$20.00 per person applies whether you at-
tend for one day or four days. 
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MISSISSIPPI RIVERBOAT CRUISE 
A moonlight cruise on the Mississippi 
River will be offered on Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday nights of the conven-
tion. The boat will begin loading at 10:30 
PM and return about 1:00 AM The cruise 
will offer an excellent view of the brilliantly 
lit St. Louis skyline, the Gateway Arch and 
the famous Eads Bridge. One of the area's 
best contemporary bands will provide 
music for your listening and dancing plea-
sure. Shuttle service will be provided be-
tween the Cervantes Convention Center 
and the boat. 
The riverboat will be chartered exclu-
sively for square dancers. This affords an 
excellent opportunity to get a group to-
gether for "your night" on the craft. 
The cost will be $18.00 per person and 
reservations must be received by January 
31, 1993 in order to complete the charter 
arrangements. Checks should be made 
payable to the 42nd National Square 
Dance Convention and sent with names 
and addresses of the registrants to: Daryle 
and Peggy Greene, P.O. Box 270268, St. 
Louis, MO 63127 
EXHIBITION GROUP UPDATE 
HELP!!! We are looking for names and 
addresses of current performing groups 
who are willing to showcase their talents at 
our national convention. We want to ex-
tend a formal invitation to you. Come join 
us in 1993 in St. Louis. Many time—slots are 
waiting for you, and a great staff is ready to 
make your visit here the best national ever. 
Send your name and address to: Gene and 
Gina McMurtry, Vice—Chairman Exhibi-
tions, 8375 Latty Ave., Hazelwood, MO. 
63042 
ROUNDALAB OFFICE 
has moved to Maryland 
A t the 16th annual Convention of 
ROUNDALAB, The International 
Association of Round Dance Teachers, 
Inc., it was announced that Peg Tirrell 
would be retiring as Executive Secretary, a 
position she has held since 1984. On behalf 
of the Board of Directors and the 
ROUNDALAB membership, Ralph Col-
lipi, as Chairman of ROUNDALAB, ex-
tended to both Peg & Doc Tirrell, sincere 
thanks and appreciation for the outstand-
ing service they had so willingly given to 
ROUNDALAB. 
As of October, Carol Poland will as-
sume the position as Executive Secretary 
with ROUNDALAB relocating its head-
quarters from Lower Waterford, Vermont 
to Gaithersburg, Maryland. The new ad-
dress will be 8917 Alliston Hollow Way, 
Gaithersburg, Maryland., 20879. All corre-
spondence should be sent to the Maryland 
address. The new phone number for 
ROUNDALAB will be (301) 670-9214. 
The 24 hour fax number is (301) 670-9379. 
Office hours are Monday thru Friday 9:00 
AM to 5:00 PM EST and Saturday 9:00 AM 
thru 1:00 PM EST. Ralph & Joan Collipi 
will continue as Chairman of 
ROUNDALAB. 
USDA 
USDA ELECTS OFFICERS 
President Earle & Joy Hoyt were among 
the prestiges list of officers elected for the 
1992-1993 term to the UNITED 
SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA. 
For more information about the Organiza-
tion please contact: DIRECTOR OF IN-
FORMATION: Jim & Peggy Segraves, 
8913 Seaton Dr., Huntsville, AL. 35802 
(205) 881-6044 
USDA NEWS SUBSCRIPTIONS  
The "USDA NEWS" publication is a 
quarterly publication covering all aspects 
of the Square Dance Activity. USDA 




CK-110 "CATFISH BATES" by Daryl 
CK-109 FREE TO BE LONELY by Daryl 
CK-108 NOW I'M GONE by John 
CK-107 BACK IN BABY'S ARMS by Dee Dee 
CK-106 BLIND MAN by Jerry 
CK-10S YOU CAN HAVE HER by Daryl & Bill 
CHINOOK HOEDOWN: 
CK-513 DILEMMA/POKEY JO 
CK-512 WHITE LINE / SHORT LINE 
ROUNDS ON CHINOOK 
CK-1101 NEVER LOVED ANYONE MORE (waltz) 


















IID-127 THAT'S WHAT I LIKE ABOUT YOU by Bob 
11D-126 IA)NESOME FOR YOU by Doug 
IID-12S WILY DO THEY LOOK BETTER by Loren 
NEWS is provided "FREE"  to all known 
dance publication editors; leaders of na-
tional, international and state organiza-
tions; USDA Affiliates, Officers and 
Directors. 
During the 1992 USDA Annual Meet-
ing, the Board of Directors made a decision 
to offer the USDA NEWS to all others at a  
yearly subscription rate of only $5.00. This 
was based on increasing demand for the 
newsletters from the dancers. 
For your own personal copy of the quar-
terly USDA NEWS, forward a check for 
$5.00 made out to U.S.D.A., and your 
name, address, zip code, area code, phone 






PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES 
Direct record orders and dealer inquires to: 
GATEWAY RECORD SERVICE, 11915 N.E. 
Halsey, Portland, OR 92720 
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15 GREAT WEEKS 
15 GREAT STAFFS YOU'LL HAVE 
THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE 
KIRKWOOD 
LODG 
THE FAMOUS AMERICAN PLAN RESORT 
ATER S EDGE 









by Bob Howell 
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Coy Cowan of Sun City Center, FL. shares with us a variation of Amos Moses which 
he uses in a circle. Coy states that "contras and line dances are done in lines, but 
solo dances are done best in circles." I'm going to refer to his dance as the 
AMOS MOSES CIRCLE 
Formation: Single circle, all facing center. 
Music: Amos Moses. RCA Victor. Jerry Reed 447-0896 
Counts: 
1. Put right heel forward. 
2. Bring right foot back to place. 
3. Put your left heel forward. 
4. Bring left foot hack to place. 
5. Rock forward on the right foot. 
6. Rock back on the left foot. 
7. Turning to face right, step on the right foot. 
8. Close left foot to the right foot. 
Note: I have been enjoying Coy's routine ever since he sent it to me last summer. 
Those who have tried the original version at a one-night-stand have certainly sent 
some folks home rather frustrated, but this routine is a guaranteed success. 
Each April for the past several years I have had the pleasure and privilege of sharing 
a week at Copecrest with Jerry and Kathy Helt. This November 1st, Phyllis and I will 
venture to Cincinnati to spend a day at The Fall Ball, sponsored by the Helts. It will al-
most be a reunion of those who had attended our week in Georgia. Following are 
two dances that I plan to do. Both will use the same music. The first dance is a circle 
mixer called the Sweet Georgia Brown Mixer.  
SWEET GEORGIA BROWN MIXER 
Formation: Double circle. Couples facing LOD, lady on the gent's right. opposite 
footwork throughout. 
Music: Sweet Georgia Brown, Grenn 16011 
Routine: 
Counts: 
1-4 	Walk 4 steps forward with inside hands joined, beginning on 
gent's left and ladies right foot. 
5-8 	Turn around and back up 4 steps. 
9-12 Walk back in RLOD 4 steps. 
13-16 	Turn and back up 4 steps. (Original starting place). 
17-20 Balance together and away. 
21-24 	Lady roll away with a half sashay. (Lady rolls across in front of 
gent). 
25-27 	Balance together and away. 
28-32 	Turn the lady under the joined hands and the lady rolls back 
to the gent behind her to begin again. 
The next dance gets its name from the Queen City (Cincinnati). Jerry calls it the 
QUEEN'S QUADRILLE 
Formation: Square 
Music: Sweet Georgia Brown. Grenn 16011 
Routine: 
(The aforementioned music goes thru 7 times, so I suggest that you use a standard 
intro., middle break, and ending). The figure follows: 
Head two couples right and left thru. 
Same two ladies chain. 
Side two couples right and left thru. 
Same two ladies chain. 
All join hands and circle left half way round. 
Swing corner and promenade. 
Clear, Clean Sound for Everyone ... 
THE TELEX SOUND ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM 
Hearing impaired persons, including those who wear hearing aids, will be able to 
hear under virtually any conditions with a Telex Sound Enhancement System. It 
actually brings the caller's or cuer's voice directly to the dancer's ear via FM radio 
transmission. Put the fun and pleasure back into your dancing. 
Write or call for information and pricing on complete systems and componets. 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E. Shary Circle, Concord, CA 94518 
Phone: 510-682-8390 - Fax: 510-682-8497 
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NEW 	 NEW 
Luxiniuus nylon organdy is used for this full, but light-weight, petticoat. All bot-
toms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. 
Extremely full #6000—Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each $33.00 
Extremely full #5000—Fifty yards-2 layers-25 yds. each 	$31.00 
Extremely full #4000—Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each $28.00 
LENGTHS: 19,20,21,22 and 23 inches. 
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Burgundy, Pink, 
Hot Pink, Yellow, Purple, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy. 
SIZES: Small, Medium and Large 
My good friend Jack Mokren passed away last year. He was a constant inspiration, 
sharing much of his knowledge of dance with me. During his last few years of life, he 
was nursed by a young woman who aided and cared for him. She was "special". I 
have written a contra dance for that young woman whose name is Cathy 
Abderrazzaq' Isa and entitled it 
CATHY'S SPECIAL 
Formation: Alternate Duple. 1,3,5,etc crossed over and active. 
Music: Any 64 count jig, reel or hornpipe. I like "Yellow Creek". Top 25073 
Routine: 
Counts: 
Intro: 	In long lines go forward and back. 
- - - - , pass thru and you turn back 
- - - - 	two ladies chain 
- - - -, ladies lead and flutter wheel 
- - - - ,men flair (drop out) girls start a hey for four 
- - - - - 
- - , girls to the center and turn by the right, 
-, come back and swing same corner 
- - - -, face to the center, go forward and back.  
On the flip side of Yellow Creek is the music for Chattahootchee and Hugh Macey in-
cludes an instruction sheet with the complete write-up of the Sicilian Circle dance. 
Note: Don Armstrong's dance written up in the past August issue should have read 
EZ-1, not Ex-1 




DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley CA 95470 
Free Swatches, Flyers 
CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER 
21932 Shoenhorn St. 
Canoga Park, CA 91304 
818 347 1207 
SHERRY'S DANCE STORE 
2468 Almaden Road 
San Jose CA 95125 
(408)267 2333 
Complete Line of SD Apparel 
ROMIE'S S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Cajon Blvd. 
San Diego CA 92105 
(619)280 2150 
COLORADO 
S/D RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd.  
Denver, CO 80214 
Phone303 238 4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW 5/0 SHOP 
8650 49th St. N. 
Pinellas Park FL 34666 
813-541-5700 
Everything the dancer needs 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W. Irving Park Road 
Chicago IL 60634 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WEST 
112 Depot St. 




FUN FASHIONS FROM FLORENCE 
RR 3 Box 125, Pahoa HI 96778 
on the Big Island, 808 966-7076 
Everything for the. SIR Dancer inc. 
Hawaiian- made items 
Bed & Breakfast by reservations only 
KANSAS 
B/T S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
637 E. 47th St. S., Wichita KS 
2 hlk. W of 1-35 Trnk, Exit 42 
316-522-6670,ClosedSuruMon 
All New First Line Apparel 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S S/0 SHOPPE 
Rt. 9 Box 997(318)855-4470 
Lake Charles LA 70611 
Member NASRDS; Visa & MC 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC. 
Rt 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
207-657-3412 
Catalog $2 Refund with 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
ANDES S/D & WESTERN APPAREL 
2109LibertyRd.(301-795 0808) 
Eldershurg MD 21784 
CatalogueAvailahle $2 




Detroit MI 48209 




4017 Central Ave NE 
Albuquerque NM 87108 
505-255-8961 
MINNESOTA 
SKYLINE S/D SHOP 
9SkylineDr.507 345 1900 
Mankato MN 56001 
Member of NASRDS 
We welcome mail orde•s! 
NEW YORK 
SKY RANCH WEST. & S/D STORE 
109 111S.MainSt.(315 668 2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Complete Western & SD Store 
Catalog $1 Credited on 1st Order 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Sneeds Ferry NC 28460 
MailServices MasterCard- VISA 
OHIO 
TERRI'S WESTERN FASHIONS 
(Formerly M 6 H Western Fehinns) 
13002 Lorain Ave. 
Cleaveland OH 44111 
216-671-5165m800-553-9761 
OAKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE on Main 
119 West Mari 
Moore0K73160 5105 
Appare1405 799 5602 
Just outside OK City & worth the trip 
PENNSYLVANIA 
FABIAN'S WESTERN WEAR 
Square Dance Apparel 
18th & Jefferson Sts. 
Lewrsburg PA 17837 




Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square & Roi.nd Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mai Order Service 
CIRCLES & SQUARES INC. 
9047 Garland 9r1 
Dallas TX 752t8 
214 328 8684 
SD Apparel 6 Monogramming 
VIRGINIA 
TRIPLE R WESTERN WEAR 
KIJIB ENTERPRISES INC. 
250 W. Broad St.  
Falls Church VA 22046 
A NEW LINE OF FASHIONS 
Mail Orders Available from these shops 
CIRCLE W 5/0 FASHIONS 








675 E. Alluvial 
Fresno CA 93710 
209-439-3478 
STAN COLE 
4547 Ashworth Rd. 
Mattoosa, CA 95338 
209-966.5182 
RAY TAYLOR 






Melbourne FL 32935 
407-242.8490 
STAN BURDICK 
216 Williams SI.  
Huron, OH 44839 
419-433-2188 
• HOT NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES • 
RWH-179 HEY, GOOD LOOKIN' by Dale 
RWH-177 SEND A MESSAGE TO MY HEART by Stan 
RWH-176 DREAM, DREAM, DREAM by Jerry J.  
RWH-175 ENOUGH LOVE FOR ONE WOMAN by Steve 
RWH-174 ANGRY by Larry 
• COMING SOON • 
RWH-178 I'M ALABAMY BOUND by Lee 
REH-180 THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES by Larry 
RWH-181 DISTANCE BETWEEN YOU &ME by Stan 
• SIZZLIN' SELLERS • 
RWH-173 IN THE ARMS OF A FOOL by Jerry J 
RWH-172 CANDY KISSES by Ray 
RWH-171 TAKE THESE CHAINS by Stan 
RWH-170 WORKIN' ON A FULL HOUSE by Lee 
• BRAND NEW HOEDOWN • 
RWH-516 HAMMER HEAD & PEPPER POT HOEDOWN 
• HOT NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES • 
BUC-1245 HIGH ON A MOUNTAIN OF LOVE by Otto 
BUC-1244 THE BOYS ON 16TH AVE. by Jim 
BUC-1243 HEAVEN SAYS HELLO by Otto 
• SIZZLIN SELLERS • 
BUC-1242 BALL & CHAIN by D Neumann 
BUC-1241 DOWN IN MY EASY CHAIR by Jim 
BUC-1240 ROCKY TOP by Chuck 
• GREAT NEW HOEDOWN • 
BUC-1517 OTTO'S HOEDOWN by Otto 
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR 
BRAND NEW CATALOG 
DICK WAIBEL ENTERPRISES 
675 E. ALLUVIAL, FRESNO, CA 93720 • 209-439-3478 
STEVE SULLIVAN 
105 Park View Dr 
Pocatello ID 83204 
208-233-0206 
LEE MCCORMACK 
Rt 6 Box 161A 
Mena AR 71953 
501-394-5913 
LARRY COLE 
3302 N 500 West 






Rapid City SD 57701 
605-343-4397 
JERRY HAMILTON 
821 Madden SI. 




2408 Mesa Verde 
Farmington NM 87401 
505-325.1254 
J'M SNYDER 
RD 3 Box 101 




P.O. Box 26 
El Centro CA 92244 
619-337.1848 
DAVE GIPSON 
3330 Oswego Ave 




12458E 38th St. 
Yuma AZ 85365 
602-342-2785 





This year marks the first time square 
dancers have been invited to perform at the 
World Expo, and Tom said he feels hon-
ored that his local group was chosen to 
perform as part of the United States' gym-
nastics exhibition. 
"I think we've taken modern square danc-
ing out of the barnyard and into the ball-
room," said Tom, noting that the 
popularity of this all—American dance style 
is on the rise, in this country and around the 
world. From Delaware County Daily 
Times by Meg Diskin. 
CONTRA IS DELIGHTFUL 
Beginning their "dancing life" in 1965, Myrna & Jerry Glendenin of Cincin-
nati, OH. got into the dance scene during 
lessons at a beautiful place called "The 
Hayloft" in Cincinnati. After graduation 
they danced with the Grand Squares and 
the Rhythm Reelers, during which time 
they held several offices and were Regis-
tration Chairmen for the 1972 Ohio State 
Convention. 
After a ten—year hiatus, spending much of 
their free time accompanying their two 
children in their varied childhood interests, 
Jerry and Myrna decided to return to the 
world of square dancing and took a second 
round of lessons. This time they were in-
vited to also try Contra Dancing and im-
mediately became interested. (The 
costumes they are wearing in this photo are 
the "Contra" version of the Ohio State 
Dress for the 1992 National Convention 
held in Cincinnati this year). 
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Their Queen City Contra Club boasts of 
having Jerry Helt as their prompter. 
They have recently begun lessons in 
Country Western dancing and have 
learned lots of Texas Two—Step, Swing, 
Waltz, Polka and various line dances. "It's 
such great fun, wonderful exercise and yet 
another facet of our dance prism that con-
tinues to add color and joy to our lives." 
Telling it like it is they comment that "The 
wonderful world of people we have met 
and the long—lasting friendships we have 
made are treasures we shall cherish al-
ways." 
872 POINT OF LIGHT 
Here is a heart warming and interest- 
ing article sent to us from Mac & 
Chieko MacKenzie about their son, Ken. 
Ken is a HANDICAPABLE DANCER with 
the "Pensacola Special Steppers" in Pen-
sacola, FL. 
An excerpt from a letter of special recog-
nition to Ken from the President of the 
United States reads as follows: "I was de-
lighted to learn of your outstanding work in 
behalf of your community. Your generosity 
and willingness to serve others merit the 
highest praise, and I am pleased to recog-
nize you as the 872nd "Daily Point of 
Light". 
Activities for which Ken was recognized 
included coaching in a bowling league for 
disabled persons and serving as an Assis-
tant Scoutmaster of a troop for young men 
with disabilities. He was also cited for his 
participation as a member of the PENSA-
COLA SPECIAL STEPPERS square 
dance club for MENTALLY HAND-
ICAPABLE DANCERS of Pensacola, FL. 
(Frank Cherry is caller) Ken has been a 
American Squaredance, November 1992 
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member of the "Steppers" since the orga-




Here's a guy with his finger in many pies. The flyer that was sent pictured 
a cowboy on horseback, (backwards yet) 
taking someone's picture. It is Bob Nel-
son, (Southern Calif. caller) who says he 
will dance with you, clogg and take your 
picture too. We are sure he didn't mean 
all at the same time. Bob offers his ser-
vices as Caller & Instructor as well as a 
professional photographer. Any kind of 
dance such as Hoedowns, Bar-B-Oues. 
Fund Raisers, Private Parties, Wedding 
Reception, Chilli Cook-offs and many 
other get-togethers. You can contact 
Bob at (310 925-0042 
Down along the river where the ban- yans and coconut palms grow wild, 
where the mongoose and the buffalo 
play, where the skies can be cloudy for 
days on end and you can't hear a word -
discouraging or otherwise - over the roar 
of the falls, that's where you'll find Les 
Gotcher. 
Les lives in Hilo, Hawaii with Sunshine, 
his wife of one year. They were married last 
year, he 87, she 89. They had known each 
other since way back, when Les was record- 
AnwIcan Squaredana, Novenibtar 1992 
ing square dance records for Capitol Re-
cords. 
Les is a trailblazer. He was the "path-
finder" who gave us the "hash" calling, 
which enabled all callers to become varied 
in their calling. His utilizing of the "hash" 
patter from the traditional, predictable 
calls of the early 1950's has set callers free 
in their deliverance of material. 
Les made many appearances in movies 
with some of Hollywood's great's. Not 
many callers have left such a mark in the 
calling, square dancing field as has Les. In 
a 1979 issue of Square Dancing,(a Los An-
geles based magazine no longer in print) 
Les was reported to have been inducted 
into the Square Dance Hall of Fame. Not a 
small feat and just one more milestone in 
the long list of achievements accredited to 
this amazing "Country Cowboy-Square 
Dance Caller." 
Taken from the Hawaii Tribune-Herald 
by Jim Witty • 
ea* 
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ADVANCED AND CHALLENGE 
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
JUNE 17, 18, 19, 1993 
COMMONWEALTH CONVENTION CENTER 
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 
STAFF CALLERS: 
ED FOOTE DAVEAO.DSON ROMO 	SS HOWELLRANO  pA 	MIKE,,, JucASAOBS 
LEE KOPMAN 	STEVKE.01WI'MAN 	Rv9,N..„LIBB.Y 
BENtotly.ruclAGHT ANNEvUEE,3REICKER DAVEVEN  yEVFLLSON 
ASSOCIATE CALLERS: SAUNDRA BRYANT, VIC CEDER, 
DAVE LIGHTLY, NORM POISSON, TIM SCHOLL 
FIVE HALLS OF AIR CONDITIONED DANCING CONTINUOUSLY 
ADVANCED (A-2), C-1 7 
C-2, C-3A, C-3B, PART-TIME C-4 HALL 
CONVENTION DANCING: THURSDAY AFTERNOON & THURSDAY NIGHT, JUNE 17 
MORNING -- AFTERNOON --- EVENING DANCING ON FRIDAY & SATURDAY, JUNE 18 & 19 
SPECIAL TRAIL-END DANCE 	 SPECIAL NON-STAFF CALLER DANCE 
WED. NITE, JUNE 16 	 THURS. MORNING, JUNE 17 
ALL HALLS IN OPERATION 	 ALL HALLS IN OPERATION 
LOUISVILLE 
• Variety of hotels and motels within walking distance of dance site, special reduced convention rates. 
• Alr travelers: Convention Center Is 15 minute drive from Louisville airport. 
• Campers: Two large campgrounds located 15 minutes from Convention Center. 
• Information on hotels, motels, campgrounds and sightseeing sent when you register. 
Check hell you will be dancing In the majority of the time: El A-2 Ll C-1 fl C-2 Ll C-3A ❑ C-3B El C-4 
DANCE FEE: 336/PERSON, DEPOSIT: $10/PERSON, After May 15 - Send Full Payment 
Make check or money order payable to: CHALLENGE CONVENTION 
Name 
         
MAIL TO: 
ED & MARILYN FOOTE 
140 McCANDLESS DRIVE 
WEXFORD, PA 15090 
Address 
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by 
Ed Foote 
THE 11TH AMERICAN ADVANCED & CHALLENGE CONVENTION was 
held in Dayton, Ohio inAugust. Over 1000 
dancers attended the three day event at the 
Dayton Convention Center, which had five 
dance halls operating simultaneously: A-2, 
C-1, C-2, C-3A & C-3B. Staff callers were: 
Ray Brendze, Bruce Busch, Ray Denny, 
Mike Jacobs, Dave Kenney, Steve Kop-
man, Dave Lightly, Larry Perkins, Tim 
Ploch, Norm Poisson, Tim Scholl, John 
Steckman, John Sybalsky, Anne Uebelac-
ker. 
The 1993 Convention will be held Aug. 
12-14 at the University of Toledo in Toledo, 
Ohio. For information write: Mike & Jean 
Solek, 1555 Sarasota Drive, Toledo, Ohio 
43612. 
BRUCE BUSCH (NJ.) long known for 
excellence in Advanced and Challenge 
calling as well as at other programs, has 
retired from calling. He began calling 25 
years ago in 1967 in Appleton, Wis., moved 
to Baltimore for 1 1/2 years, and then 
moved to New Jersey where he has lived 
with his wife Bonnie and family for many 
years. He has been a member of Callerlab 
since 1975 and has been heavily involved 
with state and national conventions. 
Bruce called Advanced and Challenge 
dances and weekends coast-to-coast and 
was a Non-Staff Caller at the National Ad-
vanced & Challenge Convention for 6 
years.Bruce concluded his calling career in 
August at the American Advanced and 
Challenge Convention in Dayton, Ohio, 
where public tribute was made to his many 
years of service to square dancing and a 
party was held in his honor. 
One of my fond square dance memories 
is a six hour marathon dance (8:00p.m. - 
2:00a.m.) I called in Bruce and Bonnie's 
basement in Appleton in 1974 for two  
squares that wanted to work on Challenge 
material. I was impressed by how much 
everyone wanted to learn and also how 
everyone was constantly laughing. 
DANCING HINT FOR PERK UP (C-
2) Most dancers think of the definition as 
All 8 Circulate, Extend, outsides quarter 
toward handhold of the wave from which 
they did the Extend and Circulate twice, 
while the centers Hinge, Circulate and 
Trade. While this was indeed the original 
definition, many outside dancers were, 
often unsure which way to quarter after the 
Extend; they often would assume [right] 
which would be incorrect if the Extend was 
from a left-hand wave. 
The Callerlab C-2 definitions made a 
change in the wording which eliminated the 
problem and yet kept the exact same foot-
print action. The change: The word [Ex-
tend] is replaced with [1/2 Split circulate]. 
This automatically causes the outside 
dancers to be aimed in the correct direc-
tion for their Circulates. 
Unfortunately, many dancers have not 
changed their thinking, and thus still have 
problems knowing which way to turn for 
the Circulate. Those who think [1/2 split 
Circulate] now have no problem with Perk 
Up. 
AUDIO TAPES. Looking for audio 
tapes of A-1, C-1, C-2, C-3A & B? Count-
less tapes of these programs called by a 
variety of callers, taped at the National 
Advanced & Challenge Convention and 
the American Advanced & ChallengeCo-
nvention are available, as well as tapes from 
other Advanced & Challenge festivals. For 
descriptive flyers and prices write to : RHC 
Enterprises, 9054 Eden Oaks Ave., Or-
angevale, Ca. 95662 
American Sguaredance, November 1992 
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Ern.. Kinney 	Torn Perry 
l'ioneers 
KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT & 
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 	5147 ANYTIME by Tom Perry 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 	5146 CAROLINA IN THE MORNING by Ernie Kinney 
HH 5146-C CAROLINA IN THE MORNING With Harmony by Pioneers 
ELK 022 	LONE STAR LOVIN' NIGHT by Tom Perry (Sing-A-Long) 
HH 	5145 ENGINE ENGINE #9 by Tom Miller 
HH 5144 	MY TRAIN OF THOUGHT by Marty Firstenberg 
ELK 021 RIGHT OR WRONG by Marty (Sing-A-Long) 
HH 	5143 	LET IT BE ME by Buddy Weaver 
COMING SOON ON HI-HAT AND ELK RECORDINGS 
WALK, WALK by Bobby Lepard 
A FOOL SUCH AS I by Tom Perry (A Sing-A-Long) 
ELK SING-A-LONGS AND HI-HAT PIONEER TAPES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE PRODUCER 
Earl West 	Dir Stone 	Jerry Murray 
BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 	268 	JEZEBEL by Dave Parker 
BR 1008 ROCK AND ROLL ANGEL(Round) By Bob Ford 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 	267 	WALTZ ACROSS TEXAS by Jerry Murray 
BR 266 PLAY RUBY PLAY by Jerry Biggerstaff 
BR 	1007 	IF I COULD BOTTLE THIS UP Round by Bob Ford 
BR 265 THINGS I TREASURE by Bill Donahue 
COMING SOON ON BLUE RIBBON 
DID SHE MENTION MY NAME by Jerry Gulledge 
PRODUCER 
ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES 
3925 N. TOLLHOUSE ROAD 
FRESNO, CA 93726 PHONE: 209-227-2764 
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P.S. MS/VS by Walt Cole 
   
TIMING'S THE THING 
Intro 
	
Heads 	 Square 	Thru 




                
Touch 1/4 
 
                      
                
Boys Run 
 
Right & Left Thru 
                
                
                      
      
: Pass Thru 	 Turn Back 
 
               
Prom en ade 
 
: Heads  	Square Thru 
FOR THE MODULAR CALLER 
TRADES: 
Zero Box: Touch 1/4, centers trade, swing 
thru, boys run, partner trade, star thru, LA. 
(zero box) 
Zero Box: Star thru, pass thru, girls trade, 
boys trade, box the gnat, star thru, LA. 
(zero box) 
PEEL OFF: 
Zero Box: Swing thru, girls fold, peel off, 
wheel & deal, LA. 
Zero Box(Wave): Boys fold, peel off, tag 
the line-right, bend the line, slide thru, LA. 
Zero Line: Touch 1/4, peel off, bend the 
line, cross-trail thru, LA. 
Zero Line: Touch 1/4, 8 circulate, peel off, 
girls trade, wheel & deal, pass thru, grand 
right & left. 
THE BASIC PROGRAM: 
SQUARES: 
Zero Square: Heads 1/2 square thru, 
square thru 3/4, trade by, right & left thru, 
dive thru, left square thru 3/4, right & left 
thru, dive thru, star thru, left square thru 
1/2, LA. 
American Squaredance, November 1992 
Zero Square: Four ladies chain 3/4, four 
ladies chain across, sides flutterwheel, 
heads square thru 3/4, separate go around 
one to a line, passs thru, wheel & deal, girls 
square thru 3/4, LA. 
Zero Box: Heads star thru, square thru 3/4, 
split two & go around one to a line, pass 
thru, U turn back, left square thru, U turn 
back, square thru 3/4, U turn back, left 
square thru 1/2, U turn back, square thru 1, 
LA. 
Static Square: Heads left square thru, all 
left square thru, partner trade, star thru, 
dive thru, square thru 3/4, LA. 
Zero Box: Star thru & rollaway 1/2 sashay, 
left square thru, turn partner left to an 
allemande thar, slip the clutch, LA. 
Static Square: All rollaway 1/2 sashay, 
heads left half square thru, all left square 
thru 3/4, grand right & left. 
THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM 
GRAND RIGHTS & LEFTS 
Static Square: Heads lead right & right & 
left thru, veer left, couples circulate, girls 
trade, all cast off 3/4, pass thru, ends fold, 
39 
Book 1: Fancy Footwork: The Art of Round Dancing (Positions, 
Conventions, Terminology) - Second Edition 
Book 2: Fancy Figures: Two-Step (Phase I, H. and III) 
Book 3: Fancy Figures: Easy Level Waltz (Phase I, II, and III) 
Book 4: Fancy Figures: Phase III Moderns (Foxtrot, Quickstep, Argentine Tango) 
Book 5: Fancy Figures: Phase HI Latins (Cha Cha, Rumba, Mambo, Jive) 
square thru, wheel & deal, zoom, centers 
left square thru 3/4, right & left grand. 
Zero Line: Turn thru, wheel & deal, cen-
ters turn thru, left square thru, partner 
trade, turn thru, wheel & deal, boys pass 
thru, touch 1/4, box the gnat, grand right & 
left. 
Static Square: Heads touch 1/4, centers box 
circulate, center boys run right, zoom, cen-
ters pass thru, swing thru, grand right & 
left. 
Static Square: Sides star thru, all double 
pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4, pass thru, 
girls trade, ferris wheel, girls swing thru, 
girls turn thru, star thru, wheel & deal, 
grand right & left. 
OPENER: 
Static Square: Heads flutterwheel, heads 
spin the top, sides face, grand right & left. 
A BIT OF APD: 
Zero Line: Pass the ocean, split circulate, 
centers trade, boy run, right & left thru, 
Dixie style to an ocean wave, boys trade, 
boys cross run, recycle, swing thru turn 
thru, LA. 
A BIT TOUGHER: 
Static square: Sides square thru, spin the 
top, box the gnat, right & left thru, pass 
thru, tag the line—out, wheel & deal, centers 
lead to the left and cloverleaf, others pass 
thru, slide thru, pass thru and on to the next, 
step to a wave & fan the top, box the gnat, 
grand right & left. 
SINGLE HINGE: 
Zero Box (Wave): Single hinge, centers 
trade, split circulate, single hinge, scoot 
back, boys run, square thru 3/4, courtesy 
turn, Dixie style to an ocean wave, LA. 
TAG TO A COLUMN: 
Zero Line: Pass thru, wheel & deal, centers 
touch 1/4, then walk & dodge, now clover-
leaf, new centers square thru 3/4, do sa do 
to a wave, spin the top, boys run (in your 
own foursome), 1/2 tag the line (check your 
column), all eight circulate, boys run, pass 
thru, LA. 
POTPOURRI: 
Zero Line: Touch 1/4, all eight circulate, 
centers trade, all eight circulate, girls walk 
& dodge, those who can star thru, others 
face in, lines go forward & back, slide thru, 
square thru 3/4, trade by, LA. • 
Definithe round dance The Fancy Dancing Series references by Kaye Anderson 
709 figures, 628 pictures/diagrams, 771 pages. $68.30/set or $18.45/bk ppd. 
Dance Action, Dept. AS, 1k) Box 7162, Mesa AZ 85216 
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FEEDBACK  
T have never met Harold Bausch and 
lfrom his articles I am sure he is a fine 
gentleman, but sometimes I get so angry 
after reading one of his articles that I have 
to sit down and write him a letter. This time 
I am sending it. In his article in your Sep-
tember issue Mr. Bausch said he doesn't 
like to stress APD, and that he likes "girls 
to be girls and boys to be boys'. Viva La 
Difference!!!". So do I, but what does that 
have to do with most square dance figures. 
In his article Mr. Bausch was referring 
to Dixie Style. Callerlabs definition says 
from facing couples or facing tandems. 
From facing couples the right hand dancers 
(notice it didn't say girls) step forward and 
to the left to become the lead dancer in 
tandem. Lead dancers join right hands and 
pull by. Moving to the other trailing dancer 
(notice it didn't say boys), each extends a 
left hand and touches to a left hand mini 
wave and turns one quarter (I don't know 
why they don't say left touch 1/4). New 
center dancers join right hands and form a 
left hand ocean wave. Notice that at no time 
were the terms boy or girl used. 
So why does Mr. Bausch, and most cal-
lers I'm sorry to say, think there is a girls 
part and a boys part for most figures. The 
fact is only a few calls are, what I call sexist. 
Star Thru, Box the Gnat, Slide Thru, Cali-
fornia Twirl, Dive Thru because of the Cal-
ifornia Twirl, Ladies Chain, All Around the 
Left Hand Lady, See Saw Your Taw (from 
a squared set), Do Paso, the direction you 
face for an allemande Left and a Right and 
Left Grand, and of course the boy and girl 
designated calls for folds, runs and circu-
lates, through Plus. 
Mr. Bausch and most other callers will 
say dancers cannot understand the terms 
right hand dancer (belle), left hand dancer 
(beau), ends and centers, leaders and trail-
ers. Therefore the calls must be taught boys 
do this and girls do that. When I started 
calling I decided to teach all my dancers to 
dance by definition, right from the start of 
the basic figures. It works. The problem is 
American Squaredance, November 1962 
after they graduate and go out in the "real 
world" of square dancing, they forget it 
because everyone knows only the boys can 
go into the center and cast 3/4 in a Follow 
You Neighbor, and of course it is followed 
by a Spread so the girls are in the center, 
and of course it can only be called from 
right handed ocean waves. You wonder 
why the push to higher levels? It is because 
dancers get bored when figures are always 
called from one position or at most two. 
I just returned from a month long calling 
tour in Europe and most of the dancers 
there can dance by defmition regardless of 
the position they find themselves. I was like 
a kid in a candy store. 
Mr. Bausch and most callers will say you 
have to let the dancers have fun, so you 
must call from the "set positions". I have 
never seen dancers have more fun than the 
dancers I called for in Europe. I called a 
dance in Roskilde Denmark and I was so 
high after the dance that I couldn't go to 
sleep. Anything I called, from any position, 
they would do it. When the dance was over 
they applauded and stomped on and on 
showing me how much fun they had. I could 
have called to them all night. 
Ed Foote said he got in trouble, when he 
stated in one of his articles in your maga-
zine, that the European dancers are better 
than our USA dancers. Well, Ed, you are 
right. 
Is it because they are smarter. Not 
hardly. It is because of the way they are 
taught. Yes, they spend a longer time pre-
paring their dancers, but they teach them 
to dance by definition. They don't have the 
push to move to a higher level because they 
don't need more figures to make their 
dances interesting. Most of the dancers I 
have called to in the USA couldn't dance 
with them at Basic, let alone mainstream or 
Plus. 
Mr. Bausch, I don't like APD either. 
APD is a joke, and APD (most people 
think it means doing the opposite sex's 
part) is not the same as DBD (Dancing By 
Definition). Anyone who thinks they are 
the same just doesn't understand the con-
cepts. Anyone who thinks he can dance 
from any position (APD) hasn't seen them 
all. No one can memorize all the positions 
some calls can be called from, but there is 
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Dan & Joe's 
First Smash Hit ! Dan Nordbye Joe Saltel 
only one definition (DBD). Any dancer can 
manage one definition, if he is taught the 
concept correctly. 
Come on Mr. Bausch, give the dancers a 
chance, I think you might be surprised what 
an American dancer can do if you give them 
a chance. Of course we callers would have 
to do some homework. We would not be 
able to continue teaching things in the same 
old way, like it had always been done, since 
square dancing began. Most of the dancers 
in Europe, and the new callers they now 
have, were taught by tapes made by Amer-
ican callers. If American callers can teach 
European dancers to dance so well, and 
still have fun, why can't we do the same for 
our dancers here at home? 
Dancers, you too must share some of the 
blame. I have found that if I try to do some  
of the things here, that I called in Europe, 
you won't hire me to call for your club. 
I better get down off my soap box, I tend 
to get carried away when people make re-
marks like those made by Mr. Bausch. I'm 
sure Mr. Bausch is sincere in his love for 
square dancing and his desire to keep it fun, 
but that doesn't mean we must make it so 
simple it is boring. I enjoy most of his arti-
cles and I have learned a lot from him, so 
keep writing and sharing your many years 
of calling experience. Thank you for giving 
me this chance to express my frustration. 
Sincerely, 
Chuck Bermele 
Caller—Santa Barbara, CA. 
• 
"BACK TO THE COUNTRY" 
DJ 101 
3925 N. Tollhouse Road, Fresno, CA 93726 (209) 227-2764 
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DEFEATING A.I.D.S. AND DRUGS ON 
THEIR OWN TURF 
By Betty Younger and Denney Brooks 
'o insidious evils engulf the world and 
are slowly strangling the youth of our 
country. One is A.I.D.S., a seemingly un-
stoppable killer of all who fall under its 
shadow. The other is Drugs, relentless in 
the pursuit of our children. 
Both of these problems are social in 
their nature and must be attacked in the 
same manner. To this end we have formed 
an organization to defeat these vicious 
murderers or at least hold them at bay until 
a cure can be found for A.I.D.S. and com-
mon sense methods can be employed for 
Drugs. 
"Dancers Against Drugs and A.I.D.S." 
will be forming classes for youngsters to 
show them the fun, exercise, social skills, 
and healthy relationships that are gained 
through dancing! Introducing our young 
people to supervised dance cotillions, 
Country, Ballroom or round Dance is 
where we start. Using weekly Dance So-
cials as spring—boards we present positive 
and healthy behavior patterns. 
Instructors are trained to deliver mes-
sages of prevention and abstinence, with-
out raising the banner of doom and dread, 
yet striking a chord of reason that can be 
easily understood. 
The program will target preteens. At 
this stage of development feelings of invin-
cibility and uniqueness often prompt them 
to underestimate risks with regard to sexual 
relationships and drug use. The develop-
ment of the younger person's own sense of 
self is critical at this time. 
Children busily learn to be competent 
and productive or feel inferior and unable 
to do anything well. Adolescents try to fig-
ure out, "Who am I?" They establish sex-
ual, ethnic, and career identities or become 
confused about what future roles to play. 
Unconscious impulses arise and affect be-
havior during development. Children are 
shaped by the interaction of physical char-
acteristics, personal history, and social 
forces. 
We can help them to become more in-
dependent, to "try out" new behavior and 
explore different facets of their personality, 
and to interact with members of the oppo-
site sex. 
Dancing is a wonderful way to build self 
esteem. Dancers are popular, confident, 
and self assured. By learning social dance 
at an early age the confidence and self 
assurance will stay with them for the rest of 
their lives. 
At this stage children's awareness of the 
actions and attitudes of others make them 
more susceptible to reinforcement and 
modeling techniques. They are greatly in-
fluenced by the social support provided by 
home and school. 
Children will learn: That there are alter-
natives to sex. To "Get High on Dancing", 
not Drugs. 
Our generation must resolve to show 
then the way to build new safer lifestyles. 
We are their last hope! We cannot take the 
chance, to quote the old cliche "Let 
George Do It". It's our turn to "Take The 
Bull By The Horns". 
Dancers Against Drugs and A.I.D.S. 
(DADA) will employ the most modern in-
structional methods available, for example, 
Whittle Communications, the educational 
network that reaches millions of young 
people in their classrooms as well as with 
hands on instruction. 
We will need hundreds of dedicated 
dance teachers and helpers all across the 
country who are willing "Missionaries" to 
help in this most needed program. 
Rather than asking people for a hand-
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first ever "MARDI GRAS GOES 
COUNTRY' Dance Competition in New 
Orleans, Louisiana during the Mardi Gras 
in February of 1993 with up to $12,000 in 
cash prizes. 
A daytime Competition with SQUARE, 
ROUND & COUNTRY dancing taking 
over at night, plus the largest "FREE 
Party" on earth, Mardi Gras. 
We do not claim that *social dance 
classes are the cure-all or magic bullet, but 
if they save even one child it's worth it! To  
quote Psalm 30: 16 "You have turned my 
mourning into dancing. You have stripped 
off my sack cloth and clothed me with joy" 
If you would like information about 
"Dancers Against Drugs and A.I.D.S." 
write DADA, P.O. Box 52437, New Or-
leans, Louisiana 70152 or call (504) 943-
6054 
*By social dance we mean any dance 
form involving partners, Square, Country, 
Ballroom, etc. 
>» JPS «< 
Just Perfect Sound 
PROUDLY PRESENTS: The Strongest, Cleanest Sound System 
Available in Square and Round Dancing Today!! 
* 300 WATTS RMS POWER (600 W PEAK) 
* COMPACT, SELF-CONTAINED & PORTABLE 
• 4 INPUTS - WITH SEPARATE VOLUME, HASS & TREBLE CONTROLS 
* REPEATS ANY PART OF THE MUSIC - VARIABLE SPEED 
• SPEAKER UNIFORMLY COVERS 100 DEGREES (or 120 degrees) 
* STRONG SPEAKER STAND WEIGHS ONLY 6 lbs 4 oz 
* REMOVABLE/BUILT-IN FREM2UH QUALITY WIRELESS MIC by SHURE 
* DESIGNED & PACKAGED BY A pRoPPEssioNAL CaLT,RR of 34 YEARS 
• THE COMPLETE BASIC PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
SHURE LS-23/BETABLUE WIRELESS 
ULTIMATE SPEAKER STAND 
JPS SPEAKER SYSTEM 
JPS SOUND SYSTEM 
• PRICE: 
COMPARABLE TO ORDINARY SPEAKER & TURNTABLE/AMP 
*AVAILABLE AS A COMPLETE SYSTEM OR BY THE PIECE 
FROM SHURE: BETABLUE & BETAGREEN MICE 
(PREMIUM HICS PRICED FROM $60.00) 
>The JPS SOUND SYSTEM will improve your speakers 
>The JPS SPEAKER SYSTEM will improve your sound system 
>For "Just Perfect Sound" get the COMPLETE JPS SOUND SYSTEM 
'I'll 
Wino! 
GUM MEMO 411D 
PaR SPECS AND PRICING CALL OR WRITE: 
JPS ENTERPRISES 
P.O.BOX 1681 
MARION, OH 43301-1681 
1-800-43P-SOUND 	 FAX 1-614-382-8522 
for Just perfect Sound - it's Just Plain Smart - to choose J P 
STRAIGHT 
TALK-----• 
Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	  State 	 
CHARGE ORDERS CALL H1021747-5000 
CheCk Of M.O. enclosed or Charge 13: CI VISA 10 At o MC o Discover n DinClb 
Account # 	  Exp. Data . 
Sgnature  
1111.--DANCE SHOE 
GENUINE LEATHER ONLY 
• TWO PAIR $47.98 
• CUSHIONED MANMADE INSOLE 
DANCING OR 





SOFT, FLEXIBLE LEATHER UPPER 
• ELASTICIZED COLLAR 
AND INSTEP STRAP 
• FULL AND HALF SIZES: 
7-10, 11N; 6-10, 11M, W 
• COLORS: WHITE-#26. 
NAVY-#70, RED-#48, BONE-#51, 
CAMEL-#57 BLACK-#40 
OLD PUEBLO TRADERS' 	 
,, • 2ff 
1/ STACKED WOOD-LOOK HEEL 
KRAUS of California- 





with order plus 
$2 BONUS 
good on next order 
'Cooryr4 r99; 
Dept LME1A, Palo Verde at 34 PO. Box 27800 Tucson AZ 85726-7800 





Add 53.50 p & h. A2 me add 7% tax. 
01 
QTY I PRICE COLOR & SIZE P & H 
A recent article by Bev Warner entitled "Smoking and Dancing" (June 1992) 
included comments about CALLERLAB. 
The suggestion was offered that 
CALLERLAB "could postpone creating 
new figures for a while". This comment 
shows a misunderstanding of what 
CALLERLAB is and what it has done dur-
ing the 20 years it has existed. 
One of the very first things that 
CALLERLAB did in its first years was to 
address the problem of too many new calls. 
The dancers who heard that 
CALLERLAB was being formed, begged 
us to stem the flow of new calls which had 
become a flood in the mid 1970's. We ac-
complished this very quickly with the estab-
lishment of the dancing programs that are 
so well accepted today. 
Perhaps Bev was referring to the Quar-
terly Experimental calls that 
CALLERLAB selects. If so, we hope she 
and everyone else understands that 
CALLERLAB does not create these calls. 
We only select from the thousands of calls 
that have been created by callers and danc-
ers over the past 20 years. We choose these 
experimental calls in an effort to control the 
exposure of the dancers to calls that are not 
on the accepted lists. This process has been 
very effective in LIMITING the number of 
new calls that the square dance community 
has to deal with. 
Bev's comments also suggested that 
CALLERLAB should look for ways to 
bring square dancing to young people more 
effectively. We certainly agree and we have 
endorsed the school teaching program de-
veloped by one of our members, Jack 
Murtha. Several of our committees are 
searching for ways to make that program 
more available to school systems every-
where. Last year I spent a week teaching 
High School students in my community 
how to square dance and this fall I expect 
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CUSTOM ENGRAVED BELT BUCKLES 
Made of Heavy, Chrome-Plated Steel 
Ideal for a Gift or Presentation 
Vow elub 
Nam, 
PLC  • 
#1 PM" x 3" - $12.50 *2 2"x 3" - $14.50 
Prices Include Shipping. 
Available through many local Square Dance and Western Stores; 
or you may order directly from us. 
We also make Club, Name and Fun Badges, Bars and Dangles. 
Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome. 
for additional information call or write 
CAPITAL ENGRAVING COMPANY 
3208 Keen Ave. N.E.• Salem, OR 97303 
1-800-628-4985 (All 50 States & Canada) or (503) 371-1862 
03 2 1/4"x 314" - $16.50 
to work with the teachers to help them use 
the Jack Murtha Diamond Program in the 
school. CALLERLAB members are very 







I have read many articles in the Dixie Crier and the American Square Dance 
Magazine about helping the caller with 
his/her equipment, thanking them after 
dances, etc. But I don't remember ever 
seeing any articles about helping/thanking 
the club president. 
I strongly believe in helping and thank-
ing callers. They deserve it, and I have 
probably helped our club caller, and 
thanked him more than anyone else in the 
club over the past 10 odd years. 
However, I feel that many times the club 
president gets left out of the helping and the 
thanking. When the caller calls the last tip 
many think that the dance is over. 
The dance is over when the dance hall is 
cleaned up and the door is locked. Some-
one has to sweep/dust mop, move ta-
bles/chairs, turn off the lights, and lock the 
doors. These duties should 1101 be left to the 
president to do. 
Prior to a regular dance the president 
has probably taken an hour of his/her time 
to open the hall, turn on the air/heat, and 
generally just make sure everything is ready 
for the dance. 
For a big dance the president spends 
countless hours coordinating everything to 
make sure the dance goes flawlessly. 
Now, the president can say: Will you do 
this, will you do that and the other, but 
he/she shouldn't have to. You know what 
has to be done. Why not go ahead and do it 
without having to be asked? Of course, the 
same ones should not have to do everything 
all the time. How about: "I swept last week, 
how about you sweeping this week?' 
But, I think that it is inexcusable for a 
dancer in good health, to stand around and 
socialize after a dance and never offer to 
help the president. 
Also, have you thanked your president 
lately? How about the last regular dance? 
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4804 IVY • PASADENA, TX 77505 • (713)487-6738 
RECORDS 
BEST SELLERS 
CD-254 	Dixie Flyer by Dean 
CD-253 Texas Girls by Andy 
CD-252 	Put Yourself in My Place by Dean 
CD-251 Brand New Man by Brad 
CD-250 	Magic in the Rain by Andy 
CD-502 Buzzy's Breakdown (Hoedown) 
CD-249 	First Thing by Andy 
CD-248 Down Ilome by Dean 
CD-245 	Becky Morgan by Dean 
CD-247 Turns Me Inside Out by Wayne 
CD-501 	Let It Roll/Rockin' Rhythm (Hoedown 
CD-233 Wildflowers by Dean 
CD-235 	It Keeps Right On A-Hurting by Andy 
CD-236 You Go, You're Gone by Dean 
CD-237 	Don't Waste It On the Blues by Wayne 
CD-238 Cumberland Road by Andy 
CD-242 	Not Counting You by Andy 
CD-243 On Second Thought by Dean 
CD-244 	Hillbilly Rock by Andy 
ANDY PETRERE 









GONNA' DO WITH 
A COWBOY 
by Brad 







How about the last big annual dance where 
the president and probably the spouse 
worked days and days to set up the dance? 
Then days afterwards for letters of appre-
ciation, etc? Did you tell them thanks, and 
that you appreciate them? Probably not? 
If you've never been a club president, 
shut your eyes for a moment and pretend 
that you are the club president, and after 
the dance last Friday night everyone stood  
around socializing awhile, then maybe went 
to Tony's, no one thanked you and no one 
offered to help clean up. How would you 
feel? And no one wants to be president next 
year! 
Ever wonder why? 




The post office does NOT forward the magazine. You must send us your change of 
address two weeks before publication date or you will not receive your magazine. 







COUNTRY & WESTERN DANCING IN THE SMOKIES 
November 1st thru 5th 1992 
A 5-DAY PACKAGE OF WORKSHOPS & DANCING AT ITS BEST 
WITH 
Linda DeFord 	 Charlie Coffey 
Knoxville, TN Knoxville, TN 
Luxury Accommodations • 3 Meals Daily • After Dance Snacks and Refreshments 
Hot Tub • Heated Swimming Pool • Miniature Golf • Tennis • Ping Pong 
Volleyball • Horseshoes • Horseback Riding Available 
2 Workshops Daily • 2 Separate Halls • Hardwood Floors • Plenty of Open Dancing Each Evening 
Great Music and Sound • Special Private Lessons Available • Video Package Available 
PACKAGE BEGINS WITH CHECK•IN SUNDAY AT 2:00 P.M. AND ENDS FRIDAY AFTER BREAKFAST 
ALL OF THIS FOR ONLY 
45 minutes from Club Dance White Horse Cafe 




FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: English Mountain Retreat • 1096 Alpine Drive • Sevierville, TN 37862 
615-453-0171 • 1-800-633-1281 (Reservations only) 
RESERVATION FORM 
COUNTRY & WESTERN DANCING IN THE SMOKIES NOVEMBER 1ST THRL' 5TH 1992. 
Name 	  
His 	 Hers 	 Last 
Street 	 City 	  
State 	 Zip 	 Phone ( 	 
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cEnglitsh Mountain 
_America; 5neit Span, lance eim-f • inaJloari "go (7.! Smolt, 
1992 Weekkend (2Day) Schedule 
Stan Russell (SC) 
Sam Lowe (SC) 
[RDS] Larry Monday & 
Gladys Gunter (NC) 
September 11-13 
Chuck Myers (AL) 
Rick Burnette (AL) 
[RDS] Chuck & Nancy 
Sample (FL) 
September 18-20 
Mel Estes (AL) 
No Rounds 
September 25-27 
Cecil Sayre & Ed Graham (WV) 
Jim Durham (VA) 
EROS] Charlie & 
Carolyn Hearn (WV) 
October 2-4 
• ESP RECORDS • 
LIGHTINING RECORDS Harold Kelley (GA) Elmer Sheffield Jr (FL) SINGLES WEEKEND 
Jimmy Roberson (NC) John Swindle (GA) Bob Newman (TX) George Lavender (AL) 
Barry Echols & Bob Price (NC) [RDS] Hal & Sadie Craig Rowe (MD) Larry Sandefur (GA) 
[RDS] Wentz & Norma Roden (GA) Steve Kopman (TN) [RDS] John & Martha 
Diickenson (TN) [ADS) Steve & Jackie Whilhoit (EN) Pritchard (GA) 
October 9-11 October 16-18 October 23-25 Oct.. 30-Nov. 1 
Pat Castro (NC) 
[RDS] Joe Castro (TX) 
November 6-8 
COUNTRY & WESTERN 
INSTRUCTIONAL WEEKEND 
For Callers & Cuers 
Jim Cholmondeley, Inst. (MO) 
November 6-8 
1992 5-Day Schedule 
Jim Park (MI) 
Cindy Whitaker (IL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RDS] Chuck & Sandi Weiss (Ml) 
August 9-14 
Chuck Peel (IN) 
Virgil Troxel (IN) 
John Paul Bresnan (AL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
(RDS) R & W Collier (IN) 
September 20-25 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RDS] Jim & Priscilla 
Adcocks (VA) 
October 18-23 
Ramon Marsh (OH) 
Gary Brown (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RDS) Bill Hart & Helen Lilak (OH) 
August 16-21) 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Lem Gravelle (LA) 
EROS] Marilyn & Cliff 
Hicks (MI) 
Sept. 27-Oct. 2 
ROUNDS WEEK 
Wayne & Barbara 
Blackford (FL) 
Fran & Phyl Lehner! (OH) 
September 6-11 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Jerry Haag (TX) 
[RDS] Chuck & 
Voncille Murphy (MS) 
October 4-9 
Larry Prior (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
[RDS] Larry & Bernice 
Prior (FL) 
September 13-18 
Dick Duckham (MI) 
Woody Ussery (AR) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 




Linda Dfford (TN) 
Charlie Coffee (TN) 
November 1-6 
Tim Mariner (VA) 
Craig Rowe (MD) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
(RDS) Barbara Steward (NC) 
October 25-29 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: ENGLISH MOUNTAIN SQUARE DANCE RETREAT 
1096 ALPINE DRIVE • SEVIERVILLE TN 37862 • 615.453-0171 (TN) or 1-800-633-1281 
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These shoes are manufactured 
in our factory, located In 
Gloversville, NY, USA. 
Thus, we are able to offer 
"ALL LEATHER" 
shoes of incomparable 
quality and price 
tic-tac-toes 
4h1 	MADE IN AMERICA 	 ide 
Style: "Jan" #604 	 $32.95/pr. 
Colors: Black, White, Goid, Silver, Red 
Last: Classic (Modified broad toe character) 
Heel: 1 1/4" Matching 
Style: "Shag" #522 	 $29.95/pr 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red 
Last: Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
1/2" Rubber cushioned with non-marring 
replaceable top lift.. 
Style: "Peggy" #608 	 $33.95/pr. 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red 
Last: 	Nicole (Slender toe character) 
Heel: 1 1/4" Matching 
Features: 
Style: "Dancer" #519 	 $29.95/pr 
Colors Black, White, Denim Navy, Bone, Red 
Last: Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
1/2" Rubber cushioned with non-marring 
replaceable top lift.. 
• Soft genuine garment leather upper, including gold and silver mctallics 
▪ Non-marring split leather outsoles 
Fully lined with foam perspiration absorbing nylon 
1. Foam cushioned long wearing flex-insole and added "ball" padding 
Engineered and constructed for the "Dancer" 
Name: 
Address: 
City, State, Zip: 
Daytime Phone No.: 
Style: 	 Size: 	 Width: 	 Color: 
Style: Size: Width: Color: 
Cr. Card No.: 	 Exp. 	 
[ ] MC 	[ ] Visa Signature: 	  
Sizing & Widths (women's) 
Narrow 6-10 & 11; 
Medium 5-10 & 11; 
Wide 5-10 & 11 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 
Send to' Tic-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co. 
PO Box 953 • 231 Kingsboro Ave. 
Gloversville, NY 12078 
or Call 	1-800-648-8126 during factory 
hours M-F, 7:30-4:00 EST. 
Add $3.50/pr. shipping and handling. NY residents add 
sales tax, and give county. Canada add $7.00/pr. 
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National Square Dance 
DIRECTORY 
• 10,000 clubs around the world. 
• Directories of festivals & conventions. 
$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage) 
$5000 -Life Subscription 
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 
Phone: 601-825-6831 
Call Toll Free: 1100-542-4010 
• %%%%% 
  




        
The Best In 
Square & Round Dance Music 
All Rounds Cued 
TNT 272 PISTOL PACKING MAMA, Rd by Fran Kropf 
TNT 273 IF I DIDN'T CARE by Peg Mulroy 
TNT 274 JUST LOVING YOU (Flip) by Ed Shortman 
TNT 275 WALKING SHOES, Rd by Jack Raye 
TNT 276 SEA OF A HEARTBREAK, Rd by Steve Wilhoit 
TNT 277 SHE'S A LITTLE PAST FORTY by Ron Noble 
TNT 278 COME FOLLOW ME BABE, Rd by Fran Kroph 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
LP1001 Dick Leger 55+.75 
Plastic Record Sleeves lerehdrie 
(*mom Ifi ,,.(runts for 25. 50, 100 & 1000 
RFD 2 Rt. 7, St. Albans VT 05478, 802-524-9424 
WE DESIGN CUJB BADGES 
1 line "Slim Jim" $1.50 
Name only, Regular Size 81.85 
Name and Town OR Design 52.00 
Name and Town and Design $2.75 
Name, Town, Design, Club Name 53.00 
State Shape 53.00 8 Up 
$5. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors: Black, white, blue, green, brown, red, 
yellow and walnut 
Orders $10.00 or less, 
add 51.00. Orders over 
10.00, add $2.00. 
Thank you 
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO Sox 847 
Mlle CO 81650 
III. 303-625-1718 
CALLERS or DANCERS 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 





J & J Manufacturing 	 protection with a 
Golden Strip Shopping Center 
Mauldin, South Carolina 29662 	professional look. 
Phone (803) 288-4000 	S 8 H Included 




UPTOWN. U.S A 
MATMINE 
The numbers before the states are the 
month and day of the activity) 
If you would like to list a festival, convention or 
others special dance in the next issue please 
contact ASD office. 
1101 01110 - Ohio Annual contra Fall Ball, Nov. 1, 
1992- Dale Park Center, Cincinnati, Ohio. J.Helt - B 
Howell, contact K. Helt, 510 Stanley Ave. Cincinnati. 
OH.45226 - (513) 321-6776 
1101-OHIO-Ohio Annual contra Fall Ball, Nov. 1. 
1992- Dale Park Center, Cincinnati, Ohio. J.Helt - B 
Howell, contact K. Helt, 510 Stanley Ave. Cincinnati, 
OH.45226 - (513) 3214776 
1106 ALAMABA - Rocket City Round-Up,Nov. 6&7, 
Von Braun Civic Center, Huntsville, M. Letson, J.  
Story, R/D B&L Van Atta, Clog-K&A Miller, contact, 
Merry Mixer Square Dance Club, P.O. Box 3058, 
Huntsville, AL 35810 
1106 SOUTH DAKOTA - Sioux Empire Hoedown XII-
Ramkota Inn-Sioux Falls, Nov. 6-7,T.Roper, J.Murray, 
J.Junck, D.Anderson-R/D B&G Raasch, R&D Slo-
cum-contact-K&G llohn, 2408 Judy Ave. Sioux Falls, 
SD.57103-(605)-371-2408 
1113 CALIFORNIA - Napa Valley Grape Festival. 
Napa Town & County Fairgrounds-Nov. 13,14,15, 
1993-B.Baier, K.Garvey, D.Norbye,J.Saltel-R/D C&D 
Rice-T&J Arrouzet-contact: N. Wolfe (707) 255-4634 
1113-NEW JERSEY-Harvest Moon Classic-Nov. 
13,14,15, Hyatt Cherry Hill, Philadelphia area, Cherry 
Hill, NJ.-Callers:various-contact-L.Kpoman, 2965 
Campbell Ave., Wantagh, NY. 11793 
1120 TENNESSEE 19th Annual Turkey Strut-Nov. 
20-21-Gatlinburg 	Auditorium, 	McMil, 
la n/Rippeto/Biggerstaff/Grose/Anderson, contact 
Jerry Biggerstaff (704)652-6054 
1121-HAWAII -Dinner Dance, Saturday, Hilt. 
Y.M.C.A., Hilo. Contact 808-966-6151 
1127-MANITOBA -Autumnfest'92-St. Andrew's An-
glican Church, 2700 Portage Ave. Winnipeg- T.Oxend-
ine, M.Blyth-contact-M.Blyth, 23 Boulder Bay, 
Winnipeg, MB. Ft2J 2C2-(204)253-0899 
1129-HAWAII-Big Island CAller College Workshop, 
Hilo. L Gotcher & B. Weaver. Contact 808-935-8382 
1129-NEVADA-3RD Annual Sands Internat. Dance 
Fest.- Sands Expo & Convention Center, Nov. 29 thru 
Dec.5-callers: various. contact-Sands International 
Dance Fest., 300 First Ave. Needham, MA. 02194-
2722 USA (617) 449-8938. (in Calif. call (818)-907-
7788. 
1201 GEORGIA - GeeChee Goofers Dec. 1, 92- Port 
Wentworth Elem. School Cafeteria, Hwy 17 N.-Gary 
Shoemake-R/D J&A Cook-I&J Knapp-contact S&F 
Cliett, 117 Bowman Ave., Garden City, Georgia 31408. 
(912) 9644034 
1204-NEVADA-Singles Wheel & Deal Weekend-
Dec.4&5-Sands Expo & Convention Center, Las 
Vegas-L.Letson, M.Letson, T.Miller, V.Weese. R/D 
J&B Bahr, R&J Lawson. contact-(818)907-7788 
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PROMENADERS 
Clog 8 SID Shoes • 	- 	AO"  
Blk 	Wht $37.95 • 
Calms $37.95 
Gold & SU. $39.95 
P&H add $3.50 
SOPHIA T'S 	
Tel 919-778-0475 
Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions, Inc. 
Eastern NC's Largest Square Dance Shop 
Rt 9, Boo 283 • Hwy. 70 East • Goldsboro NC 27534 
CLOGGER for men (black 8 white) 
CLOGGER for women (white only) 
$38.95 
Brochure evellable—$2.00 (refunded on first order) 
Checks, MasterCard, Visa, American Express  
ED FRAIDENBURG 
(Calling For You) 
* * 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524. 
* * 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 
Call or Write for Rates & Dates 
248 Gold-Plated Enameled 
SQUARE DANCE 
JEWELRY 
P Earrings or Pendant $395 
NO kw only $6.95 
pMe $1.00 snip. 8 handling 
(Calif res. add 6% sales la.) 
Earring also available 
with clips.  
When ordering specify dress 
color red, blue or black 
Send check or money order to 
Charmz-Reaction 
P.O. Box 4208 




Dancing is singing with your 
feet, and we put the song in your soles.  
Caller Schools & Clinics 
Leadership Seminars 
Caller Training Tapes 
The Bases of Calling is Timing 
The Basis of Timing is Music 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
Summer-601.392-9078 Winter-602-726-8416 
1219-HAWAII-Dinner Dance, Hilo Y.M.C.A., Hilo. 
Contact 808-966-6151 
1226 NORTH CAROLINA - Winter Dance Week-Dec. 
26, 1992-Jan.1, 1993-John C. Campbell Polk School-
Callers: various-Contact Rt. 1, Box 14-A, Brasstown, 
NC 28902-(800) 562-2440 or (704) 837-2775 
1231-DELAWARE-Delamarva New Year's Eve Gala, 
December 31, 92-Lake Forest HS, Felton, DE, 
Plus/Adv. S. Lowe, R/D A. Benner, contact- (302)-335-
5296 
0101 PENNSYLVANIA - January Junction-Harrisburg 
Marriott-January 1,2,3, 19935. Kopman & T. Marri-
ner-R/D R&R Rumble-contact: 13&J Marcus, 8 Ever-
turn Circle, Norristown, PA. 19401(215)275-8255 
0108 FLORIDA- Super Winter Special-Lakeland Civic 
Center-700 West Lemon Street, Lakeland, Fl. Jan. 8-9, 
1993. J.Haag, L.Letson, C.Driver, J.Story, 
G.Shoemake, K.Baver, R/D C.Lovelace & B. Daly. 
contact B&G Holton, 206 Vine Street, Plant City, FL 
33567. (813) 754-3602 
0115 PENNSYLVANIA - 16th January Jubilee-Adams 
Mark Hotel, City Ave. & Monumnet Road, 
Phildelphia-January 15,16,17, 1993. D.Hodson, MJa-
cobs, L.Kopman, S.Kopman, R.Libby, J.Marshall, 
B.Rubright-contact: M. Halley (717) 685-2291 or L. 
Kopman (516) 221-5028 
2116 HAWAII - Saturday Dinner Dance-Jan. 16, '93-
Hilo YWCA, Hilo. contact (808) 966-6151 
0130 HAWAII - Caller's College- Aloha State Conven-
tion, Honolulu-Jan. 30, '93- Staff-B. Weaver, Contact 
Big Island Caller College, Box 4844, Hilo, HI. 96720 
(808)966-6151 
0212 ALASKA - Fur Rondyvouse Dance Series-Feb. 
12-14, '93- Anchorage, Alaska-M. Callenhan-R/D 
R&M Noble-contact: S. Clemens, 2003 E. 37th Ave., 
Anchorage, Alaska 995084907)562-5029 
0219 LOUISANA - Mardi Gras Goes Country-Round 
Dance Week,Feb. 19-24,1993-Fairmont Hotel on Uni-
versity Place, New Orleans-contact:New Orleans 
Mardi Gras-R/D,% Denny-P.O. Box 52437, New Or-
leans. LA. 70152-or call (800) 447-8622 
0226 HAWAII - 6th Annual Spring Fling, Hilo Elks 
Lodge & Hilo YWCA, Hilo. Feb. 26-28, '93-P. Farmer 
& B. Weaver. R/D J&K McNamee. contact Spring 
Fling, 904 Puku St. Hilo, HI. 96720 (808) 966-6151 
0228 HAWAII - Big Island Callers College Workshop, 
Hilo. Feb. 28,'93. L Gotcher, B. Weaver. contact (808) 
935-8382 
0312 TEXAS - Pottsboro 9th Annual Jamboree, March 
12,13,14, 1993-Pottsboro High School, Contact-H&L 
Johnson RT 2, Box 475, Pottsboro, TX 75076 (903) 
786.2253 
0319 PENNSYLVANIA - Pocono Heavenly Holiday-
Split Rock Resort, Lake Harmony, Penn.-Mar. 19, 20, 
21, 1993-LKopman, S.Kopman-R/D R&A Lock-con-
tact B&J Marcus, 8 Everturn Circle, Norristown, PA. 
19401-(215) 275-8225 
0321 IIAWAII - Big Island Caller College Work-
shop,Ililo. L Gotcher & B. Weaver. Contact-(808) 
935-8382 
0417 HAWAII - Saturday Dinner Dance, Hilo YWCA, 
Hilo. contact (808) 966-6151 
0516 NEW YORK - Lake Shores Squares Apple Blos-
som Dance-Eason Hall, 23 Elm St, Westfield, NY. May 
16, '93-JJones, B&N Slomcenski-con tact: G. Colgrove, 









CHUCK & GLORIA YOUNG 
JANUARY 10 — 17, 1993 
ql 
Write for ieformatioa 
BLACKWOOD TRAVEL 
118 South Elm St. Suite 101, Washloittoa, Ilttonis 61571 
AUSTRALIA 4 
WANTS YOU 	. 
ALL OCCUPATIONS 
Earn up to 50% more 
Many Extras & Benefits 
Call 714-573-9247 
General Services Center 
Open 8 AM to 4 PM P.S.T. 
0521 MISSOURI -42nd National SQ/RD Convention-
June 21-27, 1993-Cervantes Convention Center-
Downtown St. Louis. Contact R&V Wittman, Publicity 
Chairmen 1875 Yaqui Dr. Florissant, Missouri 63031 
(314)921-7582. 
0531 GERMANY-The European Round Dance Week-
May 31 -June 6, 1993-at Scholb Eringerfeld-R. 
Lamberty & M. Morales-Host cuers K. Volkl & 
Bradl. Contact J. Bradl, Georg-Lechleiter Platz 10, 
W-6800 Mannheim 1, Germany. Tele: +621/44 71 38 
0611 COLORADO - 39th Annual Colorado State 
Square Dance Festival-Colorado Gold Rush Days-
Colorado State Fair Grounds, Pueblo, CO. June 11-
12.-contact-A&V Distline, 4785 Topaz Dr., Colorado 
Springs, CO. 80918 
0622 ILLINOIS - Trail Thru Square Dance-June 22, 
1993-Times Past Banquet Hall, 1305 South Mercer 
Ave., Bloomington, ILL. Callers: various. Contact:N. 
Franklin 353 So. Carol Ave., Morton, ILL. 615504309) 
266-9870 
0827 CALIFORNIA - Calif. Single Squares Annual 
Square Dance Weekend-August 27-29, 1993-Riverside 
Raincross Square, Riverside, CA.-L.Schmidt, D.Hous-
ton- contact- M. Branham. P.O. Box 25389, Anaheim. 
CA. 92825 
IPUZZLE PAGE] 
SQUARE DANCE PUBLICATIONS 
Below are the titles to 20 square dance 
publications which have been scrambled. 
























YELLOW ROCK NEWS 
PROMENADER 
CALLS N CUES 
GRAPEVINE 
CAROLINA CALLER 




LET'S SQUARE DANCE 
SQUARES N CIRCLES 
SASHAY 
ROUND DANCER 
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MANNING FARR SMITH 
Feb. 18, 1912-Oct. 7, 1992 
Manning Smith was born in 
Belton, Texas. He came to College 
Station in 1934, soon after graduat-
ing from Centenary College in 
Shreveport, Louisiana. An All 
American football player, he spent 
the first 11 years in this community 
at Texas A & M, and was a proud 
member of the coaching staff for 
the 1939 National Championship 
Football Team. 
Manning met his wife, Nita, on 
the dance floor, and this match re-
sulted in a career in recreational 
dance that took them across the 
U.S., Canada, and Europe. In 1971, 
they were inducted into the Square 
and Round Dance hall of Fame. 
Locally, Manning was best known 
for the 40 years he taught ballroom 
and square dancing to area children 
and A & M students. 
Survivors include his wife, Jua-
nita C. Smith of College Station; a 
son and daughter-in-law, Manning 
and DeWitt and Carlas Smith of 
Clear Lake City; a daughter and 
son-in-law, Helen Sherrill Smith 
and Laurence Frisk of Houston; 
two granddaughter, Stacy Anne 
and Amy Elizabeth Smith; two 
grandsons, David Laurence De-
Witt and Charles Tobin Farr Frisk; 
and one step-grandson, Del 
McCloud Andrews. 







By Steve Kopman 
This month, let's take the following figure: 




Bend the line 
Replace Bend The Line with 1/2 TAG THE LINE then, 





Replace Bend The Line with GIRLS HINGE then, 
3) Girls Trade 
Right & Left Thru 
Dixie Style to Ocean Wave 
Left Allemand 




1) Diamond Circulate 
Boys Swing Thru 
Diamond Circulate 
Flip the Diamond 
Right & Left Grand 





Left Allemand  
3) Diamond Circulate 
Boys Hinge 
Couples Circulate 
Wheel & Deal 
Pass Thru 
Right & Left Grand 
I hope I have helped expand your horizons! 
Any questions, write Steve Kopman, 1305 Whitower Dr., Knoxville, TN 37919 
Please consider next years Lee & Steve Kopman Callers School 8/26/93 - 
8/28/93, Knoxville, TN 
This yearls callers school audio tapes available. Write for details 
Kopman's Choreography 
• Increase your calling level ability 
• $50.00 per set 
• Pays for itself in less than 1 
dance 
• Immediate delivery 
• All requests confidential 
• 50 sequences per set tenough for 1 
dance) 
• Reduce your calling preparation 
• Not computer generated 
• Easy to read 
• NOW AVAILABLE, MAINSTREAM • 
Send check or money order to: 
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919 (615)691-1580 




-Wolk/ay greefin 90 
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leoyal Recorcli Staff 




3o„y 1:1r-ry Pantly 210119ner4y 
BRAND NEW RELEASES 
RYL 508 	WHEN THE ROLL IS CALLED YONDER by Larry 
SPECTACULAR NEW RELEASES 
RYL 310 	BLUE CHRISTMAS by Jerry & Tony 
RYL 216 	MOUNTAIN OF LOVE by Tony 
RYL 802 RIGHT NOW by Randy 
RYL 118 	STILL ROCK & ROLL TO ME by Jerry 
RYL 215 WHEN WILL I BE LOVED by Tony 
RYL 311 	MY HEART SKIPS A BEAT by Tony & Jerry 
RYL 117 MIDDLE GROUND by Jerry 
RYL 507 	HOT TO TROT by Larry 
RYL 801 SALLY WAS A GOOD OLD GIRL by Randy 
RYL 214 	LOUISIANA MAN by Tony 
RYL 506 GET RHYTHM by Lar ry Lelson 
RYL 308 	I SAW THE LIGHT by Tony & Jerry 
ROYAL RECORDS INC. 
Rt. l Box 33, Fairfield IA 52556 515-472-3795 
Ken Dower Jerry Haag 
40 n : 




CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. --









de/10011 	 1/1 _.//1/1111 
1993 CHAPARRAL CONVENTIONS 
May 28-30 — Kansas City, MO 
September 3-5 - Oklahoma City, OK 
NEW RELEASES 
C-527 KIN DA KEEP IT COUNTRY - Ken 
C-528 CHRISTMAS MEDLEY 
C-814 I WANNA WANNA Lorrn LOTTA LOVIN' - Scott 
C-8I 5 LET'S DO IT RIGHT • Scott 
C-222 DOWN AT TILE TWIST AND SHOUT - Jerry 
C-714 GREEN GREEN - Marshall 
C-118 BANJO BRIGADECHORDS APLENTY-Hoedov$ n 
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Creative 
Choreography 
by Ed Fraidenburg 
QUARTERLY 
SELECTION 
For the Period Ending August 1, 1992 
CROSS THE TRACK 
by Shawn Cuddy 
From lines of four facing out: 
Centers do a partner trade. Meanwhile, the 
ends cross fold. Upon reaching this mo-
mentary Double Pass Thru formation, all 




Heads pass thru, separate around one to a 
line, pass thru, CROSS THE TRACK, la-
dies trade, recycle, pass thru, trade by, L. 
A. 
(Singing Call) 
Heads star thru, double pass thru, centers 
in, cast off 3/4, pass thru, CROSS THE 
TRACK, recycle, veer left, tag the line, girls 
turn back, swing corner. 
Heads pass thru ocean, double swing thru, 
extend, ladies trade, recycle, pass to the 
center, double pass thru, centers in cast off 
3/4, pass thru, CROSS THE TRACK, cor-
ner swing. 
by ED: 
Heads square thru 3/4, separate go round 
one to a line, pass thru, CROSS THE 
TRACK, swing thru, boys run, wheel and 
deal, L.A. 
Heads pass the ocean, extend, recycle, 
sweep 1/4, pass thru, CROSS THE 
TRACK, centers trade girls trade, slide 
thru, L.A. 
Heads square thru four, slide thru, pass 
thru, CROSS THE TRACK, swing thru, 
boys run, wheel & deal, pass thru, L.A. 
Heads square thru 4, swing thru, centers 
run, ferris wheel, double pass thru, centers 
in, cast off 3/4, pass thru, CROSS THE 
TRACK, ladies trade, recycle, pass thru, 
trade—by, L.A. 
Heads lead right & circle to a line, pass 
thru, CROSS THE TRACK, centers trade, 
girls trade, star thru, pass thru, L.A. right 
& left grand but on the third hand, prome-
nade. 
Sides right & left thru, heads pass thru go 
round one to a line, pass thru, CROSS THE 
TRACK, ladies trade, recycle, pass to the 
center, square thru 3/4, L.A. 
Heads square thru 4, touch 1/4, girls run, 
pass thru, CROSS THE TRACK, centers 
trade, boys run, all pass thru, wheel & deal, 
zoom [and] pass thru, L.A. 
Heads square thru four, (ocean wave) cen-
ters run, ferris wheel, double pass thru, 
centers in cast off 3/4, pass thru CROSS 
THE TRACK, boys run, ferris wheel, zoom 
[and] square thru 3/4, L.A. 
GIMMICK 
MERRY—GO—ROUND 
by Warren Gruewnacher 
From squared—up position. 
Sides promenade 1/2, (while the) heads 
pass the ocean, recycle, veer left, California 
twirl and promenade 1/2, (while the) sides 
pass the ocean, recycle, veer left, California 
American Squaredencia November 1992 
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twirl and promenade 1/2, (while the) heads 
pass the ocean, recycle, veer left, California 
twirl and promenade 1/2. 
Now all dancers are squared up back at 
home. 
-74ed 11" '74at 
Heads square thru 4, swing thru, boys run, 
3/4 tag the line, ends cloverleaf, centers 
recycle, sweep 1/4, zoom, pass thru, swing 
thru, centers trade, boys run, star thru, pass 
to the center, centers square thru 3/4, L.A. 
Sides pass the ocean, extend, hinge, centers 
run, 3/4 tag the line, ends cloverleaf, centers 
hinge, centers walk & dodge, single circle 
to a wave, centers trade, boys run, load the 
boat, pass thru, L.A. 
Heads pass the ocean, ping—pong circulate, 
extend, hinge, centers trade, relay the 
deucey, boys trade, centers trade, girls 
trade, load the boat, pass to the center, 
centers square thru 3/4, L.A. 
Heads lead right circle to a line, pass the 
ocean, spin chain thru, ends circulate, boys 
trade, girls trade, right & left grand. 
Heads pass the ocean, ping—pong circulate, 
extend swing thru, boys run, cross fire, co-
ordinate, ferris wheel, centers pass thru, 
star thru, cross trail thru, L.A. 
Heads lead right, circle to a line, grand 
swing thru, hinge, circulate, walk & dodge, 
trade—by, swing thru, right & left grand. 
Heads square thru 4, swing thru, boys run, 
girls hinge, diamond circulate, boys swing 
thru, diamond circulate, very centers run, 
centers half tag, crossfire, coordinate, tag 
the line, face right, girls circulate, boys 
cross run, ferris wheel, zoom, Dixie grand, 
L.A. 
Heads lead right, circle to a line, grand 
swing thru, hinge, boys run, L.A. 
NEW4-ly_ 
IDEA V 
By Warren Gruetzmacher 
SPIN CHAIN AND 
REVERSE THE GEARS 
From parallel waves: Ends and adjacent 
centers turn 1/2, (all pairs trade), new cen-
ters turn 3/4, ends U—turn back (towards 
center), 4—handed left had stars (or gears) 
turn 3/4, clap hands and make 2 right hand 
stars (or gears), 4—handed right hand stars 
(or gears) turn 3/4, boys move up and girls 
flip in (as in flip the diamond), recycle. 
ENDS IN ZERO BOX. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads pass the ocean, ping pong circulate, 
extend, swing thru, swing thru, SPIN 
CHAIN & REVERSE THE GEARS, do 
sa do, L.A. 
Heads roll away, heads load the boat, step 
to waves, SPIN CHAIN & REVERSE 
THE GEARS, relay the deucey, linear 
cycle, load the boat, L.A. 
Heads lead right, circle to a line, pass the 
ocean, girls trade, recycle, step to a wave, 
SPIN CHAIN & REVERSE THE 
GEARS, 8 chain five, L.A. 
REVIEW 
SPIN CHAIN & EXCHANGE THE 
GEARS 
Heads pass thru, separate around one, all 
pass the ocean, SPIN CHAIN & EX-
CHANGE THE GEARS, ends circulate, 
boys run, pass thru, wheel & deal, centers 
pass thru, L.A. 
Heads lead right, circle to a line, pass the 
ocean, SPIN CHAIN & EXCHANGE 
THE GEARS, recycle, right & left thru, 
pass thru, trade—by, L.A. 
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iew Includes! 
How t to a31 skirts to 
drew. bodice for 
square dance draisrsaknn 
Easy to follow 
instnictions for the 
binPning dancer making 
two tint S/D skirts 
S-1 ELASTIC WAIST SKIRTS 
One Size fits all $4.95 
View D 
$ GORE with ruffle 






A Peasant Blouse 
Patten. 
rnh pockets 	CIRCULAR 
PIJEATS 12 solid 	pleats 
with 12 canirasting pleats 
Includes all 7 skirt styles shown 
and Peasant Blouse pattern, too! 
SHIRLEY'S S 
SHOPPE 
Route 9-d Box 





V 	 • 6 	 Blouses 4.64,4 la 
%or IA lb apron & skin 
Fattens are sized S 
64, L 
S-4 BLOUSES $4.95 
6 Beautiful, east-to-make 
blouses from 2 basic patterns 
in sizes XS, S, M, k L 
4 GORE 
View E 
Heads 1/2 sashay, heads lead right, make a 
wave, SPIN CHAIN & EXCHANGE 
THE GEARS, swing thru, girls trade, half 
square thru, trade—by, L.A. 
Sides half—sashay, heads square thru 4, 
touch 1/4, scoot back, centers trade, SPIN 
CHAIN & EXCHANGE THE GEARS, 
girls trade, cross trail thru, L.A. 
Sides pass the ocean, extend, hinge, centers 
trade, SPIN CHAIN & EXCHANGE 
THE GEARS, swing thru, walk & dodge, 
trade, L.A. 
Heads lead right, circle to a line, Dixie style 
to a wave, centers trade, SPIN CHAIN & 
EXCHANGE THE GEARS, trade the 
wave, recycle, square thru 3/4, trade—by, 
L.A. 
Sides square thru 4, slide thru, Dixie style 
to a wave, centers trade, SPIN CHAIN & 
EXCHANGE THE GEARS, girls trade, 
trade the wave, recycle, swing thru, right & 
left grand. 
Heads pass the ocean, extend, hinge, cen-
ters trade, swing thru, SPIN CHAIN & 
EXCHANGE THE GEARS, girls trade, 
cross trail thru, L.A. 
Heads lead right, circle to a line, pass thru, 
3/4 tag the line, extend, centers in, right & 
left grand, 
Heads square thru 4, make a wave, SPIN 
CHAIN & EXCHANGE THE GEARS, 
girls run, 3/4 tag the line, boys cloverleaf, 
girls recycle, girls pass thru, cloverleaf, cen-
ters pass thru, star thru, ferric wheel, Dixie 
grand, L.A. • 
MAIL ORDER 
PATTERN CATALOG 
Contains newest SID patterns 
from all major companies; 
Send $1.00 refunded on 1st 
$10.00 order 
POSTAGE 
one pattern $1.50 
two patterns $2.50 
.A40 includes view #4 a gath-
ered Apron pattern; View *5 
a 6-Gore Square Dance Skirt 
pattern; and View *6 longer 
length 6.6ore Skirt Pattern 
for Country Dancing 
 
CLUB OFFICERS: To introduce your new CLASS MEMBERS to our catalog, we will send 
you 12 FREE COPIFS per class, If you'll send $2.00 to help defray postage. 
 
 




You For the Holidays! 





5145.00 (Save 519.00) 
Style M-1209 
• It looks as though white lace has beendusted 
with Flecks of Gold.-  The sleeves. bodice 
insert. and skirt ruffle all feature this novel 	• 
holiday lace with a complete white lining 
and small whim-with-gold lace trim. The 	• 
pretty bodice heart insert is framed with a 
ruffle and spaghetti bow to match the 	• 
sleeves A spaghetti tie is inserted at the 
waist to tie as a back sash with elasticat waist 
in back. A Great New Holiday Fashion! 
Colors- Jade or Royal 	 • 
Sizes. 4 - 20 
Style M-1209 	 182.00 • 
It's Here! New from Malco Modes - a 60 
yard double. laver organza petticoat with a G' 
bottom i uffle of lame Featuring Malco s 
own cotton adjustable top for length and 
waist Perfect to accompany our 'Sparkle 
Ctrat sons for Holiday! Available in Black/silver: 
Black/gold. White/gold: ur White/silver 
Sizes- P-S-M-L 
Style M-SI0 	 590.00 
Style N-20X -Nylon -sissy- length pettipants 
with metallic lace. Available in Blacks silver. 
Black. gold: White/silver; White/gold. Sizes: 
S11.50 
Style N-29X • Poly; cotton -sissy length 
petripants with metallic lace. Same colors as 
above 
Sizes. P-S-M-1. 	 S12.00 
Send with order: 
Style, Color, Size and Price. Your Name, • 
Address, Cit-i, State and Zip. For Charge: 
Card Number and Expiration Date. 
Add 55 50 for postage & handling. 56.50 for Air 
Mail. Check, Visa and MasterCard accepted 
Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.  = 	
Be sure to send 54.00 for our extensive CATALOG 
crab Spring and Fall supptenienti'' 
"The Best Little Square Dance Store Around" 
• 
250 West Broad Street (Route 7) Falls Church, VA 22046 • 
(800) 627-0412 	 (703) 323-9572 	• 
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CAN' I 
LAMA_ 
by Ken Riffled 
Anyone who is involved with our activity, whether it be callers, cuers or dancers, 
has gone through our "educational sys-
tem", i.e.., beginner lessons. Have you ever 
stopped to think what type of system we 
have? Is it flawless? I don't think so. 
If we continue to turn out poor dancers, 
then eventually we will have a crisis on our 
hands. Yet, a crisis situation has no power 
in itself. It merely forces people to focus on 
a single thing — to concentrate all of their 
strengths and energies on a single target. In 
that sense, a crisis literally compels you to 
do the thing you should have been doing all 
along. 
Each year, we spend a great deal of 
money and effort recruiting people for be-
ginner classes. This is all well and good. 
However, if we turn out poor and dissatis-
fied dancers from our "school system", we 
are forcing a crisis situation. We will then 
have to focus all of our energies to correct-
ing the situation the situation that we have 
created. 
What is that situation? It is a situation 
that we allow to happen year in and year 
out because we tend not to look long range. 
Some callers, cuers and dance leaders ac-
tually think that the few dancers that come 
back in September after graduating are ac-
tually going to stay in square dancing for 
the rest of their lives. Of course, some do, 
but others either move up through the level 
system and then quit, or simply drop out 
because they cannot keep up. 
It is like we are leading them in one door 
and leading them out the other end. We 
need to give them a reason to "stay in the 
room and close the door themselves". 
What are we trying to achieve with our 
present educational system? How can we 
ALL WORK TOGETHER to correct the 
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situation before we have a "crisis" on our 
hands? 
Great achievement is the result of great 
thoughts. Poverty is the result of poor 
thoughts. The choice is ours. We are not 
victims, we are creators. When we begin to 
spend more time thinking about what our 
end result will be with the current educa-
tional system and not look for immediate 
gratification, it is then that we will have 
begun the process of "long term success". 
Did you notice all the Plus Workshops 
that were being offered this summer? 
Clubs and callers alike were jumping on the 
bandwagon, offering their services or air 
conditioned halls for people to dance. 
There is nothing wrong with this concept. 
However, what kind of message are we 
sending? It's almost as if we are saying, 
"Okay now, come to my workshop and 
learn Plus dancing from me/us. We realize 
that you may have been exposed to some of 
these calls during beginners classes, but 
you will have to know them quite well for 
the new fall season". 
Whatever happened to Mainstream 
Summer Dances? Whatever happened to 
"okay now, come to my summer series of 
interesting, yet relaxing Mainstream 
dances to reinforce everything you learned 
in beginners classes". You have heard so 
often that "Mainstream is boring". Main-
stream is boring because callers are boring. 
Mainstream is boring because callers are 
bored with calling the level. Because callers 
are lazy and don't want to do the work 
necessary to make it fun and interesting for 
the dancers. Mainstream is boring because 
dancers/clubs push their graduates to the 
next level because "Plus is where it's at". 
Mainstream is boring because dancers get 
bored with themselves and have to reach 
for the next level of excitement. But they 
will eventually get bored with that and 
move up again. Do you see my point? I 
could continue, but many of us have looked 
at this menu before. 
The future of this activity is up to us. We 
should stop looking back and begin to look 
ahead. What lies before us? Many people 
think that the clubs will be nonexistent 
someday. Do you agree? Are we running 
out of time? Remember, scraps of time 


































SO/SSR-501 RIDIN' HIGH - Cliff 
equal to one workweek per year! How 
much more time will we take before we 
cannot catch up? Why am I writing about 
such a dark and dismal subject? Can it be 
the truth? What do we need for a more 
successful rate of retaining dancers? Do we 
need to change the process? Remember, 
success is a process, not something you 
achieve all at once. 
So, analyze your current situation. Ask 
yourself if the educational system that we 
all belong to is going to continue to succeed 
at its current makeup. What part will you 
do to educate our new dancers? 
Edited and reprinted from Northeast Square 
Dancer, August 1992 
c4ounds 
Records 
• • RECENT RELEASES • • 
STUCK ON YOU - Mike 
FOR THE LONGEST TIME - Bruce Mc 
COLUMBUS STOCKADE BLUES - Red 
SHANTY TOWN -Jack 
DAY-O - Hans 
CANDY GIRL (SUGAR, SUGAR) - Dan 
THRU THE YEARS - Dan 
HOT TIME IN THE OLD TOWN - Bruce W. 
YOU WERE ONLY FOOLIN' - Jack 
YESTERDAY'S SONG - Red 
ONE FINE DAY - Paul Cole 
WE SHOULD BE TOGETHER - Don 
MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC - Tony 
MEMORY - Jack 
CROSS-EYED FIDDLER - Bruce M. 
WIND BENEATH MY WINGS-Jack 
Cliff 	 flans 
Brodeur Pettersson 
For catalogue and information: Silver Sounds Records, P.O. Box 229 
Glastonbury, CT 06033 Tel. (203) 633-0370 or (203) 529-0937 
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y/ Calling Tip s by Al Green Sheffield, England 
Part Six: 
As previously explained we are seeking to ginger up some of the most used 
singing call routines. When it comes to 
spin the top there seems to be only one 
routine that some callers have ever heard 
of. Yes, you have guessed it: 
1. Heads square thru 4, do sa do 
2. Swing thru, spin the top, 
3. Light and left thru, square thru 3, 
corner swing. 
4. Promenade. 
The easiest place to start is module (3) 
and some alternatives are: 
Flutter wheel, sweep 1/4, swing. 
Rollaway, touch 1/4, men run, swing. 
Spin the top, men run, 1/2 tag, swing. 
Right & left thru, pass thru, U turn back, 
star thru, zoom, swing. 
Slide thru, square thru 4, corner swing. 
Single hinge, in your column, scoot back, 
men run, swing. 
Right & left thru, star thru., slide thru, 
twice, swing. 
• Right & left thru, dixie style to a wave, 
** girls cross fold, swing. **girls cross run, 
men run, promenade. 
Or **left swing thru, girls run, prome- 
nade. 
Other ideas 
Heads 1/2 promenade, square thru 4, 
swing thru, spin the top, slide thru, square 
thru 3, trade by, swing. 
Heads 1/2 promenade, sides star thru, 
pass thru, swing thru, spin the top, right & 
left thru, pass the ocean, split circulate 
double, swing. 
One of the unfortunate consequences 
of all this is that some dancers have trouble 




OR MIX AND 
MATCH SINGING 
CALLS MODULES 
with spin the top if it is not preceded by a 
swing thru so here are a few other items: 
Heads touch 1/4, men run, swing thru, girls 
circulate, spin the top, right & left thru, 
square thru 4, swing. 
Heads square thru 4, swing thru, men 
trade, spin the top, right & left thru, pass 
the ocean, girls trade, men run, prome-
nade. 
Girls 3/4 chain, heads square thru 4, 
sides rollaway, (same sex) do sa do, spin 
the top, girls spin the top, 8 step thru, 
swing. 
and a nice variation 
Girls chain 3/4, heads right & left thru, U 
turn back, dosado, (same sex) spin the top, 
men spin the top, 8 step thru, swing. 
Heads 3/4 promenade, sides right & left 
thru, pass the ocean, spin the top, turn 
thru, allemande left, pass one, swing the 
next. 
Now your home work; Knowing that 
"spin the top, swing thru" achieves the 
same as "pass the ocean" compose a sing-
ing call routine that includes this module. 
My own effort is: 
Heads touch 1/4, walk & dodge, pass 
the ocean, spin the top, swing thru, men 
circulate, recycle (or men cross fold) star 
thru, pass thru, ends or centers or men or 
ladies fold, swing. 
Answers on a post card please. 
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(The following is an excerpt from a letter 
by Dave Taylor sent to Stan & Cathie Bur-
dick-co ed.) 
The Square And Round Dance Con- 
vention Of The World went very well. 
Attendance: 1350 from 15 different coun-
tries and 5 different continents. We even 
had 25 from Japan. 
Aside from the recent problems, I have 
been enjoying retirement. I have no clubs 
or steady engagements. I substitute and 
accept specials. Total retirement will come 
next year on Labor Day when I hang up my 
mike for good. 
SQUARE NOTES 
As pictured are Caller Fred Minster, Dick Lilliefors, Ted Ilgenfritz, and Bar-
ney Blackwell. Dick (Betty) Lilliefors are 
members of Paws & Taws of Saginaw, 
Ted (Elvera) Ilgenfritz are members of 
Grand Squares of Midland, Barney 
(Gladys) Blackwell are members of Val-
ley Silver Squares of Bay City. Barney is 
the leader of the "Square Notes". Caller 
Fred Minster is the caller for all 3 clubs, 
and also for the Rocking Eights of Caro. 
Ruth Minster cues rounds for all 4 clubs. 
The "Square Notes", a barbershop quar-
tet of all local men were introduced to the 
public this year at the 1992 Michigan State 
Square & Round Dance Convention at the 
Civic Center in Saginaw, MI. August 14-
16th. The Convention will be held at the 
same place next year, which will be August 
20-23 of 1993. The facility proved a great  
place to hold the Convention and it topped 
last year's Convention by 91 dancers. It was 
attended by 1,453 dancers registered this 
year. 
The "Square Notes" sang several times on 
Saturday afternoon, during the Fashion 
Show. I have heard so many compliments 
on this group, and so maybe next year they 
will be introduced during the exhibition 
period on Saturday evening, so that many 
more from the Convention can enjoy their 
singing. 
The Saturday evening program at the 9th 
Annual Illinois Square & Round Dance 
Convention in Peoria, introduced a clog-
ging exhibition done by the Illinois Prairie 
Clogging Association. The Gateway 
Cordells, who are listed in the program 
book, could not attend due to illness. With 
only a few weeks to practice, the IPCA put 
together a program by mailing out music 
and choreography to sloggers from all over 
the state. They did not actually practice all 
together until the day of the Convention. 
The exhibition, with it's patriotic theme, 
was excellent, and we would like to thank 
them all. 
Another small note; by closing on Sunday, 
we had 2,600 dancers who attended, and 
along with the halls etc, previously men-
tioned by Jerry, we had two clogging halls, 
Iwo round dance halls, a style show, and on 
Sunday, an ALL-SINGING-CALL 
HALL. 
Submitted by Loren & Audrey 
Hildebrand, Leaf River, IL. 
HEADING TO SPAIN 
Tom & Emily Kovacevich are leaving on their honey-moon to Seville, 
Spain, with 18 friends- sort of. 
The newly-weds, he a square dance caller 
and she a square dancer, have been invited 
to represent the United States and the Del-
aware Valley Square and Round Dance 
Federation at World Expo '92 in Seville, 
otherwise known as the world's fair. 
"I tease with my wife that we're going on 
our honeymoon in Seville, and taking 18 
people with us," joked Tom, who made 
Emily his wife just over a week ago. 
peopte 
IN THE NEWS 
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by Bill & Bobbie Davis 
Many of you may have read and other-wise heard how the dancers in Japan, 
Germany, Sweden and other European 
areas are generally stronger than US — es-
pecially in dancing MS and Plus from all 
positions and Arrangements. We just re-
ceived a 28 page report from western Swe-
den indicating that dancer skills 
(standards) in Sweden, and even in the rest 
of Europe are declining. The author (Claes 
Hjelm) discusses the reasons that it might 
be happening and poses two questions. 
First, "if so, do we (Sweden) have a prob-
lem?" Second, "Should we do anything 
about it?" 
The first interesting point Claes makes 
is the correlation between dancer skills and 
standards. We are not sure which is the 
chicken and which is the egg. Have the 
standards become lower because there are 
more lower skilled dancers or vice versa? 
Which ever applies, the result is related to 
the increased numbers of dancers and cal-
lers. 
Other contributing factors were also dis-
cussed in the report. One was that dancer 
age is higher. Older people learn or react 
more slowly — very generally speaking. An-
other was the fact that there are many more 
open dances and people attend before they 
are completely trained. This tends to soften 
the level at the open dances, and this car-
ries over into all the dances. All of these 
things correlate to the large increase in the 
number of callers and teachers. 
All this seems to us to be a very logical 
and normal growth process. We believe all 
the factors mentioned contribute in some  
degree to lower dancer skills. If it is true, is 
this a problem — for Sweden or anywhere? 
The author tends to believe it is. However, 
it is also clear that the severity of the prob-
lem depends on the objectives. The higher 
the priority placed on large dance atten-
dance, the smaller the problem tends to be. 
Philosophically, there is no more virtue 
in knowing 100 calls from six Arrangements 
than there is in knowing 150 calls from one 
or two Arrangements. In the US the com-
bination of callers and dancers who consti-
tute the majority have found that more are 
happy with knowing and doing 150 calls 
from a couple of Arrangements than doing 
100 calls from all six. There are deep psy-
chological factors involved here, folks. 
The question of "Should anything be 
done?" begs the question of "Can anything 
be done?" Once many people, with differ-
ing priorities and values, become involved 
as leaders and trailers, it is difficult (nearly 
impossible) to go back. And beyond the 
feasibility of regrouping is the question of 
"Should one try when all do not agree?". 
One of the characteristics of a folk activ-
ity is that it evolves in a very casual fashion. 
Many contribute. There is not a clear set of 
rules. There is no single right way. One of 
the reasons that we believe in observing 
what is going on in—the large (say at a Na-
tional Convention) and shaping our pro-
grams to match the trends is that we believe 
square dancing is a folk activity. And as 
such all the folks have a right to make their 
contributions and exert their English. 
Thus, we don't fight maverick styling. If we 
don't like it, we avoid it but don't try to stop 
or change it. That is why we make fre-
quency counts. We believe there is no vir-
tue in one call over another. As dance style 
changes, the calls that go well with the flow 
also change. This is called keeping up to 
date, it is not better, just different. And 
anyway there is no going back. 
The same article could have been writ-
ten 30 or 40 years ago by those who ob-
served the ascendance of western square 
dancing. Who knows what the scene will be 
like in 2020? Those with perfect vision I 
suppose. • 
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The AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY 
Now Marketed By: 
NEW ENGLAND CALLER, Inc. 
P.O. Box 8069, Lowell MA 01853 
508-452-3222 
These three colorful handbooks 
are a must for every dancer. 
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BASIC son MAINSTREAM 
111121t Iuttil=Zia. 
The Caller/Teacher manual • This special 
	
The Callertex1-640 pages. 100 authors, 
guidehookcoversthehow-to-teach 
	
with important tips on how to be a caller. 
elements of calling. The Mainstream basics 
	
Virtually every phase of caller 
are covered with guidelines every caller knowledge is covered in this marvelous 
needs to know. $29.00 each + $4.00 S&H 
	
volume. $49.95 + $7.00 S&H 
Both volumes bound in quality, heavy-duty, 3-ring hinders. 
WE ALSO OFFER: Single Quantity Sbippping 
Needle Notes Vol $5.00 1-2books 
Needle Nines Vol II $5.00 $1.25 
Square Dancers 00 Stale (girt itemi $19.95 $4.00 
',outlet 
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Swiinhtiirtft Iii 
Strantte Waters 
by Georgia Tuxbury 
J im propped up a ladder on their mobile home, preparing to nail up the logo of 
the Palm Paradise Squares over the front 
window. He was proud of himself. The logo 
was his own design — a palm tree with two 
dancers peeking from behind. 
Jim had to admit — retirement was grow-
ing on him. Who would have thought this 
old workaholic would adjust so well? Only 
a few months ago murky waters loomed 
ahead, but now he could see his future, 
clean and clear. 
It was last October that he left Minne-
sota for the South, fearful that it was a futile 
attempt to make retirement palatable. It 
was all new to him— no more alarm clocks, 
deadlines or office camaraderie. 
Jim was a skilled graphics artist with an 
added talent for writing. His company's 
policy was "So Long at 65" so he reluctantly 
retired in May. 
Every morning he got up, dressed and 
had no place to go. He spent the summer 
flailing around the periphery of depres-
sion. Millie would say, "Jim's swimming in 
strange waters. Don't worry— he'll find his 
way soon. He just has to keep looking." 
One day in September a letter from Ted 
and Ann appeared by his supper plate. 
Their good friends had moved South the 
previous year to Palm Paradise Mobile 
Home Park. The name sounded contrived 
to him — an anachronism for stag— 
nancy— like "golden years." Oh, well, he 
read the letter. It was, as he new it would 
be, a glowing report of the Sunny South, 
new friends, lush surroundings. But one 
paragraph tantalized him. "There are so 
many things to do it's almost like you're 
working— execpt it's more fun." The next 
sentence sounded like a T.V. commercial: 
"Why not join us at Palm Paradise? See 
how much fun retirement can be." 
He filed the idea in an empty slot labeled 
"Maybe." Then he came to the "P.S.": 
"There's a double wide mobile home 
across the street from us for sale. We 
checked and they'd be willing to rent this 
season." 
Quietly he pondered the letter. He knew 
the path his life was taking was leading him 
nowhere. He moved the idea from 
"Maybe" to "Perhaps." 
"You know, Millie, it's like Ted and Ann 
read my mind." 
Millie smiled. Ted had received her 
message. She knew that he, too, had swum 
in strange waters not long ago and would 
understand what his friend was going 
through. 
"Do you think we should give it a try?" 
"You mean move to Palm Paradise?" 
She feigned surprise. 
"I know it will be hard on you — leaving 
your friends and all—but let's rent that 
double wide next to Ted and Ann and see 
what happens this winter." 
Millie agreed that the change might do 
him good. So Ted's idea progressed from 
"Maybe" to "Perhaps" to "October." 
They drove down, settled into their dou-
ble wide with the comfortable paneling, the 
FREE CATALOG 
ASHTON & CALIFONE AMPLIFERS 
ASTATIC & ELECTROVOICE 
MICROPHONES 
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS 
SPEAKER STANDS & TILTERS 
RECORD CASES & SLEEVES 
REPAIR SERVICE 
NADY WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
3 AND 5—YEAR CALENDARS 
MAGNETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS 
NEEDLES, TAPS, WAX, MISC. 
POLYETHYLENE RECORD STORAGE BOX 
RANDOM SOUND, INC. 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
7317 Harriet Ave., S., Minneapolis MN 55423 
612-869-9501 Bus. — 612-869-6168 Res. 




patio for entertaining and the air condition-
ing at full speed. 
Millie was a "joiner" from the begin-
ning—bridge, bingo, exercise class—you 
name it, she belonged; whereas Jim was 
more selective. He felt that he had to find 
something useful that would challenge him. 
By God, he was still aimed for "upstream." 
Sure, they had lots of friends and a yard 
to putter in, but he had those things back 
home. The first month he felt bored and 
useless even at Palm Paradise. 
Millie said, "Don't worry. He hasn't 
found himself yet. Those waters are still 
strange to him. Give him time." 
One morning in early November the 
Palm Paradise Newsletter appeared by his 
breakfast coffee. "Boy, does this newspa-
per need help. The spelling is atrocious — 
'there' when they mean 'they are.' The 
graphics are mostly little smiley faces and 
the stories are about as interesting as a 
textbook." 
"Well, read the back page." 
"Hey, they're looking for an editor!" 
"I understand they've got great equip-
ment — a word processor, a copy machine, 
you name it." 
"Where'd you fmd out all that?" 
"You'd be surprised what information 
falls in on you when you get your head out 
of the sand." 
It didn't take Jim long to apply for the 
editor's position and become involved with 
the work. In two weeks he new the meaning 
of Ted's phrase, "It's almost like you're 
working except it's more fun." 
Soon he found himself saying to Millie, 
"You know, this retired life isn't half bad, 
but there's still something missing. I'm just 
not as active as I used to be." 
"Well, if you'd come out from under that 
rock you might see everything that's avail-
able here. Bowling, shuffleboard, pool, 
ping pong..." 
"No, none of that for me. I guess it's 
because I never got involved with those 
things when I was young." 
The following day a flyer from the Palm 
Paradise Squares appeared next to his 
lunch sandwich. 
710212/2,401 Recole2), _s?eleuxT 
We sell only SQUARE DANCE LABELS and some Square Dance Label ROUNDS. We have a 
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MAR-530 ACKEY BREAKY HEART by Vern 
MAR-531 MANSION IN THE SKY by Vern 8 Mark 
"Where'd this come from, Millie?" 
"Oh, someone probably dropped it off 
at the door." 
"Square dancing. H'mm. Remember 
when we were young? We were quite a pair 
on the dance floor." 
"I think they called it 'cutting a rug' back 
then. Boy, does that date us." 
"Aw, come on now," replied Jim, 
"you're only as old as you feel." 
"Did you say that?" 
"You're darned right. Maybe we should 
give it a whirl." 
"Good choice of words, Jim." Millie had 
already picked out her dress at Brockwell's 
Department Store. 
The following Tuesday Jim and Millie 
became the newest members of the Palm 
Paradise Squares. They were accepted into 
the group with friendly assurance; they 
learned the calls quickly and performed 
them adeptly. 
The activity put a glow of health in their 
cheeks, a spring in their steps and gave 
them a new appreciation of the word "re-
tirement." 
They progressed from "beginners" to 
intermediates" to "fantastic" and joined 
other square dancers in nearby parks. They  
found themselves learning about the area 
and making more new friends. 
With the newsletter work and square 
dancing, Jim didn't miss for a moment his 
old life back in Minnesota. His talents were 
being challenged now. He found himself 
motivated to creativity—designing a logo 
for the Palm Paradise Squares. He pur-
chased a jig saw, plywood and paint to 
make one for everyone in the group. 
So here he was on a ladder — nailing up 
the logo. It looked good. Millie was coming 
down the block riding her bicycle. 
"Hey, Jim, that looks great." She contin-
ued with a sly and knowing voice, "but you 
really shouldn't be putting nail holes in a 
place we're only renting, should you?" 
Jim came down from the ladder and 
walked over to the tanned and slim cyclist. 
"You know, Millie, this might catch you by 
surprise, but have you ever thought about 
buying the place?" 
"Well, it may have crossed my mind." 
And Millie smiled at her husband. She 
knew—those waters he was swimming in 
weren't so strange any more. By adding 
some usefulness and good, healthy activity, 
they had, in fact, become warm and friendly 
and comfortable. • 
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4B-6116 RUBBER BALL—Gary 
413-6115 BRADLEY THE BROWN NOSED 
REINDEER—Mike 
4B-6113 DOES YOUR CHEWING GUM LOSE 
ITS FLAVOR—Bill 





48-6111 	MANY MANSIONS—Gary 







• • • • • • • • • • • 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-890 ENDLESS HIGHWAY—Guy 
0-889 WE BURY THE HATCHET—Guy 




 -41A31 .  
dil  ...d4: 1.  1 ri ll 
 
—Shane 
RECENT  QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
Q-880 SMALL SMALL WORLD—Ken Burke 
0-887 WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, WHY, HOW 
—Richard 
Bill Volner, A.C.A. 









1  RICHARD LANE 	 ' 
Yuma Square Dance Hall, Nov. 1 - April 1 
---- - Shane Greer 
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S 
W. GARLAND KING SR. 
Haw River, NC 
Sixty-four years as a dance caller! Per-haps a few individuals in the United 
States can equal this record, but certainly 
none in North Carolina. 
Such a phenomenal record belongs to 
W. Garland King Sr. of Haw River, N.C., 
who celebrated his 80th birthday August 8 
of this year. Although he no longer calls 
regularly for any club, Garland still calls 
occasionally at Saturday night dances. 
At the tender age of 16 Garland began 
dancing at weekly neighborhood dances in 
Greensboro, where the Appalachian circle 
dance was the style. A few months later he 
was calling these dances. In 1950 he made 
his debut as a caller of Western Square 
Dancing at the Foot 'N Fiddle Club in Bur-
lington. Since then he has called for 14 
clubs in the Piedmont section of the Tar 
Heel state. Last year he reluctantly re-
signed as the regular caller for the 
Shallowford Squares of Elone College 
after 22 years in that position. 
His favorite record is "Just Loving 
You", produced by his grandson Paul 
Babelay at the Hear Hear Studios in Ashe-
ville. 
In Garland's opinion the greatest bene-
fit of square dancing is "the friendliness 
and love" of other dancers. He recalls that 
Shallowford Squares members demon-
strated these qualities in abundance during 
his first wife's eight-year illness and at the 
time of her death in 1990. In July, 1992, 
Garland exchanged wedding vows with 
Yvonne D. Davis, a student in his 1991-92 
square dancing class. 
The Greensboro native has three chil-
dren — sons, William Garland Jr. and Jack 
and daughter Toby Babelay — and three 
grandchildren - Kristen and Pilar King and 
Paul Garland Babelay. He and his first 
wife Flora E. White were married 54 years. 
Garland has attended two national con-
ventions, the first Dallas (1965) and the 
second in Louisville (1970). 
Golfing and fishing are favorite activities 
of his, but Garland admits that "nothing 
will ever take the place of square dancing 
and calling." Submitted by Al Stewart • 




BATH OH 44210 
Latest Round Dances: 
GR 17172 LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND P-2 waltz by Bill Owen 
No. 32 in the Square Dance Progression series: 
GR 12232 EVERY LITTLE ROSEBUT instrumental singing call 
Earl Johnston calls the flip: swing thru, turn thru, boys trade 
New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn records: 
GR 14282 THE IRIS WALTZ (Don't Say Goodbye P-2 by David Lovell & Iris Avedovech 
GR 14294 TWO HEARTS WALTZ P-2 by Ellen & Less Robertson 
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QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE MUSIC BY: 
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION  
.t 
 
Elmer Sheffield Jr 
 
OUR FIRST CHRISTMAS SONG: 
••• ESP-180 	SANTA CLAUSE IS COMING TO TOWN 	 by Elmer 
BRAND NEW RELEASES: 
•• ESP-179 NOW THATS COUNTRY 	 
• • ESP-717 AIN'T SHE SWEET 	 
•• ESP-903 SEEIN NELLIE HOME 	 
• • ESP-530 WHISPER SWEET NOTHINS 
RECENT RELEASES: 
ESP 178 	BOOT SCOOTIN BOOGIE 	  By Elmer 
ESP-177 ACHY BREAKY HEART  By Elmer 
ESP-902 	TRANSPORTATION MEDLEY 	  By Steve 
ESP-716 LOVE POTION #9 	By Craig 
ESP-529 	A LITTLE LOVE 	  By Bob 





• BRAND NEW 
JP, ESP-700 RAINBOW CONNECTION   by Bill 
JP/ESP-805 NEXT THING SMOKIN 	  by Jerry 
RECENT BEST SELLERS: 
JP/ESP-234 DADDY PLAYED THE BANJO 	  by Joe 
JP/ESP-626 BONANZA 	 by AllenJ 
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION 
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Jan and Jeanne plan to travel a little 
later in the year and hope to see many 
people on the dance floor. 
The HEARTLAND FOUNDATION, a 
tax-exempt non profit organization of 
Dancers and Callers are raising money to 
build a facility to house a museum, library 
and hall to dance in somewhere in the Pe-
oria, IL. area. They have been in existence 
6 years and have had all kinds of fund rais-
ers. 
They are going to have a Trail Thru 
Dance next June before the St. Louis Na-
tional Square Dance Convention. Further 
information can be obtained by writing to 
NOVIS & EVELYN FRANKLIN, 353 
South Carol Ave., Morton, Illinois 61550, 
or call (309) 266-9870 
On September 20, 1992 Jim Briscoe re-
tired from his work as an electrician. Jim is 
a well known caller who does lots of "one 
night stands" for big companies like Sher-
son & Leman, Toyota or J.P. Morgan 
Group. He loves this kind of calling and 
does it well. Jeanne, his wife, (a well known 
caller in her own right), gave a surprise 
birthday and retirement party for Jim on 
Sept. 20. There were upwards of 50 people 
present and everyone gave him a funny 
card. Some were not so funny but nice. 
Almost all of the guests were square danc-
ers, with the exception of close family. 
Among the close family guests were his 
Aunt Nora, who is in her mid-eighties, 
along with Jim's favorite cousin., Louise 
Hunter, both from San Louis Obispo, CA. 
Also present were Jim's son and daughter 
with their children as well as spouses. 
Jim was presented with a bunch of pur-
ple balloons, a crown for his head, a T-shirt 
that reads "I'm Retired Of It All" and many 
Yellow Rocks from well wishers. Jim says 
"If someone offers me a job, I'm going to 
give him a fat lip!" 
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SQUARE DANCING AT THE 
KENNEDY CENTER 
Washington, DC., area square dancers 
kicked off National Square Dance Week in 
style by dancing at the John F. Kennedy 
Center for the Performing Arts Open 
House Festival. Every year, the center 
holds an open house for the public that 
features local talent. The event is free and 
approximately 35,000 people attended. 
Square dance caller Jim Wass answered 
a call for artists for the Eighth Annual 
Open House at the instigation of his wife 
Ann. ("All they can do is say 'no'," she 
said.) But they said "yes" and invited him 
to perform. 
Jim appeared on an outdoor stage on the 
main driveway in front of the center that 
allowed room for audience participation. 
Area square dancers were invited to at-
tend, and about five squares from various 
clubs came. After a brief demonstration 
tip, Jim got much of the crowd up dancing 
with his admonition that "square dancing is 
not merely a spectator sport but is a partic-
ipatory activity". The performance, origi-
nally scheduled for 35 minutes, was 
extended to an hour and a half when the 
next act cancelled. Jim used a variety of 
music to appeal to the crowd, and his usual 
call-teach style to get participants dancing 
quickly. A display was set up on stage with 
information on area square dance classes. 
The theme of the Festival this year was 
cultures of the Americas, so square danc-
ing fit right in. The Festival Director wrote 
Jim, "Never have I seen such a diverse 
group having so much fun in a driveway". 
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Her wording is a little different from our 
"friendship set to music" we often speak of, 
but it sure seems to say much of the same 
thing. 
Submitted by Ann Wass, Riverdale, FL 
TRILLIUM MERIT AWARD 
President Couple Ray and Marion Quirk 
and The Ontario Square and Round Dance 
Federation are pleased to announce the 
presentation of the 1992 Trillium Merit 
Award to six Ontario dance couples: 
Paul & Jean Fisk, Mississauga -
Toronto & District Association 
Gary & Norma Hill, Thunder Bay -
Lakehead & District Association 
Ray & Ivy Hutchinson, Whitby -
Toronto & District Association 
John & Mary Meijer, Kitchener -
Southwestern Ontario Association 
Dave & Joyce Moss, Ancaster -
Toronto & District Association 
Frank & Elsie Pearson, Willowdale -
Toronto & District Association 
The Trillium Merit Award is the highest 
award that can be conveyed by the square 
and round dance movement in Ontario. It 
is given to dancers, callers and leaders in the 
Province of Ontario to recognize Excel-
lence, Dedication and Outstanding 
Achievement in the advancement of the 
square and round dance activity. 
A brief background on each recipient 
couple is as follows: 
Dancers Paul & Jean Fisk of Mississauga 
have been active in the Toronto & District 
Association since 1978. They have served as 
Editors of T&D Topics, Vice-President and 
President of the T&D Association, Past 
President and Convention Chaircouple, 
worked on the CNE Dance Committee, On-
tario Representatives on the Ontario Feder-
ation and National Executive serving as 
Treasurer and Directors, and served on the 
6th Canadian National Square & Round 
Dance Convention Committee. 
Leaders Gary & Norma Hill of Thunder 
Bay, Ontario, helped start the Lakehead 
Promenaders in 1978 then cued and taught 
rounds for the Hillcity Squares and Ame-
thyst Squares from 1980. In 1984 they 
formed their own club, the Hilltop Rounds, 
where they cue and teach the different lev-
els. They have also found time to teach line  
dancing in the public schools, for sick 
chilldren and handicapped at Sears Christ-
mas Party, at country fairs and other chari-
ties. 
Leaders Ray & Ivy Hutchinson of 
Whitby, Ontario, initiated the Ivory Round 
Dance Club in 1965, served on committees 
to estabish the formation of the Ontario 
Square and Round Dance Federation, were 
the T&D Round Dance Festival Chairman 
1973-77 as well as active as Floor Manager, 
Director and President of T&D, chaired 
the Toronto & District Square & Round 
Dance Convention (Hamilton) in 1978/79 
& 1979/80 and presently cues rounds for the 
Star Promenaders as well as the Ivory 
Rounds. Ray also finds time to be the busi-
ness manager for the Bay of Quinte 
Cloggers. 
Dancers John & Mary Meijer of Kitche-
ner, Ontario, have been invaluable support-
ers and have given generously of their time 
and talents to the Waterloo County 
(Civitan) Wheeling Squares since 1983. 
They have regularly assisted with all the 
club's activities, including scheduling 
dances, demonstrations, fund raising, sew-
ing costumes, caring and storing wheel-
chairs in their home and serving on the club 
executive to organize all these events. They 
have travelled with the club to four Cana-
dian national conventions as support peo-
ple, each caring for the special needs of a 
specific dancer - being on-call 24 hours a 
day. As well, they assist with wheelchair 
dancing - as pushers - whenever necessary. 
Caller/Leaders Dave & Joyce Moss of 
Ancaster, Ontario, are currently the caller 
and round dance leaders for the Circle 'M' 
Square Dance Club. They have been danc-
ing squares and rounds for 28 years, a caller 
and leader for 25 years, and started several 
local clubs, including a children's square 
dance class for Village Squares, 
Waterdown, graduating over 120 young 
dancers . They served for 14 years on the 
executive of the Toronto & District Square 
& Round Dance Association, twice as 
Chairman of the Toronto & District Con-
vention Committee, and were 1st Vice-
President of the Sixth Canadian National 
Canadian Square & Round Dance Conven-
tion held in Hamilton in 1988. 
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BASIC SQUARE DANCING with Larry McBee 
O Vol. 1: 	1 thru 23 
o Vol. 2: 24 thru 49 
o Vol. 3: 	Mainstream Clowrieal to Recycle 
PLUS SQUARE DANCING with Lee Schmidt 
O Vol. 1: 	Tea Cup Chain to Spin Chain 
& Exchange the Gears 
PLUS SQUARE DANCING in D.B.D. with Don McWhirter 
ri 	Vol. 1: 	Tea Cup Chain lo Relay the Deticey 
o Vol. 2: Cross Fire to Spin Chain & 
Exchange the Gears 
A-1 SQUARE DANCING with Mike Sikorsky 
O Vol. 1: 	Acey-Deucey lo Cross Over Circulate 
o Vol. 2: Ouarler In lo Mix 
ROUND DANCING with Bob & Edna Faudree 
o Phase I & 	Fraulein; SI. Louis Blues 
O Phase III: Answer Me; Desert Song 
ROUND DANCING with Joyce (Doss) Lane & Jim Laos 
❑ Phase IV: 	'Til Tomorrow; Audios; 
Rainbow Connection 
CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen 
O Beginning Clogging 
❑ Easy Intermediate 
	  WESTERN DANCING with Maxine Pearl 
o Line and Partner Dances 
o Sewn Line Dances 
WESTERN DANCING with Peggy & Chuck Keim 
❑ Line and Partner Dances 
CONTRA DANCING with Hal Rice 	 N 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY 	  





(WITUDIKEI M"  
3649 Whittia Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90023 
(213) 262-5942 
	
x$29.99 = 	 
Sales Tax (CA only)  
Shipping / Handling 	3.00  
Total Enclosed 
Caller Frank & Elsie Pearson of 
Willowdale, Ontario, helped form and start 
a club for single dancers in 1979. This club 
became the Solo Dancers and is now thriv-
ing with a total of eleven squares dancing at 
three levels. This couple has served for four 
years as Directors of the T&D Association. 
Frank also calls for various Seniors Groups 
during the day and with another caller cou-
ple has formed the Mainly Contras group. 
The Ontario Federation is comprised of 
the member associations of Eastern On-
tario, Toronto and District, Southwestern 
Ontario and Lakehead & District Square 
and Round Dance Associations and north-
ern Ontario Clubs. 
IN THE NICK OF TIME 
Loren & Audrey Hildebrand, 1992 Illinois State Convention Chairmen 
asked that a correction be made to an arti-
cle that appeared in the September issue of 
ASD by Jerry Holtz regarding the 9th 
Illinois Square & Round Dance Conven-
tion. 
The change was made so near the con-
vention date regarding the exhibition team 
that even the program book was incorrect, 
but they would like to give credit where 
credit is due. 
The Saturday evening program featured 
a clogging exhibition done by the Illinois 
Prairie Clogging Association. The Gate-
way Cordells could not attend due to ill-
ness. With only a few weeks to practice, the 
IPCA put together a program by mailing 
out music and choreography to doggers 
from all over the state. They did not act u- 
ally practice all together until the day of the 
convention. The exhibition, with it's patri-
otic theme, was excellent, and we would 
like to thank them all. 
Another small note, by closing on Sun-
day, we had 2,600 dancers who attended, 
and along with the halls previously men-
tioned by Jerry, we had two clogging halls, 
two round dance halls, a style show , and on 
Sunday an All—Singing—Call hall. • 






BY YAK STACK 
AC-300C 
• SPEAKERS • RECORD CASES 
• SPEAKER STANDS • MICROPHONES 
• CORDS & CABLES • TAPE RECORDERS 
• WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
CALL OR WRITE FOR INFORMATION 
Sound Systems 
QUALITY THROUGHOUT... 
QUALITY SOUND • QUALITY DESIGN • QUALITY PERFORMANCE • QUALITY SERVICE 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E SHARY CIRCLE • CONCORD, CA 94518 
PHONE 510-682-8390 • FAX 510-682-8497 
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ACHY BREAKY ROCK 
CHOREOGRAPHY: RONNIE & BONNIE BOND 
RECORD: "ACHY BREAKY HEART" MERCURY 
866-522-7 
DANCE: Two Step 







1-4 	WAIT ;TWIRL VINE TWO; WALK TWO TO SEMI; 
1-2 	Bfly wall wait 2 meas;; 
3-4 Sd L,-,XRIB,-(W twirls RFR,-,L,-); fwd L, ,trng RF on R to end in semi,-; 
PART A 
1-4 	TWO FWD 2 STEPS;;HITCH 4; HITCH 4; 
1-2 	SCP fwd L,cI R, fwd L,-; fwd R, cl L, fwd R,-; 
3-4 SCP fwd L, cl R, bk L, cl R, fwd L, cl R, bk L, cl R; 
5-8 	VINE APT 3; VINE TOG 3; (BFLY) SCISSOR THRU TWICE;; 
5-6 	Sd COH L, XRIB, sd L, tch R; sd wall R, XLIB. fwd R to bfly wall, tch L; 
7-8 Sd L, cl R; thru L to Bfly RLOD,-; sd R, cl L, thru R to scp lod,-; 
9-16 REPEAT MEAS 1-8 PART A ENDING BFLY WALL 
PART B 
1-4 	BK AWAY 3 & KICK; BK AWAY 3 & KICK; 4 STEP HOPS TOG;; 
1-2 	Bk L, bk R, bk L, kick R;bk R, bk L, bk R, kick L; 
3-4 Stp fwd L, hop L, stp fwd R, hop R; repeat meas 3 to BFLY wall; 
5-8 	ROCK SIDE REC CROSS SD CROSS; ROCK SIDE REC CROSS SD CROSS; HIP 
ROCK 4; PROG ROCK 4; 
5-6 	Rk sd L, rec R, XLIF/sd R, XLIF; rk sd R, rec L, XRIF/sd L, XRIF; 
7-8 No hnds jnd in plc push L hip out, R hip out, L hip out, R hip out; Prog lod slightly 
on ea stp rk apt L, rec IR, rk apt L, rec R to scp lod; 
PART C 
1-3 	JIVE WALKS; WALK 4; (SCP) JIVE CHASSE L & R; 
1-3 	Scp lod fwd L/cl R, L Rid L, R; wk 4 L,R,L,R to scp lod; chasse sd L/R,L, sd R/L, R; 
4-6 	RIGHT TURNING FALLAWVVAY TWICE;;; 
4-6 	Rk bk L to scp,rec R to CP, trng RF 1/4 sd L /R, L; trng RF 1/4, sd R/L, R, rk bk L 
to scp RLOD, rec R to fc ptr & coh; trng RF 1/4 sd L/R,L, trn 1/4 RF sd FI/L,R scp lod; 
7-8 	RK REC KICK BALL CHANGE; 2 POINT STEPS; 
7-8 	Rk bk L, rec R, kick L, stp L/chg wgt to R; pt L fwd, stp fwd L, pt R fwd, stp fwd R; 
(note 1st time end scp lod-2ns & 3rd time end bfly wall) 
ENDING 
1-4 	CIR AWAY TWO TRIPES; CIR TOG TWO TRIPLES; RK BK REC - RK BOAT TWICE - RK BK REC;; 
1-2 	Cir LF Lid R, L, R/cIL, R; cir rwd ptr L/c1R, L, Ric' L, R to scp lod; 
3-4 Rk bk L. rec R, fwd L with both legs straight, cl R both legs bent; fwd L, cl R rk bk L, 
rec R SCP; 
5-8 	JIVE CHASSE LEFT & RIGHT; LEFT TURN FALLAWAY - RK REC TWO POINT STEPS;;; 
5 	Scp chasse sd L/R. L, sd R,/L, R; 
6-7 Rk bk L, rec R,trng LF 1/4, sd Lid R, sd L; trng LF 1/4 sd R/L,R, rk bk L, rec R; 
8 	To rlod pt L fwd, stp fwd L, pt R fwd, stp fwd R; Hold 







RESTAURANT & RAix 
19, 1992. Tennessee is proud to be one of 
the first States to adopt Square Dancing as 
it's Official Folk Dance, and now one of the 
first to offer Square Dance Vanity Plates. 
Bill & Dody Shepard, the President of the 
Tennessee State Assoc. of Square & 
Round Clubs, Inc., were sponsors of the 
Bill, and obtained over 130 advance regis-
trations for the plates. Bill Shepard and 
Bob Nipp designed the plates. If you have 
any questions about getting the legislature 
in your State to permit Square Dance Van-
ity plates, contact Bill Shepard at (615) 
367-0796 or write to: Bill Shepard, 804 
Goodwin Court, Nashville, TN. 37217 
A DOPT—A—H IG HWAY 
Tn the well known Dance Country in 
JP-McCloud, Calif. Dave and Betty Abbott 
have come up with an ingenious idea. Pic-
tured here is a familiar sign we see on many 
of our roads and highways. Dance Country 
was able to ADOPT A HIGHWAY which 
the community as well as the Abbotts keep 
clean. What a wonderful way to announce 
square dancing to the country! 
SQUARE DANCE VANITY PLATES 
IN TENNESSEE 
The Tennessee State Legislature, on April 28, 1992, passed a Bill to allow 
square dancers special vanity plates. The 
Governor signed the Bill into law on May 
Pictured left to right: Bill Shepard, 
President , TSASRDC,Inc.—Ned Ray 
McWherter, Governor, State of Tennes-
see—John Arriola, Representative, Tenn. 
State Legislature. Governor signing the 
Bill to legalize square dance vanity plates 
in Tennessee on May 19, 1992. • 
* * New Book * * Just in time for Christmas * * New Book * *  
Mainstream Square Dance Caller's Notebook 
✓ Over 450 outstanding square dance routines 
✓ Organized in modules by mainstream basic 
✓ Cross indexed by basic used 
✓ Quality binding 
✓ Sized to fit in your record case 
Order From: Calvin Campbell, 343 Turf Ln, Castle Rock, CO 80104 
$10.95 
+ $1.50 Shipping 
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RECORD DEALERS 
MAILORDER—MASTERRECORDSERVICE 
P.O. Box 82716 
Phoenix AZ 85071-2716 (6029939932) 
Square. Round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 




12505 Sterkeky Rd Suite J 
Largo FL 3464e 
813-535-0245 / 800-882-3626 
.411 Labels, amplifiers, needles, etc. 
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE 
1050 Toulon Dr. 
Marion0H43302(1-800-328- 3800 
SUPREME AUDIO/HANHURSTS TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687 
TollFree:1-800-445-7398(U.S.&Canads) 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records & Equipment 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 N.E. Halsey, Portland OR 97220 
503-252-7623 
New Record Release Tape Service for 
Just $22.50 Yr. & You keep the tapes. 
EDDIE'S AND BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box17668-1835S.Buckner 
DallasTX 75217-0668 (214-398- 7508) 
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd. 
Denver CO 802214 
Phone303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
MIKE'S RECORDS 
9356 Natick Ave. 
Sepululveda, CA 91343 (818)894-5621 
Owners: Mike & Millie Sikorsky 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
Lon don E17,Eng I and (Ph.081-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mail Order A Speciaty. Member NASRDS 
BADGES 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: $2.59 plus 506 postage & handling. 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735) 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
KA—MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30337 
Alburquerque NM 87190 
30 Club & Fun Badges 
FreeCataogue --Ph.1-800-352-KAMO 
D & H ENGRAVING 
7041stSt.N.E.(205-373-2788) 
Aliceville AL 35442 
Club, Fun & Mini Badges 
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Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
119 West Main. 
Moore0K73160-5105(405-794-5774) 
MailOrder1- 800-669-5774 
Many Times Free Set • up 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
THE NEW VIEW 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
DonBeck(508-897-9767) 
176 West Acton Road 
Stow MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample. 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Betquam 
3775 County Road 92 No. 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
MainstreamthroughA-2 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
216 Williams Street 
Huron, OH 44839 (419)433-2188 
Write for free sample 
DANCE TIME NOTES FOR CALLERS 
DickHan219-583-5902 
513 South Bluff St. 
Monticello IN 47960 
Write for Free Sample 
CANADIAN CONNECTION 
Joe Uebelacker 
RR4, Peterborough, Ontario K9J 6X5 
Canacla(705-652-7868) 
Basic thru Plus; C1 thru C3; Al & A2 sup. 
MAINSTREAM FLOW 
Forthe'Complete-ClubCaller 
1735 Deer Run, San Antonio, TX 78232 
Rusty/Fennell -512-490-1010 
Write or Call for complimentary Copy 
TAPE SERVICE 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Write for sample 
tape. Palomino SAD Service, 1050 Toulon Dr., Marion OH 43302 
Phone1-800-328-3800 
FREEI SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New S/D Music 
The Continuing Choice of 1650 Callers 
Serving Callers Since 1971 —A Perfect Gift for Your Caller 
CalITOLLFREE1-800-445-7398(U.S.&Canada) 
Bit & Peggy Heyman, PO BOX 687 
RidgewoodNJ.07451-0687  
ALLEMANDE SHOP RECORD TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 8246, Chattanooga TN 37411 
1-800446-4867 	 1-615-49916554 
I/ERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone713-862-7077 
TAPES 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught all- position to dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. A-1 and A-2 taughtwithwalkthru & practiceof 
all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of calls, are 
widely acclaimed as best on the market. Drill tapes, dance tapes 
& two couple tape also available. Write for I.terature to: Ed Foote, 
140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
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BOOKS 
BURLESONS SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: Over 4800 
different calls and movements; $25.00. 1992 Edition. New Type, 
New Binder. Order from Jon Sanborn, 661 Middlefield Rd., Sall-
nasCA93901-1004.Phone408-443-0761. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEPROUNDDANCEBASICS 1989 Edition, 
Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. Now includes 10-week 
dancer -proven course, dance positions, complete approved termi-
nology, mixers, teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, 
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the Grenn record 
teaching series. Order book and/or records front Frank Lehnert, 
2844, S. 109th St., Toledo OH 43611. 
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS- 
2 terrific books with descriptions and practice examples for danc-
ers and callers, Book 1 (Red), Mainstream; Book 2 (Green), Plus 
program and Al & A2. Please specify which book you are order-
ing. To order send $4.00 (including domestic postage) to 
Supreme Audio, Inc, P.O. Box 687, Ridgewood, NJ 07451-0687. 
DISTRIBUTORS 
AST EC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS, PO Box 687 
Ridgewood, NJ 07451-0687, 1-800-445-7398 US & Canada 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
HoustonTX77248-7309,713-862-7077 
SUNDANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
10331 Lindley Ave 0145 
Northridge, CA 91326 818-363-4454 
Wholesale Only 
S/D PRODUCTS 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS-Fivecolor,eye-catchingSEALSonall 
correspondence, checks, etc., are an invitation to square danc-
ing. Order from 3070 Summer Ave., #56, Memphis TN 38112-
2450.3 sheets (50 each), $1.50 pith; 10 sheets, $3 f 754 p&h; 
20 sheets, $5.00+$1.30 ppd; 100 sheets, $17.50+$2.50 p&h 
(Samples on request. SASE appreciated) 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED-An easy and simplesystemfor 
new sight callers. Based on the premise that anyone can sight 
call. Price $7.00 Order from Whitey Aarnot, 312 Lilac Ct., Waseca 
MN 56093 
RID BOOKS by K. Anderson: (1) Fancy Foohvork: The Art of 
Round Dancing, (2) Fancy Figures (FF):Two-Step (1-III), (3) FF: 
Easy Level Waltz (I-III), (4) FF: Phase III Moderns (FT, AS, Arg 
Tgo), (5) FF: Phase III Latins (CC, Rmb, Mmb, Jv). Comprehens-
ive references for begadv dancers, step-by-step directions/dia-
grams for fig/variations. $15.95 each + p/h ($2.50) first bk; 500 ee 
addl). Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO Box 7162, Mesa AZ 85206. 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I, Line, Partner & Cou-
ple dances. Book II, Continues on I; Book III, Photographed 
Turns!; Book IV, Teacher's Manual; Book V, Line Dances Galore; 
Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles & Schottisches; Book VII, More 
Photographed Turns, Order by number. $20 each includes pstg. 
& handling. Kelly Gellette, PO Box 43425, Las Vegas NV 89116. 
POTLUCKS AND PETTICOATS, 336 pages of square dancers' 
favorite recipes AND a full color history of American S/D. Club 
fundraisens-Chnstrnaspresents-everydayusel$11.95plus$1.50 
shpg. Chunky discounts. Potlucks and Petticoats, PO Box 129, 
Dillard GA 30537. Credkcard ordera404-746-2134. 
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM 
ED FOOTE. 5 books available: Plus, Al & A2 (both in 1 book), 
Cl, C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all calls for the indicated pro 
gram from a variety of positions, also includes helpful hints for 
dancing the calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral binding, laser 
printing provides clear sharp images. The most complete dia-
gram books for Plus, Advanced & Challenge available today. 
Cost 514.10/book includes shpg. ($15.10 for C3A). (Canada 
add $.65). Order from Ed Foote, 140 McCandless P1., Wexford 
PA 15090. 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING-Acompretiensive117,414worcl 
glossary-reference manual for teacher, beginners, experienced 
dancers. Over 2200 ballroom & IVO terms, articles, desc & defini 
lions. Order now $13.50 ppd. Fred Maury, 8810 La Grime de Oro 
Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111.505-298-5050. 
CALLERS/CUERS LOG BOOK-Anewprograming/trackingtool 
for classes, workshops and club dances. To keep an ongoing re 
cord of songs used, moves used and what worn to the dance. 
Available in MS-A2 and PHI-PHS. SNOWBIRD PRODUCTIONS 
12345-76st. EDM. ALTA. CAN. T58 2E3. 
MY FAVORITE LINE DANCES by Thelma Lewis containing 30 
old line dances and 16 new ones $7.95. Also a cassette tape 
with music for 10 of the dances $494. 1724 Ocean Pines. Ber 
lin, MD 21811. Call: 410 641 6579 
CLUB LEADERSHIP MATERIAL 
LEGACYSCLUBLEADERSHIPJOURNAL ---Thennty square 
dance publication written exclusively for club leaders, has an-
swers and ideas that world Request your complimentary copy by 
writing CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL, PO Box 766, Plover WI 
54467 0766 or calling 715-341-6603. You'll be glad! 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
"The P rofessional Source For Dance Audio" 
Largest selection of professional calling 
and cueing equipment, 
records and publications available from one sourcel 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, 
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS 
P.O. Box 687, Ridgewood NJ 07451-0687, 
CalITOLLFREE1-800-445-7398 
(201145-4369  Foreign) 
YAK STACK-Sound Columns for Callers 
Write P.O. Box 361, Tolland CT 06084-0361 
Phone203-647-7530 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
$10.00 Per 100 plus $4.00 shipping 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED C ROSS-
STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 5 patterns 
each. $5.00 ea. +$1.50 pstg. per order. State patterns available 
upon request at $1.50 ea.+ 500 pstg. per order. Dealers welcome. 
Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegey, 138 Mohican Trail, Wilmington NC 
28409. 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplitiers• speakers• microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord CA 94518 
Telephone:510-682-8390 
WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
Nady 101. Hand held microphone $290. Lavalier $280. Ecomical 
TR 100 hand held $85. Shipping addt'l. Also: Samson Telex. 
Free catalog. WORLDTONE MUSIC, 230 Seventh Ave., New 
York NY 1001. 212-691-1934 
VARIABLE SPEED CASSETTE PLAYERS 
Calton 4530 $125. Marantz 201 $235. Shipping addri. Other 
models available. Also variable speed dual cassette players, 
compact disc players, phonos. free catalog. WORLDTONE 
MUSIC, 230 7th Ave., NY, NY 10011. 212-691-1934 
BLANK AUDIO CASSETTE TAPES 
Agfa 649. fifty 10' tapes 700 ea. Fifty 15' tapes 750 ea. Fifty 20' 
tapes 80e ea. Other lengths and quantities available. Shipping 
addll. Also audio equipment. Free catalog. WORLTONE 
MUSIC, 230 7th Ave., NY, NY 10011. 212691-1934 
VIDEOS 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed 
Foote, well-known caller instructor. Each Color Video about 90 
mm. long. Presentations organized and complete. 549.95-one 
tape. $79.95-both tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shuck 
Ave., Alliance OH 44601 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Calls are 
taught all position for dancers who already know the calls from 
standard position. Numerous walkthrus of the more difficult calls 
at each Callerlab program, along with brief samples of dancing, 
and hints for successful dancing. Understanding of calls is ern- 
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0500 CRYSTAL 
MATCHING PETTIPANTS 
Petticoat Ss Pettipant colon: White. 
Polk, Lt Blue, Natural. Wsne. 





CHEYENNE Full leather upper & 
Square dance ,k cuisal dress for Inns Steel 
shank. cushion insole, crepe outride & heel. 
Estrwiely condonable. Black. White, 
Bone, Bone, hi 7-13, W IS 
CHEYENNE $52.95 
MR. STOMPER & MS. STOMPER 
assic Jazz Style Oxford, unlined glove 
lea
Cl
ther eater wood heel with composition 	
E:411111 
whole. Great shoe for clogging tap, rood 
dancing or ballroom. 
Meng Wow hl 2-14 (6-11 with ha* sizes) & 
W 7-13 (7.11 with half sizes) Wide weigh new 
addition. Colon: Black & White. 
Ladies saes 5-10N IAA), 4.1014 (13,), 
4-10W (D) Half rasa available Color White STOMPERS $40.95 
phasized. 4 videotapes available: Mainstream, Plus, A-1, A(2, 
each tripe about 90 minutes long. VHS formal. Cost: $39.95 1 
tape; $59.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave., 
Alliance OH 44601. 
ASSOCIATIONS 
NATIONAL S/D CAMPERS ASSOCIATION 
Dept. B. PO Box 224, Little Chute WI 54140 
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST 
Vacation In the mountains with a week of dancing d Copecrest. 
Our caller staff O outstanding, with all levels of squares. We offer 
superb food, modern air-conditioned rooms, swimming pool and 
a staff that pampers youl Write Copecrest S/D Resort PO Box 
129Dil lard GA30537,orcall404-746-2134 
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY,year-round32 
sessions of workshops and party dances per week. Built for danc-
ers, owned and operated by dancers. LAKEWOOD R.V. PARK, 
4525 Graham Rd. Harlinten, TX 78552. 512 423-1170. Bring ad 
for free nite and dance. 
RIO GRAND VALLEY, Beautiful Mobile & RVPark with friendly 
neighborly people. Great pool& club house areas, 24hr security 
with controlled acess, square dancing & lessons planned. 
GreenGate Park , Bus 83 to 374 Loop to Bentsen Palm Dr. S., 
Mission TX 78572 (512) 581-1932. 
MAGAZINES 
ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE, the choice of the best informed 
Dancers, Leaders, Teachers & Cuers in the RO activity-since 
1957. FREE introductory package. Write: ROM Intro Pkg. RD 1 - 
Box 843.Petersbufg.PA 6669-9304.Ca11814-667-2530. 
(US Sub $20/yr.) 
EQUIPMENT REPAIR 
LESTER AURIA SOUND. $45.00 will clean noisy controls, 
check storbe light, check turntable speed, power supply, record 
rest , motor & turn table drive wheel, and clean & lubricate plus 
much more. MAJOR REPAIRS NOT INCLUDED. Lester Auria 
11662 Excello St., Artesia, CA 90702 (310)924-8850 
FOR SALE 
EVERYTHING YOU NEEDI 
Complete Square Dance Apparel Shop 
INVENTORY-RACKS-ACCESSORIES 
For More Information, Call 
1-600-846-5124 
Hilton AC 300-Two 635 microphones Yak Stacks 
Remote cords, Orlich Caller Notes and others. Most Round 
Dance Classics, S/D records, Hash and Singing Calls, - Every- 
thing 1/2 price except Round Classics -Jim McQuade, 529 Lo 
retta St. Tonawanda, NY 14150 Phone 716-833.0236 
RV MEMBERSHIP 
Home Campground, Parker, Arizona 
Colorado River Adventures Inc. Possible 
Camp Coast to Coast Membership Included 
$2,200 or best offer - James Briscoe 408-443-4371 
WANTED 
OLD 'SETS IN ORDER' SOUARE DANCE ALBUMS 
Basics, Mainstream, whatever 
R. Booz, 71, Round Meadow Lane, Hatboro, PA 
215675-0472 
LENGTH AND WAIST ADJUSTABLE PETTICOAT 
60 YARD DOUBLE LAYER 
To snake smaller past move the 
button mu on the elastic To make 
n shorter pot remove tunnel elastic 
and slip into stitching one inch or 
MESQUITE SHIRTS 
Co% poly/15% cotton Colon: White, Red, Royal Blue, Dusty Rose, 
Black. Brown Navy, Lilac, Yellow, Pink Pawl; Cowan, Peacock 
Blue, Grey. Size 15-17 14 S27.95.19.19 533.95 
90% puly(1196 cotton Colon: White/White, 
Cream/Creme La. Bluerld. Blt 






Red, Black, Nary, Li Yellow, Li. 
Lilac. Purple, Royal, Kelly, Dusty, 
VICKI Low wt theatrical ramp, 
2 in covered leather heel. top gram 
leather uppers. luny lined, self adj. 
buckle, throne split leather 
ontersoles. steel shank. full heel 
causten, round toe Colorant* 
Black: M 511, N 6.9. W 5 11/2-10 
Red: If 69112.N 7.9, W 69 
Silver M 6.10,N 	W 7.10 
White: MI.H.N b l h W.5.10 
III-STEPPER -r strap flat 
All 'Jove leather uppers, elk soles 
with gull outman ,teas that will 
nuke willnig or dannrig a pleasure. 
This shoe is absolutely new in 
tonstniction Si comfort. Saar NMW 
4 1/2-II Colon: Black. White, Red 
NIAJES-TIC The allstate in 
cordon. Traditunal style, 1" heel. 
glove leather mar, fully Inca horst 
chrome leather °Insole Black & Red: 
N 541 of 442, Nk 5-10 with in Sink 
S 6.10 only 
Western Squares, Int. 	•:•27455„-x• 
6820 Orsvols • St. Louis, MO 63116 IN 
(314) 353-7230 	 A 
(4) 
RANGER PANTS $38.95 earb 
Banrull Waist, Snap Packet 
100% Pon: Colon: Burguny, White, 
Kelly Green, Tan, Black, Red Li. Grey, 
Med Grey, Royal, Nary, Dusty Rae, 
Powder Blue, Brawn 
Sizes: 28, 29.30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 
3437. 39,40.42, 44,46, 48 
6596 Poly/35% Cotton: Colon: White, Grey, Mach, Nary, Brown 
rlf11111ULIBEI 
011131JULILILIE1 
CURRENT CATALOG $1.00 - REFUNDABLE FIRST 
ORDER 
TO ORDLR: State style, color. um and price, send with your name, 
address, city. state, zip sal telephone number. Please add 25.00 for 
nipping and handling. Missouri cestaines please add 5.725% sales tax. 
Pomp shipments ,please add $7.00 pm .lein. Canada. Rawest & Alaska 
residents aal $3.00 per item. 
CHARGE PU RCHASES: Send card number, nano sniffiest on card and 
eraration dale of card. VISA and h lASTERCA RD accepted 
Allow 3.4 Wutls bus Debvery 




PLUS ISLAND GUIDED TOURS 
Convention Dates: 
January 28 - 30, 1993 
TOURS PRECEDING OR FOLLOWING 
THE BIG EVENT 
How about a trip or cruise to the 
Caribbean, to Mexico, to the 
Canadian Rockies, or 






• Ramon Marsch, Ohio 
• Ron Hensel, Michigan 
• Jack Er Althea Pladdys. Utah/Ohio 
• Jack Et Wanda Selway, Montana 
MS Et Plus Dancing 
Workshops and Clinics 
All in Ala Wai Club House 
Your Choice of Tours, Three Islands 
233 Memories to Last a Lifetime 
cge Square Dance Attire Required at 
all functions 
Tortuga Express Tour Co. 
NAT IONWIUi  
CALLER LINE-UP 
These Callers Are Available Tn Call For Clubs and Festivals...Call 
Bill Barr (203-934-2653 
427 Campbell Ave. Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
Have a Train Nite 
with "Railroad Bill" 
Traveling Weekends 
 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
The basis of calling is timing 




216 Williams St. 
Huron OH 44839 
Call 419-433-2188 
The Meandering Man 
 
"THE DUO!" 
Paul Cote & Ted Lizotte 
PO Box 130, 
Plaistow NH 03865 
(603)362-5462 
"'We 'DU-ET' Right" 
 
Jim "Who Cholmondeley 
12610 Lusher Road 
---1" Florissant MO 63033 
(314) 714-7799 or 653-1441 
The Caller Who Cares 
 
Charlie Wheatley 
6402 Beulah Church Rd. 
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1.Fill The Blank 
2.Cross The Diamond 
3. Peel By 
4. Fan Out 
5. Rotate The Wheel 
6. Vertical 1/2 Tag 
Back & Weave 
7. Hinge Ho 





Grand Swing Thru 
Cross The Track 
PLUS 
Cut the Diamond 
Box the Top 
Clover & Anything 
ADVANCED 
All Eight Recycle 




Preservation of Circle 
to a Line 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
(Anything) and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend 
Flip the diamond 
Follow hour neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle (waves 
only) 
Load the boat 
Peel family 
a. Peel Off 
b. Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain and 
exchange the gears 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
3/4 tag the line 
Track two 
(c) AS D 
Not a Callerlab 
program 
Trade the wave 
Triple scoot 
Triple trade 
ASO PULSE POLL 
EXPERIMENTALS 
Caution: Not recom-
mended for dancers prior 
to Plus program activity. 
EXPERIMENTALS 
(Priority order) 





















5050 - 50 WATTS 
5100 - 100 WATTS 
5150 - 150 WATTS 
HAVE IT ALL IN ONE COMPLETE PACKAGE 
SO WELL ENGINEERED, WE GUARANTEE IT TWO FULL YEARS 
ASHTON 
ELECTRONICS P.O. BOX 5398 SAN JOSE, CA 95150 	408 995-6544 
American Squareciance, November 1992 
TipUeToimds 
by Frank & Phyl Lehner 
SOMEONE MUST FEEL LIKE A FOOL TO-
NIGHT-REPRISE 7.18967 
Choreography by Russ & Wilma Collier 
A smooth Kenney Rogers vocal & an interesting waltz 
P-3 + 2 (weave & diamond trn) 
NEON MOON RUMBA-ARISTA 07822-12388-7 
Choreography by Doug & Vi Hooper 
Nice music with a 3 part rumba P-3 + 1 (Alemana) 
NEON MOON-SAME RECORD 
Choreography by Lloyd & Joyce Goode 
P-3+ I (peek-a-boo chase) 
TUXEDO JUNCTION-BELCO-407 
Choreography by Bill & Virginia Tracy 
Good music with a comfortable P-4 basics jive, cued 
by Bill 
I WANNA BE AROUND-BELCO-407 
Choreography by Jack & Lee Ervin 
A nice easy going P-2 two step cued by Jack 
YO MAMA-COL-13-3342 
Choreography by Fred & Gail Jabour 
Good [Your Mama Won't Dance] music & a good 
basic P-4 jive 
TIIE BREEZE & I-EN 055(1111953) 
Choreography by Lynn & Donna Roumagoux 
Good music with a comfortable P-3 two step-some 
like footing-cued by Pete Metzger 
MAKING WHOOPEE-EN-052 (IIII 951) 
Choreography by Lloyd & Joyce Goode 
Good music with a good little different P-3 cha cues 
by Pete Metzger 
PEACIIIE KEEN-MGR 096 (1111970) 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Wacker 
Good music with a P-2 two step with right turning 
box-cued by Pete Metzger 
HAPPY SAMBA-BEICO 408 
Choreography by Richard & Jo Anne Lawson 
Good catchy music with a nice P4 samba cued by 
Richard 
STRUTTIN' AROUND-BELCO 408 
Choreography by C.O.& Chris Guest 
Repress of an easy P.2 two step cued by C.O. 
SHADOW OF YOUR SMILE-GRENN 17168 
Choreography by !loss & Kit Waldorf 
Good music & a nice little different rumba P-3+2 
cued by Kit. 
MY COUNTRY GAL-GRENN 17169 
Choreography by Belly & Clancy Mueller 
Good music & a good easy two step P-2 + 2 (side stairs 
& fishtail) cued by Betty 
DANCE ONLY WITH ME-SPEC PRESS OR 
RCA47-7202 
Choreography by Pete & Mary McGee 
Pretty music with a nice interesting waltz P-5 + 1 
(traveling contra check) 
WHAT LIES OVER THE HILL-TELEMARK 5008 
Choreography by Iry & Betty Easterday 
Pretty music & good P-3 waltz 
EVEN NOW-FLASHBACK AFS-9125 
Choreography by Bill & Carol Goss 
Pretty Barry Manilow vocal & a good basic [slow two 
step)--unphased 
UNA GRANDE-SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Brent & NMickey Moore 
Pretty music & a good short but challenging Ameri-
can tango P-6 
GINGERSNAP-GRENN 15015 
Choreography by Norm Krysta 
Easy solo line dance to good music 
WHITE DOVE-CEM 37013 
Choreography by Doc & Peg Tirrell 
Pretty music with a P-5 waltz with shadow diamonds 
RUS' RIIUMBA-GRENN 17123 
Choreography by Leo & Reatha Lange 
Good music with a comfortable P4 basic rumba 
GOODNIGIIT WALTZ-ROPER 231 
Choreography by Ron & Ree Rumble 
Pretty music & a good P-3+1 waltz with part mostly 
in shadow position 
DIXIE-GRENN 14166 OR 16013 
Choreography by Bud Parrott 
P-2 two step to good familiar tune 
TANGO GITANO-GRENN 14242 
Choreography by Jimmy & Carol Griffin 
P4 +1 (Mod. Viennese tms) tango with good music 
TWO STEPPIN IN TIIE MOONLIGHT-GRENN 
14083 
Choreography by Armand & Joan Daviau 
Good peppy music with an interesting P-2+1 (fish-
tail) two step 
TIIE STRIPPER-COL 4257 
Choreography by Nell & Jerry Knight 
Good David Rose music with the bumps & a good fun 
type P-2 two step 
ROCK MY BABY-RCA-62199-7 
Choreography by Jay & Bonnie Slimier 
Good Western music with a P-2+1 (hip bumps)-un-
phased 
IA DEE DAII CIIA CIIA CHA-COLL 3886 
Choreography by Brent & Mickey Moore 
Music a bit on the wild side with a 5 part funky 
ch/swing P4 
PAJARO AMARILLO-COL-3800 
Choreography by Jerry Packman 
Pretty Yellow Bird music & a nice P-62 unphased 
(broken hockey stick & forward attitude) 
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MOST POPULAR DANCES 	
Golden Classic List -1992 
voted and enjoyed by 240 National A Continental Good 
Carousel Clubs 	 Night 
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 	A Taste of the Wind 
Adios 
1. The Sound of Music (Barton) 	Alice Blue Gown 
2. Kiss Me Goodbye Rumba (Lawson) Answer Me 
3. Castles & Kings (Slater) 	 Apres L'Entriente 
4. Penny For Your Thoughts (Slater) AutauurntanuiLReavveers 
5. Wonderful World of the 	 Binh of the Blues 
Middle Aged (Goss) Bully 
6. Sinti (Slater) 	 Butterfly 
Could I Have This 
7. Evergreen (Goss) 	 Dance 
8. Three Times A Lady (Casey) 
9. Sugar Sugar (Warlock) 
10. Waltz Natasha (Barton) 
11. If I Could Write A Book (Childers) 
12. Noche de Amor (Goss) 
13. I Just Need Your Lovin' (Lawson) 
14. Lolita (Esqueda) 
15. Jean (Lamberty/Moralaes) 
16 Heartbreak Hotel (Rother) 
Roundalab ROQ: 4TH QTR 
Phase II - Boot Scooting Boogie 
Phase III-Strangers in the Night 
Phase IV-Lean Baby 
Phase V-Jean 
Phase VI-If You Forget Me 
Classic - Games Lovers Play 
Callerlab QS - Jeanie's Waltz 
PHASE I & II 
1. Papa LovesMambo 
2. Acky Breaky Heart 
3. Whey Marie 
4. Saturday Night At 
The Movies 
5. Is You Is My Baby 
PHASE III 
1. Circus Time 
2. Holly Holly 
3. Makin Whoopee 
4. Strangers In The 
Night 
5. There Goes My 
Everything 
CLASSIC 
1. And I Love You So 
2. Blue Bayou 
PHASE IV 
1. Sugar, Sugar 
2. Two Doors Down 
3. Misty 
4. Black Velvet 
5. Heart Breat Hotel 
PHASE V & VI 
1. Kiss Me Goodbye 
Rumba 
2. Sinti 
3. Acky Breaky Jve 
4. Portrait of Your 
Love 
5. Maria Elena 







I Want A Quickstep 








V + 1 
Maria Elena 
III 	Maria Rumba 	III 
II Marilyn, Marilyn IV 
IV 	Mexicali Rose 	II 
III r I Moon Over Naples 	III 
II 	My Love 	 III 
III Neapolian Waltz 	11 
ID a I New York, New York 
V 	 0+1 
III Paro Esto 	 V + 1 
II + 1 Patricia HI 4 1 
II 	Pearly Shells 	II a 1 
III Piano Roll Waltz 	II 
Pop Goes The Movies 	IV 
II 	Rainbow Foxtrot 	V 
Crazy Eyes 	III r 2 Riviere de Lune V r 1 
Dance 	 IV 	Roses for Elizabeth III 
Dancing Shadows II Send Her Roses 	IV + 2 
Desert Song 	III 1 2 Shiek of Araby III r 1 
Dream Awhile III 	Spaghetti Rag 	III 
Elaine 	 IV Street Fair 	 11 
Feelin' II 	Sugarfoot Stomp 	V 
Folsom Prison Blues III + 1 Take One Step II 1 
Frenchy Brown 	II 	Tango Marmite 	III 
II 1 That Happy Feeling 
The Singing Piano 
V . 2 	Waltz 
Hi Third Man Theme 	III 
II + 1  Three A.M. 	 III 	1 
II 	Till Tomorrow IV 
II Tips of My Fingers 	II 
IV +1 Very Smooth 	II .1 
Ill +1 Walk Right Back 	II .1 
II 	Waltz Tramonte 
II+ 1 Wyoming Lullaby 	V .1 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O ROUND DANCE RECORDS BLUE CHIP LABEL (FUP ALWAYS CUED) 0 
0 BC5I7 LE PAREE IWO STOP PH II 
LE PAREE WAUZ 	PH III}5511) BC 512 
BCC 699 ALL FIVE CUED 
ON CASSETTE 
0
•• WE pAy IIlE poslAqE - SE Nd CliECk OR MONEy ORdER 10: 
CHARLOTTE COLE • P.O. BOX 402 • COLLIERVILLE, IN 38027 	0 
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
O BC 693 TOP POLKA 
MESA LOVE (WALTZ) PH II  II} 5 •°°  
LEPAREF FOXTROT PH IV 55.00 0 
0 
55 00 














2120 Jaynes, Fremont NE 68025 402-721-4925 
PO Box 940, Rockwall TX 75087 214-771-9701 
216 Williams St., Huron OH 44839 419-433-2188 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 801-392-9078 
5911 Oak Run, San Antonio TX 78247 512-655-8080 
140 McCandless Dr., Wexford PA 15090 412-935-2734 
1601 36th St., Hannibal MO 63401 314-221-6199 
1316 Quince, Sidney NE 69162 308-254-4809 
4915 Beaumont Dr., Beaumont TX 77708 409-899-1098 
DON TAYLOR Promenade Hall, 1212 Depot St., Auburn IN 46706 219-925-3818 
TOM TRAINOR 	12809 Seville Dr., Sun City West AZ 85375 602-584-3607 
JOE ULEBELACKER 	RR4, Peterborough, Ont., Can. K9J 6X2 705-292-53352 




.Jrn Jettenes 	 Jerry Routh 	Mike Huddleson 
SQUARES: 	 913 648 3831 417-282-6340 316-5240997 
CAR-14 MAMA DON'T ALLOW - Jerry 
CAR-13 OUTBOUND PLANE-Mike 
CAR-12 MY NEXT BROKEN HEART-Jim 
CAR-11 LONESOME ROAD BLUES-Jerry 
CAR-10 GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK-Jerry 
CAR-9 	RUB A DUB DUB-Bill 
CAR-8 SUMMER SOUNDS-Jerry 	 QUALITY MUSIC 
CAR-7 	TALK BACK TREMBLIN' LIPS-Jim 	 BY THE WESTERNAIRES 
CAR-5 SAN ANTONIO ROSE - Bob 	 For a complete list 
CAR-4 	IT TAKES A WORRIED MAN -Jerry 	 of our records, contact: 
CARDINAL RECORDS 
314-363-5432 
ROUNDS: 	 PO Box 7-11 
CRD-003 THE OLD WATER WHEEL-Bob 	 Macks Creek MO 65786 
CRD-002 YESTERDAY ONCE MORE-Bob Cardinal is a division
of Four Bar B Records, Inc. 
CRD-001 DON'T WASTE IT ON THE BLUES-Bob 
R6 
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VISA 
By Cathie Burdick 
1G1 ach month this year we have suggested 
Ilia party that might not celebrate the 
biggest event of the month but would make 
for variety in your club schedule. How-
ever, when it comes to November, we have 
three choices. Early in the month, you 
could have an Election Party or a Veterans 
Day Party, either with a red, white and 
blue patriotic theme. 
We hear so much hand-wringing about 
the state of square dancing and negative 
comments about club organization. Let's 
ban all that for one evening and concen-
trate on the good things that have come to 
the dancers because of square dancing. 
Ask each dancer to bring a souvenir of 
square dancing, something he or she  
would not have without the activity. This 
might be something brought home from a 
national convention or a square dance trip 
abroad, it might be a chart showing low-
ered blood pressure from the exercise, it 
might be a card from square dance friends 
in another local or national square dance 
magazine. We'll wager you have a large 
variety of things to display. And encourage 
the dancers to talk about these meaningful 
items in a positive way. The rule for this 
evening is "Never a discouraging word". 
Ask the caller to select some records in 
keeping with the theme, perhaps an-
nouncing why he thinks they fit the theme. 
We don't need to recommend refresh-
ments for a Thanksgiving Party. Just re-
member the dancers have to eat again or 
will have just eaten a big holiday dinner—
don't overdo it. 
Attitude makes a world of difference in 
actuality. We can never over-emphasize 
the positive aspects of square dancing too 
much. We all receive so much that it's time 
to be thankful! • 





CATOLOG $1.00 Ea. 
#2238/3238 
$81 .C1CifSet 
VA -EP CA.: 
11=46M4 




2012 Warren Ct. 
N. Augusta, SC 29841 
(803) 279-3687 
A must for Holiday 
and Special Dances! 
This blouse features a pretty new 
sweetheart neckline. The matching 
lace sleeves are fined in lame for an 
elegant look Our companion skirt has 
a wave of ruffled matching lace with 
lace covered lame beneath k. 
The generous amount of lame 
gives this skirt luxurious 
ai.f. richness. Hand Wash; 
Drip Dry; Elastic Waist 
Sizes: 
Please send with order - size, color, your name, address. & 	Colors: 
telephone number. For charge purchases, send card number, 
name printed on card and expiration date. For freight, please 
add $6.50. S.C. customers, add 5% sales tax. 
P-S-M-L-XL 
Black Lace/Silver Lame 
Black Lace/Gold Lame 
Red Lace/Silver Lame 






with the World Champion Firehouse Cloggers 
Charlotte, North Carolina 
Approved forms and figures from The National Clogging & Hoedown 
Council and America's Clogging Hall of Fame. 
Learn Competition-tested, Award—winning forms and figures for 
Running sets, Country Hoedowns, Smooth and Eight Couple Free Style 
ONLY $24.95 * • FREE CLOGGING MANUAL INCLUDED 
GRAMMY—NOMINATED MUSIC • Great Train Medley by Moody Bros. 
Also Rode Medley, Sugar Foot Rag, Legends Medley, Dixie 
• ENDORSED BY AMERICA'S CLOGGING HALL OF FAME • 
LINE DANCING VIDEO 
FOR SENIORS 
with experienced instructor 
Dr. Grant Longley 
Lean how to Line Dance 
5 Popular dance tunes with instructions 
ONLY 519.95* • FREE LINE DANCE MANUAL INCLUDED 
• SPECIAL BONUS • 
Order both tapes for $39.90 — 20% savings! 
Also available in PAL 
for Europe, Australia & New Zealand (Please add $3.00) 
CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-441-3006 	* Add $3.50 ea for shipping & 
or Send OrderTo: 	 Handiling 
VIDEO VACATION 
306 West Ave. • Lockport, NY 14094 	VISA & MASTERCARD 
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TA looks like this year is going to be a "dry" 
lyear here on the Monterey Peninsula as 
far as new dancer classes are concerned. 
Many of the clubs are trying hard to get 
people interested and now we all are won-
dering if the slump this year has to do with 
the economy. Lots of folks are out of work 
and what little money they have is probably 
going for food and home up-keep. Gener-
ally there is never enough for recreation. 
That is a shame. Especially with a family 
where there are a few children. The best 
thing some of these clubs could do would 
be to start a "FAMILY GROUP BEGIN-
NER CLASS". 
Here in our area there is hardly anything 
for our youth to do. A recent article in this 
magazine referred to the Youth Program 
presented by the United Square Dancers 
of America. It would behove us all to get on 
that bandwagon. Our young people need 
something clean in their lives they can do 
along with their friends. It certainly helps 
teach them good manners and good 
grooming, something this nation needs in a 
desperate way. 
I wonder if there are clubs in the Mid-
west that have a family foundation. I would 
like to hear from anyone out there who 
would like to share their information on 
this subject. Perhaps if we all endorse this 
idea we can give square dancing a boost 
that is needed very badly. I believe Califor-
nia is in the worst slump at this time for new 
people in the activity. Unfortunately this 
state had led the pack in more and higher 
levels of programming in the square dance 
picture. It seems to be our nature that if 
something is good, a lot more would be 
better and building it higher (more diffi-
cult) would be good for everyone. Is this the 
kind of program we are offering to our new 
dancers? What a waste of time for anyone  
who thinks it is a lark to learn to square 
dance and then get into the "difficulty" trap 
only to become disillusioned and quit the 
activity. MORE BAD ADVERTISE-
MENT!! 
Getting a handle on what people like to 
do is the next topic we need to explore. If it 
has come to Country Western Dancing 
then so be it. We can always give some of 
our time over to that if that is what it is going 
to take to get things moving. Generally you 
see a lot of this being done at the RV 
campgrounds. Many of the participants are 
retired people and they are having a ball. A 
lot of Line Dancing is done along with 
Country Western Dancing Most of it is 
simple and lots of fun so this makes it easy 
to learn. Sometimes I wonder how much 
the average person wants to tax his brain. 
Maybe we are expecting the average per-
son to jump into a recreation he thinks is 
going to be easy when we know it is not. 
Perhaps our exhibitions are done in such a 
way that people start thinking how difficult 
square dancing is. Many times callers call 
intricate figures and use Plus material 
which does nothing but scare the potential 
newer dancer away. I've heard some of the 
callers say "What the heck. They don't 
know the difference". I like to think the 
viewing public have more brains than that. 
They do know the difference when they see 
it done by regular dancers, especially when 
the experienced ones make mistakes. 
I'm trying to keep a positive attitude 
where our area is concerned. I love square 
dancing and have loved calling it for the last 
30 years (retired August, 92). But I see the 
future as a bleak one if we don't realize our 
stumbling blocks before the Newer Dancer 
Class season is gone. • 
CLOSE OUT 
Last Available 
SIGHT CALLING VIDEO 
90-Minute 
Home Study Program 
With Guide Book 
$35.00 Including Post 
LASRY CALLER SUPPLY 
1513 N. 46 Ave., Hollywood FL 33021 
Phone 305.981-7788 
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CV,-9 C4,-9 G-4.9 C4.9 C4.-9 C4....9 GNS..9 G4.-9 CV...D Cs4.9 
Squ4ae ausee P4 ts4 
Following brands in stock for immediate shipment: 
AUTHENTIC, C & C ORIGINAL, KWIK SEW, 
RUFFLE COLLECTION & FANN BURRUS 
EiiteRvridered egue Padeet4 cf e€ 7040,14 
Jacket back has Club Name, Square Dance Figures, City & State. 
Club Towels can have either Club Name or Square Dance Figure. 
Enclose $1.00 tor catalog.  
Name. 	  
Address: 	  
City, State, Zip: 	
nn riti)cf.)ouhcr 	CPIOClue t 011.c!. 
4110 Willow Ridge Road #SD 
Douglasville. Georgia 30135 
(404) 949-3648 
C*--9 C4..9 04.D C4.9 CV.9 C4.D 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
RECORD CASES 
	
PLASTIC RECORD JACKETS 
BOOKS, MANUALS DANCE WAX 
DIPLOMAS 
SQUARE DANCE — ROUND DANCE — CLOGGING 
RECORDS 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available. 
EDDIE—BOBBIE—ROBBIE—SARAH REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 	 1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 	 214/398-7508 
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Rhyme Time 
THE SQUARE DANCE TEAM 
It seems this year it's real confusin' 
Come November who we'll be choosin' 
Flip a coin up in the air 
Whom ever wins we won't care 
Come on now who we a kiddin' 
This country's ours we'll do the biddin' 
Some might say why does it matter 
Crooked politicians their wallets getting 
fatter 
Like an ostrich' head stuck in the sand 
We won't be like, we'll take a stand 
Come November third we'll vote and say 
So America will have a better day 
Our vote will count it's not a dream 
For America we are the Square Dance 
Team!!! 
FOR A CHANGE 
America pleads come November third 
All Square Dancers, vote, be heard 
She hates to make such a fuss 
But think about it, it's for all of US. 
SQUARE DANCE CALLERS 
TRAINING SEMINAR 
For New & Experienced Callers 
November 27, 28, & 29, 1992 
Conducted by: 
Mr. JERRY HELT 
For Reservation & Information 
Call : (513) 321-6776 
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THE DANCERS 
By Robin S. Chapman 
Now the drum's sinuous syncopation 
Giv6 way to shuffle—step, shuffle—step; 
Ivar is demonstrating the origin 
Of clogging, deadpan, deliberate, 
His hair gray and thinning, rain—bowed 
Suspenders winking, glasses 
Reflecting the ceiling lights, 
Feet tapping and kicking. 
Picking up the beat, keeping time 
As it breaks into loud chuckalunking, 
Limbs gone dervish and steadily 
Thwacking the floor as, arms lifting, 
Skirts flirting, the dancers move in 












ASK FOR OUR 3—PAGE LISTING 
FOR AVAILABLE CALLERS TO 
CALL YOUR CLUB/EVENT 
SEND STAMPED 
RETURN ENVELOPE 
STAN BURDICK 216 WILLIAMS ST. 
HURON, OHIO 44839 
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661 MIDDLEFIELD RD 
SALINAS, CA 
93906 
Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is enclosed. 
[ 1 $15.00 for 12 issues [ 1 $16.00 for Canada [ ] $25.00 Foreign 
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE 
LOOK NO FURTHER 
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Rt. 8 Box 281, 
Greeneville TN 37743 
Phone: 615-638-7784 
Mike 
Due to the ever increasing cost of printing and postage we at American Squaredance 
Magazine find it necessary to increase the subscription rates beginning January 1993. The 
new subscription rates will be $20.00 per year for US, $23.00 per year for Canada, and 
$32.00 per year for foreign. 
If you renew your subscription now, you can do it at the 1992 prices. 














Wayne Short 	Chuck Meyer 	Norm 	Wilcox 
ACHY BREAM' HEART Don W. 
I FEEL LUCKY 	 Don W. 
TOP OF TILE WORLD 	Don C. 
PUT SOME DRIVE S. Dunn 
COUNTRY BOY 	W. Short 
THArS TIIE WAY LOVE GOES 
S. Myrick 
THIS OLD HOUSE 	RBB 
IlEY GOOD LOOKING N. Wilcox 
TEXAS WOMAN 	R. Korneguy 
ONE OF YOU (In every size) Cleo 
ROBINSON CRUSOE 	Jolly 
MAKEUP & FADES BLUE JEANS 
Lowell 
Ralph Kornegay 	Don Coy 	Jolly Baldwin 
RED BOOT BOYS QUAR'FFF 
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7-Day Caribbean Cruise.....9 Dances & Workshops! 
If You Paid for Ham and Eggs 
and Only Got Eggs, 
Wouldn't You Feel Cheated? 
How many of you have either been on or heard about a "SquareDance 
Cruise" where there was no dancing? Or at best...one or two dances 
during the week. Far too many, according to hundreds of dancers we've 
talked with. If you just want to go on a cruise, more than 25 different 
cruises leave south Florida each week! 
On the other hand, if you really LOVE square dancing, then may we 
ENTHUSIASTICALLY suggest that you join us on our 4th Annual United 
Squares of America Cruise. We leave Miami on February 7,1993, for St. 
Thomas, San Juan and Nassau on the brand new megaliner ms Ecstasy. 
The Ecstasy has more dancing space than any ship afloat plenty of 
space even for a group our size. We'll have our usual scheduled daily 
dancing, and another dangle from some new Caribbean adventure! 
If you've never cruised before, don't worry. With our toll-free number, 
you are welcome to call us as often as you have questions, and we'll be 
onboard to take care of all your needs! We want you to be part of our 
fun, so give us a call 	we would love to talk with you! 
United Squares of America 
4th Annual Cruise 
Fehr ally7-14, 1993 
1-800-288-7126 
(from US & Canada) 
Ask about CallerlLeader Incentives! 
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1993 
Dixie Classic -Two-Step and Linedance Weekend 
IDA Spring Frolics 
Possum Holler 




Accent on Rounds 
Fontana Fantasy 
Childers Clinic 

















Come Dance for a Night or a Week! 
Gerald's of Due West, Square Dance Shop 






Great Callers & Cuers Famous Floor 
Heated Indoor Pool. 	After Parties. 
Cook-outs. Mini-golf. Tennis. 
Jacuzzi. Theme Parties Special Events. 
Nightly Refreshments Mountain Dining 

















Smoky Mountain Magic 	-Al - C3 
Smoky Mountain Challenge Classic 
-Challenge 
Tex and Jean Brownlee, Management Advisors 
Contact Fontana for details and additional info. 
FONTANA GROUP SALES 
P. 0. Box 68, Fontana Dam, NC 28733 
1-800-849-2258 
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NO ORDERS UNTIL 
AFTER JANUARY 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING $4.00 GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT $4.00 
ADVANCED DIAGRAMED GUIDE $10.00 GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS $2.00 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.00 HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History) $3.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)$5.00 LEADERSHIP-SHAPE(Tipsgalore) $7.00 
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS $10.00 MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (Diagrams) $1.00 
BURLESON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA $25.00 MINI BOOK (Definitions of SID) $7.00 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects) $6.00 MODERN CONTRA DANCING $3.00 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (300 page text) $14.00 MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) $3.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS $6.00 PARTY LINE (After-party ideas) $6.00 
CLIP ART I (Sketches, paste-up) $3.00 PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) $1.00 
CLIP ART II (All different) $4.00 PLUS WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.00 
CLIP ART III (All different) $5.00 PROCEDURES MANUAL FOR CLUBS $25.00 
CLOGGING (Basic book) $4.00 SET-UPANDGET-OUT(Modules) $6.00 
DBD & TOUGH PLUS $5.00 SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better Promotion) $8.00 
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D $7.00 SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines) $7.00 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S Material) $6.00 SOUNDING THE HALL (Equipment) $3.00 
EASYSING-A-LONG (Adaptations) $3.00 S/D STYLING (Smoother daicing) $4.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic) $3.00 TEACHING CLOGGING $7.00 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons) $4.00 TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family) $3.00 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 	 $  20 each; 100415.00 
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION 	 $  20 each; 100415.00 
IN-FORMS (guides, helps; 150 subjects) $  50/I; Ask for quantity prices 
POSTAGE & HANDLING 
$1 -$4.99 	$2.00 pstg 
$5-$9.99 $2.75 pstg 
$10-19.99 	$3.25 pstg 
$20. & up $5.00 pstg 
Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is im-
possible to issue refunds on book orders, unless 
the book is defective. 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD 	SALINAS, CA 93906-1004 
Phone: 408-443-0761 or 449-9724 (During PT Business Hours) 
INISH LIN 
Over the river and through the wood, 
To grandfather's house we'll go; 
The horse knows the way 
To carry the sleigh, 
Through the white and drifted snow. 
Thanksgiving Day. Stanza I 
Lydia Maria Child 
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LICENSE PLATE FRAMES 
P.O. BOX 947 - 1245 S. STRATHMORE AVE. 
LINDSAY, CA 93247 	209-562-3177 





Over 4800 Movements, 
Calls, Terms, Etc. 
1992 Edition 
$25.00 + 1)11/$3.00 
ORDER FROM 
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE 
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD 
SALINAS, ca 93906-1004 
408-443-0761 
DO el DO 
DOZGRES 
C y  
Ni ‘ 	.e•O)....-- 
-,.. . 
"...and, finally, thanks to Dcilores 
for finding this quaint and really 
seasonal hall while ours is being 




The most complete selection of 
Country Western books, 
videos & music available! 
• 16 Instructional Videos 
• 11 Instructional Manuals 
• 12 Practice Audio Cassettes 
• 45 rpm pop records 
Send $1.00 with SASE for complete listing 
of Country Western products available 
or $4.00 for our latest 120 page catalog 
1-800-445-7398 
(USA & Canada) 
(201-445-4369 - Foreign) 
Supreme Audio, Inc. 
P.O. Box 687 
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